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Backgrourid of the Instructors Guide
Only within the.last several years, and only in a few locations,

have courses on crime against- the elderly begun to appear in the cur -n
ricula of gerontology programs in schools of,higher and continuing edu-
cation. This omission is an especially serious one because,of the im-
portant role which such schools play in educating professionals and
parilprofessionals who comb into daily contact with the elderly. For
while the problems of crimeand fear of crime are of special concern to
older Americans, most staff of senior -servj agencies know little about

the nature of the problem or how to deal effectively with it.

To addres4wthislack, the Criminal Justice and the Elderly Program
af. the National Council of Seftior.Citfzens has devised an introductory
course for gerontology students on the topic of crime against the el-
derly. The materials for the course are entitled EffegOve Respontes
to the Crime Problem of Oldef. Americans and consist ofliffio volumes: a

handbook and an instructor's guide. The handbook for the course pre-
sents basic information about crime problems affecIing.the Olerly and -

those countermeasures that hai,e proven most successful._ This. volume,
the instructor's guide, has been designed as a companion to the hand -
book,.to be used as a resource, for presenting the information as effeCt-
ively as possible.

Course Design \s.
-The curriculqm in this guide is intended- for use by professional

rainers and educators in a course on "Effective Responses to the Crime
roblem f Older Americans." As designed, the full course requires :30

classroom hours, the equivalents of three hours of continuing education
credit for students. However, the course may also be-divided into dis-
crete training sessions which focus only.on portions of the materials.
TA this end, the smaller units of the package ("letson plans") have been tir
designed to stand alone,,with objectives and structure independent of
the other.lesson plans. Ig addition, the homework assignments for each
lesson Blab are described, lin-the beginning of the lessor so that instruc-
tors who are teaching only portions of the course can readily find them.

'Plea'se nbtethat this instructor's guide is not meant to be usedc,
without the companion handbook, and that all material in the guide is
cross-referenced to the corresponding material in that text. The hand-

book, on the,other hand, can be used independently of the guide as'a
basic introductioo the topic fbr policymakers, program administrators
legislators; professors, students, and even older citizens tOmsellies.
It should Provide readers with a thorough' understanding of the curricu-
lum's subjects, and its reading and resource lists will allow themeto
examine particular sUbjects in greater detail where desired.

6
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General Learning Objectives for Participants
At the end ofthis 30-our course, participants will be.able to:

Identify the major crime problems of the elderly as a class, in-
cluding fear.of crime, the consequences of criminal victimizatioh,'and
the patterns of crime being committed against the elderly.

Recognize the'specific crime problems and needs of the elderly
.

with whom they are in contact, including needs for home improvement ,

measures, counseling against fear, personalosecurity advice, intormation
on con games and frauds, or counseling to ov*rcome the psychological ef-
fects of victimization.

Identify and contact resources which offer cime,prevention and
victim assistance-services to the elderly.

Recommend actions th t both elderly people themselves and elderly,
serving programs can take decrease the elderly's vulnerability to
crime, to reduce fear, and to improve Ihei chances of overcoming the ef-
fects of victimization.

ad,

These general learning objectives provide an overall direction for
the course. In addition, each lesson plan lists the specific objec-
tives--for botirinstructors and participants--of that-particular segment.

raining Philosophy
There are two basic 'assumptions about learning* which underlie this .

instructor's guide:

o" that people learn best when they actively participate in the learn-_
ing process; and

that a combination of training techniques will, reinforce the lnfor-
ation being learned, maintain the studemts' interest*level,.and better
nsure that the infOrmation will be.used: Based on these two assump-

tions,each of the lesson plans in thiq guide includes a number of-sug-
gestions.forl techniques which instructors can use.to present the subject
atter; many'of these technique's involve the students in participatOry '

xercises in the classroom

SeverAl aspects of the subject of crime-related probiems.of the el- -

derly lend themselves particularly well to the'use oparticipatory
training techniqbes. MIOne is the fact that students will need ta bersOK-
sitized to probleTs of a specific segment of the papUlatiOn; iii ordei:tb

provide proper services to an elderly crime victim, for example,, one
must have some empathy for its or her special needs and problems. -64-

ercises like role plays are excellent ways to develop this empathy, among
studerA6.

*For the purpose of this course, "learning" includes the undertanding
and retention of information, as well as the ability to aPply:it to
real-life situations. .tC

I
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A second advantage to participatory training techniques is that
they can assure that the new information is assimilated and translated
into new behavior. With a topic like crime prevention, for 'xample, it
is especially important for participants to apply what they learn, to
hahge their behavior to prevent crime. A good technique to accomplish'

this is to use a small group exercise in which:they must solve a prob-
lem using a

-

hypothetical situation which closely parallels reality.

Of course, participatory training techniques must he mixed togeth-
r with others to provide balance and rhythm. A leCture, for example:
s an excellent method in some cases, because it is easy to prepare a
llbws for the presentation ef large amounts of materials in short pe-

riods of time The.use of handouts or transparencies during a lecture
increases the retention rated dramatically.

Obviously, the techniques listed in each less plan are only sug-
.

estiops, not rigid plans that must be adhered to. Participatory tech-
niques will be more appropriate for certain types of students and set-.

tings than for others; professional instructors and trainers will be
the best judges of when limitations applly and can choose alternatives.

Introductory Materials on Trainifig for New Instructors
The following four sections, on training techniques and hpw to

choose them, training tips, and audiovisual aids, are intended to assist
instructors who have little or no prior experience in using participa-

tory techniques. They provide basic definitions of the training tech-
niques included in this guide and advice on, some of the important
logistics involved in educating adults, especially older adults. *

Kinds of Training Techniques

Presentation. Basically, a presentation is a prepared lecture or

peech before a group. The word "presentation" is used here, however;
o emphasize the opportunities in this format to u,y0 visual aids .(such

s transparencies, demonstrations with prods, and flipcharts), and-to
licit participation from the.audience (by fielding questions or asking
or a show of hands). 'For the instructor, presentations have several
dvantages: their Rreparation.is straightforward; they can be used
ith any size group in an type of room; and there are few variables or
nknoWns which affect their delivery. Although much 'information can be

ommunicated through a presentation,'the amount retained by the audi-
nce is often less than thrOugH other techniques, particularly if the
ecture lasts for more than 10 or 15 minutes.

Films orSlide Still, or moving pictures with accompanying nar-
ration can be of ec learnihg devices. They'alsocan be used for
any size audience a n almost any kind of room. The combination of
erbal and visual input can greatly increase the amount of inforMation

retained, and there are a number of films and slide presentations avail-
.

ble on both crime prevention and victim assistance, some of wh4h are
especially suitable for elderly audiences. After the showing of a film,
a question- and - answer period or some discussion will reinforce the in-

orma 'on presented in the film. In fact, discussion guides are often

These secti s, which duplicate ones in Chapter 13 of the handbook

. (pages 269-274) re reprinted here.for your convenience.

8
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included in the film packages. A list of recommended films and slide
prelentafUns on some of the topics in the curriculum is'included at the
endoof the corresponding chapter in the.handbook.

Role Play#19. A role play is a- simulation of areal -life situation:
The participants act'out the characters who are involved,'imitatingw
their attitudes 'and behavior. Although this technique requires some
energy, skill, and preparation time on the part of the instructor, it
has-several advantages. First; it provides a context for participants
to express themselves; it is often less threatening to speak through
another character thin to speak for oneself. Second, it can sensitize
the4Players to a.variety of different attitudes and motivations. By

playing a character with a different viewpoint from one's own, a person
can develop an understanding and empathy for others. Third, a role play
gives the participants an opportunity to practice techniques in a.close-
to-real-life situation. This greatly facilitates the actual adoption of
the techniques in the real-worly.

Ideally, the .instructor will demonstrate a role play with another
practiced person in front(of the entire group before asking the partici-
pants to start. After 'the demonstration, the instructor explains the
process and answers any questions.

Usually, participants choose partners for a role play exercise.
Another simple, controlled format to follow for a role play is to break
the large group into groups of three: two of three people be given

roles, and the third will be a "witness" who will objectively observe
the other two. Following the role play, it is important to involve the
whole group in a discussion of what happened. Each triad can take a
turn to describe their experience, using the witness as a spokesperson.
This discussion allows the entire group to benefit from each ,other's .

experience. If tirie,a1.1ows, people can switch roles--or switch groups,
and repeat the role play exercise.

Although a room where chairs can be rearranged is prefeYred for
this technique, an auditorium can'be used if it is not too crowded. It

will be important to have plenty of room between groups of three so that
people in a group can hear each other without becoming distracted. If

the room i too crowded to allow fora role-pelay exercise, the instruc-
tor can ask for two volunteers to do the role play in front of the rest
of the group in a "fishbowl" situation. The audiende can act as the
witness, commenting on what happened. Then, two more volunteers can try
it.

Gue4 Speaker. An outside guest withIspecial expertise, experience,
or renown can be invited to give a presentation. Not only does the ap-
pearance of a new person hold the participants' attention, but his or
her authority can lend .credibility to the information. However, the

instructor is taking.a risk by inviting a guest speaker, temporarily
giving up control of both content and class time. Therefore, it is im-

portant to interview the guest ahead of time, reviewing the ideas he or
she wants to cover in the session, the paints needing emphasis, the
amount of time allotted, and the arrangewehts for visual aids.

Small Group Exercise. .A large group can be broken down into smaller
groups.of from three 0' nine persons in order to accomplish a task, such

'16
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as solving a hypothetical problem. This is an excellent technique,
since smaller groups can have the flexibility' and space to g?t a job
done--by actually applying and using what-they have learned in a situa-
tion which is as close to reality as a classrooms can get.

Dividing into 'small working groups allows all of the students a

chance to participate, even with a large class. Iri addition, shy peor

ple may be encouraged to eiptess themselyes more freely, without the
stress of having to speak:in front of a large audience. Small groups

often produce quality products, since a sense of competition tends to

arise between groups.

There are several difficulties inherent -in this technique. First,

it requires a room where chairs and tables can, be rearranged, or per-
haps the availability of several rooms to limit distractions from the
other groups. The amount of noise generatediby the groups almost neces-
sitates that there be extra space available so that the groups can ac-

complish their tasks. In addition,.it may be difficult for the instruc-)
for to keep track of the progress of all groups, since they are all

working simultaneously. Thus, the groups are working with little gui-
dance from the instructor, whidh could lead to tasks going in unintended

directions.

Large Group Exercise. There are a number of techniques of a parti-

cipatory nature whictrcan be used when dealing with large groups, for

example:

Demonstration.of topics described in a lesson

Panel discussion by experts or knowledgeable resource persons

Brainstorming, using a blackboard or flipchart to elicit answers or

suggestions from the group

Choosing i Training Technique

There are a-Amber of criteria to use when selecting the appropriate
training technique for a particular lessor. A, brief list follows:

Content. A lesson's content may lend itself to the use of a par- -

ticular' technique. Fot example, inviting a police officer to give a
presentation on home security surveys could add a wealth of practical

information to ghat lesson.

Physical classrowm space (arrangement 44d' size)

Size of group .

Time frames

Variety. It can become tiresome if both the instructor and the

participants repeat the.same techniques; a mix usually ensures greater
interest and thus greater retention.

Resobrces available

Educational background of participants
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Training Tips

Regardless. of the content of a training, certain practical fhctors
must be considered when conducting a class. Below are listed some tips
which are recommended byltducators working with adults, especially with
Older adults.

Recognize and use the students' own areas of knowledge. It is much

more effective to draw out information from persons in the clasSroom
than to present that information from "on.htgh."

'

Encourage participation by avoiding seizing the floor through long
commentaries on students' "Contributions.

Handouts Ire important reaching aids, requiring less note4king.'
Thus, participants'. attention can be better focused during class. The
handouts can serve as accurate r4ferences for participants at the end
of the course.

Give homework assignments;.they.can significantly contribute to the ,

amount of, material retainedeand the extent to which it is applied. As-
signments can by discussed-in subsequent classes, thus reinforcing pre-
vious lessons. *

Give /participants an, opportunity to take breaks, at least, every 90

minutes. Often, it possible to observe participants' energy levels
as clpes to the necessity for breaks; reduced participation, lack of
eye (ontact, and talking among students are signs that a break is due.

tj In conducting classes composed of senior' citizens, the/following
additional tips may prove to be useful:

0

Interference

Distractions and noise should be minimized as much as possible._

9".>
An appropriate time for a training should be planned in advance

If At is scheduled too'close to another activity, many peoNe may et
* ,..

restless and anxious for the training.to'conclude. v..
, .

..

A

An isolated-lifestyle can create a need among seniors toore

individual attention and payticipaion in the c4assroom. It is good

idea to include a question-and-answer session at the end of a cl s

If discussions tend to be too lengthy, it can help to make notes o a'

student's points on a blackboard or easel. It is then easier to in\
terrupt,with the promise that the pointS will hot be forgotten a-nd. c
be brought up again later.

Lighting

Any uncontrollad natural light, such as sunlight shining through-
big windoW, can create glare problems forseniors%. 1 I

.
g 1

When giving a training in conditions of ahtificial lighting, older
persons will need more light than younger persons for comfortable vision.

4P
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If showing a film or slides, make the rooms dark as potsitle.
This will help seniors' visual perceptions.

Temperature
4 )

Older adult5,find it difficult to adjust to, temperaturechanges.
Cool or fluctuating room temperatures are the most uncomfortable.

. Senior citizens are generally comfortable temperatures that may
be considered too warm by younger groups.

Physical Problems

The site for the training should be convenient both in terms of
transportation and access to the room where the training will take
place. Sites should be avoided if they Would require 'seniors to climb,
many steps'or do a lot'of walking

o. Older adults may experience extreme dis)omfort If they are forced ,
to sit for an extended period of time. Provide rest breaks about every
30 TiThdtes so they can stretch or use, the rest room.

Student -type chairs can be ukcomfortable: tables and comfortable
chairs armore conducive to learn'ing.

/

-Physical tasks will taketsionaera than when working with younger
groups. When chairs are qto be turned around to Watch a film or moved
to form small groups, for exaMpje, it may take a few Minutes for every-
one to get settled.

Review of Training Materials: Films, Hando ts, Props, etc.

Many older persons have difficulty seeing details. Thus, it's
always'a good id 'a to orally review visual material.

Screen all films for their suitability for persons with visual,
or auditory handicaps. Vocal quality should be low-pitched, slow, and
sufficiently loud. Films should not be longer than about 20 minutes.
CJE has included films which it recommends for, senior. citizens in this
guide.

Handouts should be,factual, concise, and brief. Ideally; they
should-4)e readable in one sitting. Type_size,type styje,"anb p'acing

should all be seleCted to promote readability. Colors should provide'
a strong contrast without being too harsh on the eyes.

Audiovisual Aids

Ttte use of, a fey simple audiovisual aids tan graatly improve a
class -- keeping participants' attentions and enhancing,Earticipants'

learning by visually emphasizing the oral content. DenriptionOof.
'Several aulvisual'aids arerbglow:

I
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Flipc a t. An easel with a pad of newsprint and several ;lored

marktrs are v luable instructors' tools. Lists elicited from the class
can be,written, or all to see, and tan be'haved from one class to the
next foe referen e (an advantage over a blackboard and chalk). Mask-

, ing tape can te u d teaffix sheets of newsprint to walls for Osi-

(

bility and accesstyility.
-

Overhead'Projector with T?ansparencies. Charts or special points

can-be 4prodUced- onto projectable "vu-graphs" or transparences. Used

with a pointer, thee' projections--perhaps:.accpmpanied with an identi-
cal handout for the\participants--emphdsize or make graphic ,clarifica-
tion of points in presentations. Overhead projectors as.well.as screens
cin berrented by the day.. Transparencies.can.be reused, 'thus saving,the,
time and energy of rewriting information for classes'., ,

Film Projectors. 16mm film projectors can also'be rented by thee

day with screens, if necessary.

,Slide Projectors. Slide projectors with attachable audio-cassette
hook,ups automatically synchronize slides with,sound; both ',these can
also be rented with screens.

Displays.. Displays can be informative and instructive. Displays

of various types of locks are often available from a police department's
crime-prevention section. .

0'

Publications. Samples of publications - though not part of the

course-can be perused by participants before, between, ot'after classes.

Structure oile Course
The lesson plans can fit into a variety.of class schedules, each

plan being one-arid-one-half hours in, length. Each lesson plan incorpor-

ates a number of training techniques and materialS in order to provide
a balanced, interesting'course. The lesson plans are structured alike,

with the forlowio components:

Title and number.

1
Tim44required.

Chapter references for corresponding information .in the handbook.

Objective5, for instructor - What the participants will cover, in

the Tesson.

Objectives for participants - What the participants will be able
to do as a result of the 1.esson.,

Method - A summary of the processes to be used in teaching the

lesson. i

Training aids - The training materials needed for conducting-the
..

lesson, such as a flipchart or film, projector. No

\
'04.

-Materials - Handouts for participants.

4 1:3
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7. Other Victimization Surveys or Studies

8. Verlsal ,Communication Skills ,

9. The Cope of Experience

Comments --Overview of the lesson and how it relateS to the 'rest
of the course.

Lesson outline - A skeleton script, with time requirements for
each step. Not intended to be read to a class word for word.

Instructor guidelines - Instructions an) tips for teaching the
lesson.

9

The.lesson plans can be modified to suit the circumstances of the
particular community wheret4 course is given, such as specific crime
rates or services available. 'One can find', out, what thesd circestances
are from police officers, staff of, area agencies on aging and senior
centerS-', consumer affairs staff, community organizers, and others. On
the other hand, the course outline itself should'be usable, without mod-
ification in any community,

List of Transparencies

Below is a, list of all of.the charts at the end of each lesson plan
from which the instructor can make transparencies, along with the number
of the lessbn for which they will be used. A

. Lesson
'4

. Rate of, Population Growth* 1

2 Representation ofFemales in Older Age Groups* 1

3. Size of Elderly Households*

4. Victimization Rate of Elderly vs. Others

5. Information Sources

6. Police Offense Reports

10. Goal: To Develop a.Crime Prevention Training

List of Participant Handouts

p

1

2

2

2

12

17

18

In addition to the'handbook for this.course, a number of lessons
have additional recommended handouts for participants. These Should be
duplicated' before the class so that each participant will get one..

ese ar not provi in.this guide. It is recommended, however,
that local' data be portrayed visually, either on transparencies or
harts.

14
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Note that several handouts require the instructor to fill in telephone

numbers of local agencies before duplicating them. The list of hand-

outs is below.

1. Course Goal and Objectives

2. Course Schedule*

3., Major Elements of the C-rimipal

Justice System

4.' Steps in theCriminal Justice Process

5. Tips .for Home Security for
Senior Citizens

6. ton Games

7. Tips for Avoiding. Con Games & Fraud

.8. Volunqer Attitudes Role Play

9!
10. `Ineffective Responses of

Friends # 1
.

,a

10, Ineffective Responses of
Friends # 2

11. Ineffective Responses of
Friends # 3

12. Effective Response

13. Case Studies in Anti-Crime
Advocacy Techniques

14. Some Good Advticacy Techniques

15. flan for a Comprehensive Crime
Prevention Prograllt*.

16. Program Illustrations

17. Goal: To Develop a Crime Prevention
;paining

18. Hypotheticials: Setting Training

Objectives

Lesson Number Req$ired

1 1

1 1

4 1

4 1

7 1

8 1

8 1

per person

per person

per person

per person

per person

per person,

per person

0

ti

11

11

11

11

.

1 per 5 persons

1 per 5 persons

1 per 5 persons

1 per 5 persons

11 f per 5 persons

13 1 per person

13 1 per person

15 1 per person

15. 1 each of 19 pgs.
per person '1-

' 16 , 1 per person

1.6 1 per person

*This is. not` provided in this guide.

* *Must be distributed prior to Lesson #15.

4
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19. Tips for Conducting Training

I

2s. Crime ?revention for East Side
Sentors

Lesson

0

17

18

21. 'Forms for ilanning a Training 18

22. Sample Form 18

23. ExaDination 20
6

29. Answer SheA 20

Reading,and,Resources

.

11

Number Required

1 each of 2 pgs.

per person

1 per person

1 per person

1 per peron

1 each of
4 I

pgs. per person

1 each of 6
per person

For Additional reading and bibliographic references for this guide,
refer to.tr.,end of the chapter in the handbook cite in thelesson
plan:- EaCtl chqptder:l.n thehandbook lists a number of publications,
brochure, and films which may.be-af interest to instructors and to
students:

t
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LESSON: Introduction to the Course, with a Sketch of Older Americans

T1341:: 90 minute This lesson corresponds with Cliapters1&2 in the handbook!.

013JECTIVES:
In this session, INSTRUCTOR should:

1. Have the participants introduce themselves to the class.
-2. Explain basic logistical matters about the course.
3. State the goals'of the course.
4. Distribute and.reiiew the course's general learning objectives.
5. Discuss the participants' handbook--contept and design--and the

course schedule.
6. Provide,Jata on the nation's elderly popu lation.

. .7. Provide data on the local elderly population.
8. Describe the impact of the aging process.

At the end of this session, PARTICIPANTS will be able to:

1. Describe the goal and objectives of the course.
2. Be familiar with the course agenda and handouts.
3. Describe the characteristics of the nation's elderly Populjtion.
4. Describe the characteristics of the 'local elderly population.
5. Describe the.impact of the ting process.

METHOD:

Presentation.

7 Large group discussion.

TRAINING AIDS:
- Overhead projector and screen.
- Transparencies:*--Rate of Population Growth

--Repretentation of Females in Older Age.Groups
--Size of Elderly Househalds

*Thee are not provided, but it is. recomtended that local data be
portrayed visually, either on transparencies or charts.

MATERIALS:
- 'Effective Responses to the Crime Problem of Older Americans: A

Handbook
- Handouts: --Course Goal and Objectives

--C2urse Schedule (to be prepared by instructor) f

COMMENTS: This first lesson will set the tone for'the corse. Therefore,

it is important to take sufficient time to explain the objectives and
course outline, and to create an atmosphere of cooperation by encouraging
the maximum aleount of student'par'ticipation.

18
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LESSON OUTLINE

(5 min.). Welcome and introductions.. y,

The goal of this course is:

To gain knowledge about the elderly's crime.
problems and about strategies and techniques
for preventing crime, copihg with the fear of-
crime, and assisting .victims of crime.

The basic logistical matters you shour be aware

of include:

'Smoking restrictions if any;

Restroom locations;
Whom to notify if any problems arise;..
Others spectfic to your situation. .

(15-min., but varies with size of the class) I

have, found that by spending some time :at the

.start f. ing out more about each other, we can

wor ett together to accomplish, our objectives
r

'd like to as( each person to introduce him/her-
self to the rest of the class% taking about a

minute to tell:
4

Reasons for taking this. class.

(10 min.) I amihatiding out copies of'the course,

objectives. I will read them aloud as you follow

along.

4r.

(10 min.) Now I will briefly review the design
of the participants' handbook and the course
schedule,_04.chI am handing out.

(5 min.) The purpose of this session is to ac-

quaint yodWith the characteristics, of the
elderly population of this country and this area.

FolloWing this, we, will briefly review the impact

of the aging process on ildividuils. This review

should provide a better uhderstanding of the

needs of our elderly dnd what types of anti -crime

13

INSTRUCTOR GUIDELINES

As they introduce thbm-
selves, feel free to ask
questions to clarify or
expand on what they say.

Distribute Hindowt #1.
Spend whatever time -is
necessary at this point,

to be sure that everyone
uhderstands what will be
happening and that the
participants feel com- .

iforta0e with thecourse
plan.

Distribute,handbooks and
schedules.' Read portions

of the handbook's intro-
dufction aloud, and enter-

tain any questions.

To ensure this lesson's
relevant q to the class,

the instiuctor should

conduct.some research
ahead of time to obtain
the demographics of the'.
local elderly population.
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services would be most helpful to theM.,

We' will be.looking at the elderly population in
terms of. demographics first:

- -o Numbers
Sex

Residency
Income

We will then look at, the aging process, by exaAn-
Inc' the health and mental health pf the elderly.

1 /

(45 min.) Demographic Characteristics of the
Elderly -

Numbers. There are currently 22 million men and
women in the United States who are 65 years of age
or older. This means that one out of'every 10
persons is a senior citizen. By the year 2000,
that will swell to one lin eight persons..

In (local area)" , the elderly
population is approximately. , and is

projected tt be by the year 2000. The
increase in this area's elderly population ovei-

the years can be seen in this transparency.

.

What doe this.expansion mean for elderly serOce-
proViders?

Sex. The older population in this country is in-
creasingly female doMinant. The current\ratio is
69 men to*-100 womene over; theivatio at ige
75 decreases to 56 males to 100 feTeles., In this

area, the ratio of males to females is

Among persons 65 and.older, females Tpresent 59
percent; at age 75, 61,percent; and at age 85, 65

percent. Most of the older women are widows,
while most elderly men are married. ,

4;i

Fbr your convenience,
blanks are provided on
pages 3 and 4 of this
lesson for-local data.

//

Show transparency of Rate
of Popillation Growth and
explain any other Tevant
or interesting aspe ts.

1

Get responses to.this
questiyn froM the class.

,

Show transparency of
Representation Of Females
in Older Age Groups.
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r

The number of single older women is re'flected in

the sizes of elderly households. Ho4Neholds of

two persons decrease number from ages 65 to 70
and'deceease even more from 75 to 80, while house-
holds of one increase ,,,steadily 'from 65 years of

age on.
, I

Therefore, we can see how important it is to gear
crime prevention information to the needs of

elderly women.

Residency. Wheredo the elderly live? In the

United States, two out of three live in metropoli-
tan areas, and one-third of thet" in central

. cities within,these areas:

. In .this.area . .

For this reason, crane prevention techniques for
the elderly often must be geared to an urban

setting. ,,

.

Income. How do.the elderly fare economicaliy?.
The elderly can be described as'a low income
group. Because many are on fixed 're irement in-
comes, their income levels are appro imately one-
half that of the younr population.

.

Certain subpopulations among the elderly' are in 0
worse financial condition. In this country,,older

blacks have incomes two - thirds that of'older whit
people, and elderly females have incomes only one-
half that of elderly males.

Looking at a level of poverty including both the
poor and the "near poor," elderly persons.compris
25 percent of the total gro6p. ("Near poor" .

refers to people living at or below an annual
salary which is 125 percent of the official

poverty levee.)

In this area . .

21

Show transparency of'Size
of Elderly'Households
in Local Area.

4
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These figures ate significant in terms of the im-
pact of crime on the elderly, as we wjll see when
we discuss the needs of elderly crime victim.

Ale Aging Process
1

Health. More people are living longer, and more
tersAr)ps are reaching the higher age brackets than
ever before. These increases in life expectancy,
though, are more a reflection of decreased meta
ity\rates among younger age, groups than of de-
creased mortality rates after the age of 65.

The elderly suffer disproportionately from mo-
bility limitations and such limitations are signi-
ficant in terms of their vulnerability to crime.
While most older persons do not 'have serious mo-
-bility restrictions, many are,limited in at least
one way. Almost 18 percent of the noninstitution-
alized elderly have some mobility limitation, com-
pared to less tharLone percent-for people 17 to 44
years old and less than 5 percent for people in
the 45 t. 64 afge group.

t 1 H lth

Old age is a rich, fulfilling experience for many
pedAle who have the resources to. enjoy their later
year ..,,'or others; it can be a very difficult .

period characterized by stress and strain. For.

almost all, old age represents dramatic changes in
,life circumstances; some older'people have trouble
adjusting -to these cb.engest

Dr. Eric Pfeiffer, a noted prosycniatris't, de-
.scribed old age as .a "season of loss " -,- meaning

that old age for tost people means a series of
age related losses: income, status, the loss of
one's spouse and companions, asid.the decline of
-one's physiCal and mental powers. For %any, these
interrelated factors produce a'- vicious cycle:
crises may lead older persons to isolatp them-
selves, yet isolation can lead to ind,based lone-
liness ana anxiety ar depression.

While the majority of elderly people does not de-
velop serious mental problems,'an estimated 13 to
,15 percent of the elderly population live in what
psychiatrists call -"conditionsqonducive to mental
illness": poverty and near-poverty, serious physi-
cal illness, or social isolatien.
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The aging process, and the physical problems which

become more evident in old 'age, can also lead to

Sik

.mental difficulties. The ore frequent chronic
conditions and loss of mobility which accompany

thg later years produc46a 1 ck of control over

life which many people are not used to. This in

turn can lead to more stress and frustration.

Hearing loss, -for example, is one physical pro-

blem that can lead to depression. Vistial loss.

also can have the same effect. And elderly
.people feel--and are--more vulnerable to crime
when afflicted by sensory losses.

Ten years ago, the American Psychological Associa-
tion estimated that 15 percent of the eldsrily
populationor-three millionrequired men al
health services.

In spite ofthe mental health needs of the
derly, it has' been estimated that about 80 percent
of the older persons who need mental- health.
assistance will not receive ist.

Since mot df those older persons needing aid
could'be helped by nonintensive or crisis inter-
vention counseling, persons other than mental
health workers can help provide such services if,
they have the necessary knowledge and resources.
In fact-, -if they engage in crime prevention or
victim assistance Counseling, they will-be per-
forming a mental health service by r tng fear

and, for victims, by averting a possIt crisis.

Most profiles like this of older Americans tend
to emphasize the problems which they face, Many

of which are brought on by radical changes in
life circumstances, like retirement, reduced in,
come, loss of status, and the death of a>spouse
or friends. These problems, however, lte only a

part of the picture. To concentrate on just them
is to fail to recognize that old age is a devel-
opmental stage, like all of the stages of life,
andfor many personsit is a rich, fulfilling

time

What is more, increasing numbers of concerned,
active seniors are turning their talents toward
working to change some of the attitudes and
conditions which make life, difficult for older

\ 23
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persons. These Older paid professionals, com-
munity volunteers and elderly advocates have
begun through "senior power" t9 make a noticeable
difference in assuring that our later years can
be lived toitheir fullest.

In the next twolessons, we will turn from the
brief sketch of the major problems which elders
face to an examination of one specific problem
which is of great concern to them: crime.

4
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Handout #1
0

COURSE GOAL AND OBJECTIVES'

rIt

GOAL: To gain knowledge about the elderly's crime problems and about

strategies and techniques for preventing crime, coping with the

fear of crime) and assisting victims of crime.

OBJECTIVES:.
k

1. To be able to identify the major crime problems of the.elderly as a

class, including the patterns of crimes being committed against them, the

fear of crime, and the consequences of criminal victimization.

2. To'Se able to recognize the specific needs which result from crimes

against our elders, including neecia_for home improvement measures, personal

security advice, information on con games and faauds, and counseling to

'
reduce unrealistic fears and to overcome the psychological effects.of

victimization..

3.' To be able to,identify and contact resources which offer Grime preven-

tion and victim assistance services to the elderly.

tly. To be able to recommend actions that both elderly.people themselves

ann'elderly-serving programs can take to decrease the elderly's vulnerability,

to crime, to reduce their fears, and to improve their chances of overcoming

the effects of victimization.

4
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LESSON: Patterns of Crime against the Elderly

LessoJ. 2
Page No

C
TIME:. 90 minutes This lesson corresponds with ,Chapter _i_ in the handbook.

OBJECTIVES:
In this session, INSTRUCTOR should:

1.' Present national data on patterns of yictimization.'of the elderly.
2. Describe the reasons for conducting a local analysis of crime

rates and patterns.' 4
3. Identify-sources and types of crime data in the local area'.
4. Explore the special vulnerability, of the elderly,to crime.-

' At the end of this, session, PARTICIPANTS will be able to:

1. Describe the different patterns in national victimization rates
between: elderly and nonelderly, elderly men and women, older
blacki and older whites, and inner city and other elderly.

2. 'Give three reasons for conducting a crime analysis in the frea.
3. Identify sources of crime data in their area.
4. Describe the kinds of crime data useful for.a needs assessment.
5. \li-st 10 ways in which the elderly are vulnerable to crime.

METHOD:

- Presentation.
Braintorm.

TRAINING AIDS: /I

Flipchart, newsprin markers, .maskingmasking tape.
Overhead projector a d screen. ,..

- Transparencies: 1. Victimization Rite of.Elderly vs. Others;
2. Information Sources;

. 3. Police Offense Reports; "",,,..._,_

4. Other Victimization Surveys or Studies.

MATERIALS:

CONWENfliS; As ihithe handbook; the problem of-crime against the elderly
is divided into two parts. This lesson. covers the patterns, of crime.

, The next covers the topic of fear of .crime And its. consequences.
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(40 min.), For th past several years, there has

been an ongoing de ate among academics about
whether there real y is a sufficiently serious
problem of crime gainst senior citizens to war-
rant providing-t em with specjal services in crime
prevention and victim assistance,. As a result.of

this debate, there is a belief in some circles
that victimization rates among the elderly a're

"statistically insignificant."

This issue deserves some scrutiny.

Y.

.

As in most subjects which academics like to de-
bate, though, the subject is somewhat more com-
plicated th4p first meets the eye. Thus, we will

separate it, as does your handbook, into two sep-

arate parts. This lesson will discuss the pat-

terns of crime against the elderly. Next week, we

will examine their fear of crime alid its conse-

quenc6.

The statistics we are using to describe the pat-
terns of crime are derived not from crimes re-
poy--led to the police, since almost half of all

crimes go unreported, and rates of 'reporting can
liary significantly between different groups, in the
population,, in different locations, and by dif-

ferent-types of crimes. Ingead, we will use v_ic-
timization statistics collected by the U.S. Census

Bureau as part of the National Crime Survey. NCS

surveys annually a representative(sample of some
60,00p U.S. households. Victims living in those

households report three general categories of
crime (both attempted and completed):

personal crimes o7iolence, which include

rape, robbery and assault (simple and

aggrvated);

tl%personal crisps of theft, which include lar-

ceny without contact between victiM and of --

fender and larceny with contact Npurse
snatching and pocket picking); and

household crimes. which include burglary,
househoMlarceny and motor vehicle theft.

INSTRUCTOR GUIDELINES

7

Show transparency "Victimi-
zation Rate of Elderly vs'.
Victimization Rate of

Others."
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NCS crime rates are based on the number of-crimes
per 1,000 persons or households.

Let's look then at whapiethe NCS yictim zation sta-
tistics tell us about various types o rimes
against older and younger people in this country,
and how they compare.

On this transparency, victimization rates aga4nst
'persons under 65 are indicated by the white bars.
As you can see, the most common-typeof crime
against non-elders is household larcency, which
occurs at a rate of about 140 crimes perifhousand
non-elders. The next most common is personal
theft, followed by household burglary, violent
crimes (assault, robbery, and rape) and auto theft,
aePa rate of about 22 crimes per thousand.

Patterns against older persons (the striped bars)
are somewhat different. Household larcency is
again the most common crime, followed very clqsely
by household burglary (at rates of 54 to 58 per
thousa d elders).

Personal crimes of theft fall third rather than
.second in frequency for older persons. Violent,
crimes are fourth in frequency and auto theft is
fifth. Thus, the crimes which plague the elderly
are frost ofteh crimes of property--burglary

household larceny.- In the area of personal imes,

theft,. which is considered to be a "nonviolent"
crime,accounts for about three-fourths of all the
personal crimes.

While the patterns of types of crimes which are in-
flicted on elders and non - elders are somewhat simi-
lar, the victimization rates against the different
age levels vary significantly. For example, there
are nearly five violent crimes against a non-elder

,-App for every one committed against a senior citizen.
For household crimes, the ratio is somewhat closer:
two or three crimes of burglary or larceny for
every one committed against an elderly household.

What do these figures signify? Whyfare victimiza-
tion rates against senior citizens so much lower
than against younger persons?

There are probably a number of reasons for this
difference. One fact& whiceprobably plays an im-
gortant role in these low rates is the high fear of
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Crime among older persons a fear which results

1n a number of changes in 'lifestyle .to protect

t)iemselvedrfrombeComing victims. Since they Put

themselves "at risk" less often, they are less

oPten victimized.

Second, one should appreciate that, even bsent

the drejd of being victimized, the elderly have
a lifestyle that is naturally self-protective. -

They score low in auto theft rates because they,
less often own cars. They infrequently show up
in assault.cases since, for many of those Soho

might once have gotten into fights, those days

are And because they are often living in
retirement at home, their houes are less invit-
ing,targets for burglars.

Third, and most important, the nationwide figures,
wash out the major social and geographic distinc=
tions between America's senior citizens. Indeed,

when we look at the elderly not as a homogenous
group but.as a number of differentisubgroups,

some very strong differences in rtes of victimi-

zation appear. Th se differences make it

that not all pers s over 65 are "und

ized."

One important diffe ence in victimization rates
is- between older men and older &omen. Overall,

older men are more frequently victimized than
older women--more than twice as often, in fact.

Older urban women, however, are more vulnerable
to several types of crime, notably personal theft

on the street and burglary or robbery in their

homes.

Racial diffei.ences in victimization rates lso
are evident among the elderly. Black senior

citizens are victims of violent crimes about

twice as often as older Wiiiii7To ple. By violent

ragcrimes I'm speaking of rape, r ery, and assault

For robbery alone, the disp rity between races is

even'greater--two-and-one-half times more fre-

quentjor older blacks than for older whites.

Crimes of theft present a more'balanced picture

4 between the races. However, older blacks are es-

pecially susceptible to personal larceny with

contact. Data show that glder blacks are victim-

ized by larceny with contact more often than any

2
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other agegroup. And among those 65 year f age
and older, blacks are victimized by this k d of
crime.fiye times mere frequently than whites.

AI
.

Let's talk 'briefly ab ut some geographic differ-
ences in crimes committed against the elderly. As

we have seen, the eld rly as a grpup are not vic-
timized as(freqdently as other age groups. How-

ever, certain older persons are victims more often
than their peers who live in other locati&s; in
,somelocales,-older persons are even-victimized
-more frequently than their younger neighbors.
These are seniors who reside in the inner cores of

' the nation's cities. In these areas, deteriorat-
ing conditions contribute to high crime rates.
Buildings,are older and in need of repairs, er-

vices have been cut in response to shriAkin tax

bases, andethnic and class changes breed su icion

0/

and tension. Nevertheless, the elderly--usuall
f,pr'economio ane psychological reasons--tend to
stay put in-,these high-crime enclaves even aft
their youngpr neighbors have moved on to safe city
neighborhoMs or to the suburbs. Because they are
so" often Without family or friends nearby, these
older people live somewhat isolated lives., Their
isolation makes them more Nulnerable to.crimes in
which offenders prefer picking on a single victim-=
crimes such as purse snatching and confidence
omes.

Researcl(has confifiled the predicament of senior
citrzens liv. r major cities. For example,

ri---Quvictimiz4ti n surveys showed that in 1974, the
national,a erage for the rate for personal larceny
wittcontact for persas over 65 was 3.4 crimes
per thousand older persons. In Boston that same

. year, however, the rate for older persons was 32
crimes per, thousand; in New Orleans it was 20 per
thousand. in 21 major Cities studied, the rates
fOr personal larceny with con act were all higher
than the national average for niors. SiTpar
-statistics'are seen in the rate of robbery with
injury'against seniors; in eight of the 21 cities,
the rates of robbery with injury were higher
against older persons than they were against young
er,persons; in eight other cities,,the rates of
robbery with injury was roughly equal between young'
and old. And this is din spite of the fact that
mady of these elderly are living, highly restricted
life styles. .

3 U
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tims,,then. But what kinds of patterns are there
tftong the persons who perpetrate these crimes?
Generally, the characteristics of the offenders
who victimize senior citizens are similar to thOse
who victimize younger persons with respect to
their age, the likelihood they will be armed, or

i will work in gangs. ,There are some differences,
though., Peeple who commit crimes against the el-
derly are more likely to be strangers to them, and
more likely to be black when the victim is white.
And for, personal street crimes, offenders against
older persons are more likely to be youths and

f blacks than are attackers of younger victims.

Let's pause for a minOte. How do you think these Respoises should indicate

-fator% will influence the victim? that victims are more li-
able to be fearful.

That's right. These factors tend to increase the.

fear levels of older people. Obviously, strangers

pose more of a threat than do people you might be
familiar wi.th. And the interracial aspect of many

of these crimes would tend to make older urban
whites suspicious of all young blacks, and gener-
ally incree the )evel of tension they live with.

We will be discussing fear levels in the next les-
son so you should kejp these points in mind for

that discussion.

One other factor in crime patterns agdinsttseniors
may also contribute to the high fear level and
danger felt by seniors. A study which looked at

the physical location of crimes discovered that
most of the violent crimes committed against the
elderly occurred in the victims' homes, a commo
area tf an apartment, or in a yard. Conversel

violentmimes against younger age groups we
found to occur more often away from their r si-
dencet--in the street or commercial build' gs.

How do you think this fact affects the attitudes
of potential or actual elderly crime victims?

Agairt,.it might make.then more fearful, since` ven
theq homes, which should represent security and
safety, are not safe against the dangerous forces
out in the street,

. %131
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Thus, victimization is a, real, everyday problem
for a great many older persons in this country,
`expecially older blac4, older men, and residents
of our major cities. These elderly are more like-
ly to become crime victims,,to be vict*Mized re-
peatedly, and often by offenders who live in close
proximity to them.

.

. (J5 min.) We have just seen what the victimiza-
tion. statistics are for the elderly nationally.
We have also seen how there are widely different
patterns and rates, depending on personal charac-

. teristics of the older persons and where they live.
Because/of these widedifferences, it becoMes very
impoiltant to learn about our local crime pattern
and rates, and-I-low they compare, with the national
figures. We will turn now to the important topic

'of. how to learn about local crime patterns. Be-

fore we do, though, it's important to -see how fact
. aboUt local crime rates and patterns can help.

e, There are three important purposes these iata can
.

serve. They can enable us to:

to
r

be aware'of ttie local fActors that influence
senior citizens' perceptions about the crime
problem in this locality; .

I

be able to gear an anti-crime strategy to
'the actual crime conditions of the area;

be able to give senior citizens a realistic
picture of the crime problem,to counter

generalized Anxiety about it.

The procedure that is followed to determine the
local crime rate's is calleda "crime analysis."
A crime analysis can. take many forms depending on
the amount of time you have to spend and the qual-
ity and quantity of crime data available.

The best way is through a victimization survey of
a representative sample o1 households. Since
funds are rarely available for such a survey,
though, we must turn to other less reliable
sources. Three, ways 10 collect information for a
crime analysis are ietluded on this transparency.
They are:

1. Retiew police offense reports;

3 9

Show transparency
"Information Sources"
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2. Conduct informal surveys of citizens and
key persons the community;

3.- Review loCal criminal justice plannipg
agency reports.

The kind of data that canbe obtained from each of
these sources is summarized in `the next two

transparencies.

In a search for sources of information for a crime
analysis, resource directories may be helpful.
Resource director.ies can direct yo programs

which may be collecting data you wi find useful.

(15 min.) Whom would you interview as "key

kople" in the community?

-we

Remember, the more specific the information you

can gather about the crime problem of Ole elderly

-Show transparencies, "Police
Offense Reports;" and "Other
Victimization Surveys or

Studies." Explain each.

Write their suggestions on
.a flipchart. -A partial list

for your information is
below:

KEY COMMUNITY PEOPLE

- Police department of-

ficers in the ,records
Iection or within the
recinct area(s) you

. are serving;

2 Detective squads;
- Staff at the District

Attorney's Office;

- Directors of senior

- centers;
- Elder citizens who re-

-side in the areas you
will be serving,
including those at:

senior citizens
clubs; and
tenant organizations;

- Socia) service agency
staff,;

- Local businesses with
elderly clientele,
e.g., barbers, beauti,
cians, pharmacjsts.
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in your area,.the more responsive the services you
are developing can be to their needs. City-wide
information can be very usefulNi.f you're going to
do a city-wide campaign. For a Particular neigh-
borhood group, however, information about,the crime
rate in that neighborhood will be much more useful
than information'about the city as a whole.

(5 min.) In addition to local data on crime pat-
terns, another thing which is important in planning

,an anti-crime strategy for senior citizens is fam-
iliarity with some of the factors which make the
elderly vulnerable to crime.

Take alcouple,of'minutes to think about a particu-
lar older person that you know, and to get a pic-
ture of this person ,in your mind.

Whet does the pj7lon look like?

Where does the person live?

How does the person get around?

(15 min.) Now name some specific_qualities about
this elderly person that you have in mind which
might make hire or her vulnerable to crime. I will

write them on the newsprint under the appropriate
category.

34

4
,17

The purpose of this exercise '

is to go beyond the statis-
tics in the last lesson and.
sensitize students to what
can make older persons
vulnerable to crime.

ti

Write each of these topics
on the top of a separate
sheet of newsprint and
tape each to the wall:

- Physical vulnerability;

Vulnerability in the home;
- Psychologica] vulnera=

bility;

Economic and social
characte'ristics that
increase vulnerability.

If certain qualities ar,
not mentioned, ask leading
questions.

A sample list is below:

PHYSICAL VULNERABILITY
ON THE STREET

- Purse held loosely`;

Checks cashed on
predictable days;

(continued)
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Obviously, not all elderly people possg.ss these

characteristics.. But when they do, they are in

jeopardy of criminal attack: Older persons are

very aware of this vulnerability, and it is re-

flected in their high levels of fear of crime.

This topic, and the impvt which crime has on

their lives, is the subject.of our xt lesson.

35

- Walking alonek. 1'

- Walking unsteadily;

- Appearing4drugged,
confused;

- Taking public trans-

portation;
- Inability to resist

attack.

VULNERABILITY IN THE HOME

- Howse in disrepgir;

- Living alone; 1-

- Poor locks; b.

- Predictable Obupnes
for going out;

Inability to relocate;
- Transitional, highcrime

neighborhood;
- Inability to resist

attack.

PSYCHOLOGICAL VULNERABILITY

- The "season of loss;"

- Drugs;
- Fear of crime;,

- Fear of retaliation;

- Trusting;
- Gullibility;
- Loneliness;
- Isolation.

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL

- Proximity to offenders;

Low, fixed incortie;'

Separatten from friends,

relatives.
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Persons/

1000

150

125

100

75

50

25

0

CRIMES:

KEY:

Victimization Rate of Elderly
vs.

Victimization Rate of Others, 1975

Personal Crimes Household Crimes

3@.4

7.8

1771 _

21.4% 100%

Violent Crime
(Robbery,
Rape,
Assault)

= Rate per

24.5

106.2

23.1 %100%

Theft
(Pers9nal

larceny)*

53.8

101.5

58.7

53.0% 100 %'

1,006 elderly \\

141.5'

6.2

1.5% 100% ,27.3% 100%

22.7

Burglary Household Auto

Larceny Theft

= Rate per 1,00, others

*"Others" describes individUals (personal) crime) and heads of households

(household crime) ages,12-64.

SOURCE: U.S. Department o'f1ustice, Law Enforcement Assistance x.

/A.
Administration, Criminal Victimization in the United States, 1975-.

36
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Transparency #2

INFOililATION SOURCES

REVIEW POLICE OFFENSE REPORTS

-- -CONDUCT INFORMAL SURV'EYS .0F_

CITIZENS AND KEY PERSONS IN

THE COMMUNITY

REVIEW LOCAL CRIMINAL JUSTICE,
PLAVNING itrENCY 'REPIORTS

37
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Transparency #3

ISOLICE 0+-FENSE REPORTS

'- WHAT CRIMES, ARE BEING COMMITTED
AGAINST SENIORS IN THE AREA?
W WHICH ARE THE COMMON ?

L

WHEN ARE THESE C-RIMES BEING
C.OMMITTED?

,i
.

. ,----d-- p

WHERE °ARE CRIME' OCCURRING?
ARE THERE ANY REALLY ,"BAD"
BLOCU? ARE CERTAIN CRIMES
MORE PREVALENT IN CERTAIN
NEIGHBORHOODS?

C.

HOW 'DO CRIMES OCCUR?
1 4

33
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.OTHER VICTI'MIZATION
SURVEYS OR STVD.IES

ARE THE ELDERLY VICTIMIZED MORE

OfsTEN -14AN OTHERS?

7 WHICH ELDERLY ARE BEING VICTIM-
IZED? ARE THE LARGE MAJORITY OF
T-IE VICI--.IIIS WOMEN?

DO ELD'EO,LY VICTIMS SEEM TO SUF-
FER DISPROPORTIONATE PHYSICA-L
HARM?-'

IS THE RATE OF CRIME AGAINST
THE ELDERLY INCREASING OR
DECREASING?

ASE THERE ANY CLEAR TRENDS AMONG

THE VARIOUS TYPES OF CRIMES
BEING COMMITTED eGAINST THE
ELDERLY?
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LESSON: Fear of Crime and Its Consequences

um: .90 minutes This lesson corresponds with Chapter 4 in d4handboo
,OBJECTIVES,:

In this session, INSTRUCTOR should:

A

1. Describe the high levels of fear of crime among older persons.
2. Discuss which subgroups of'older persons are most fearful.
3. Discuss two common types of behaviors which result frOm the fear

of crime: avoidance behaviors and mobilization behaviors.
4. Lead a group debate about whether fear of crime among the elderly

is rational or irrational.
5. Discuss the three typeS of impacts which victimization has on

older persons: economic, physical, and emotional.

At the end of this session, PARTICIPANTS will-be able to:'

1. Explain the relationship between age and fear of crime.
2. List three subgroups, of the elderly who are most-afraid of crime.
3. Define avoidance behaviors and mobilization behaviors.
4. Give three reasons why the elderly's fear of crimp is rational

and three reasons why it is irrational.
5. List the three types of impacts which victimization has on the

elderly.

METHOD:

- Presentation%

Brainstorm.
Group debate.

TILTING AIDS-

- Flipchart, newsprint, markers (6 or 8), masking tape.

MATERIALS:
a.

COMMENTS:
4
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(10 min. In the last lesson, we reviewed the
pattern, of crime committed against the sation's
elderly. Now we will focus on the fear Df crime
which older persons have, and the impact which
both fear'and victimization have on senior cit-'
izens.

-

Let's turn first to the problem of fear of crime
among the elderly. Most senior citizens have ih
COMMOR a widespread fear of crime, which can play
a malignant role'in their lives. The,extent of

this.fear was revealed le a nationwide tOt
Louis s poll' of-the elderly. Harris found
tha' crime was the primary concern of older per-
so s, even outranking cOncerns about health and
ec security.

I' the interim, inflation has taken its toll.
No etheless, crime is still one of the most
po tant concerns of older persons. A louis

Harris poll conducted ill preparation for the
1981 Whiff Hobse Conference on Aging found t
older pe dns who were -asked what the "two o
three greatest problems facing the-glderly i
this country today" listed income and inflation-
ary concerns first; mentioned next most often,
though, were "poor, failing health" and "crime;
being afraid to go out."

Other research has produced'equally stark find-
ings. Studies have found'that high levels of
fear of crime are more frequently reported by,.
and haye a greater effect on t40 elderly than on
other age groups, The. victimization surveys we
discussed in the last lesson show that thehe is
a d4reCt. relationship between,fncreasing age and

'increasing levels ot4fear of crime. So, do

studies by Northwestern and by the National Opin-
ion ResearCh Center.

These concerns about crime are not just limited
to those elderly who are most vulnerable to crime
either. A recent survey of older persons whose
income and education lev is were higher than the

average sensor citizen, wh were predomi-'

nantly white, was (conducted in major East-coaSt
.cities. It found a high level of concern about
crime, with espondents indicting at they

re;trict thei activities in a number of ways .

to avoid victi zation.

4_1

_ 4

To be published in Louis
Harris and Associates,
Aging-in the Eighties:
America in-Transition,
Washington, D.C.: Nation--
al Council on the Aging,
1982.

ro,

4

1,
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These land other research studies make it clear
that Crime is on the mind of this country's older
persons. The extent of their fear is more easily
understood when compared with the fear levels
exhibiZed by other age groups.' Most surveys show
that fear levels go up sharply, at the age of 60.
Thus, victimization surveys in 1973 and 1974 of
18 major cities indicate that about 32% of pdr-
sons un er 60 reported that they felt "unsafe"
on the treet alone in theif neighborhood at
night, n'contrut that same response was given
by.52% o the refpondents over the age of 60.
And fear levels continue to rise with increasing
age. One study found that the increase in fear
levels among persons over 60 is greater than the
increases in fear among persons 20-60 years' of
age.

Oven this information, it is clear that anti-
crime ices must be geared both to the actual
crime blem faced by senior citizens and to
their rceptions of this,problem, so thit al-
ready h'gh fear levels will not be increased.
Partic ar attention should be given to older

s who may be almost immobilized by fear and
who have turned to avoidance behaviors which re-
strict the quality of their lives. We will dis-
cuss such behaviors in a few minutes.

(15 min.) But first, let's discuss which sub-
groups among the elderly p@pulation are most
fearful of crime. Based on your reading and your
common sense, whi.ch groups of older persons do
you think would be among the most fearful?

I

It makes sense that tho.se elderly who are most
prone to being victimized and most affected by
crime would .be the post fearful. Since crimes

. , are more prevalent in cities, especially the
inner-city, alter personsresiding in those

lb

neighborhoods are most fearful.of crime than ard
their peers. In+fact, the relationship betweeri
age and fear of crime increas

11
with the size

I

Write answers on the flip
chart. They will include:
-blacks
- in ity residents

ndicap ed
-poor
-frail /I

-women./.

-isolated or alone
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of the city. And for older persons,lhe size of
a city is a more important factor in their fear
of crime than for younger age groups.

Women at all age levels :are'more fearful about

- crime than their male counterparts. Why do you

think this is so?

One factor in increased vels among older
womeqks that they are more likely to outlive
their husbands and live alone. However, the
differences in fear levels among older men and
women are not as great as they are at younger
age levels.. We can only speculate that older
men also feel vulnerable to attack as their
strength declines with age and their awareness of
this vulnerability leads to increased fear.

Some researchers think that the higher fear lev-
els among blacks and the poqr may have less to
do with race and income than with where. hey live
--often in inner -city neighborhoods or high-criMe

areas. Moreover, with reduced income comes the
inability to take certain precautionary behaviors
like buying locks and getting insurance.' Lower-
income elderly, knowing they cannot afford these
security measures,are likely to be more fearful
of crime as a result.

'Researchers are also beginning to speculate on

the rote which "social integration" might pliiy

in older persons' fears about crime. This term

refers to the extent to which a person is inte-
giated - -or fits securely--into his or her neigh-

borhood. For instance, are they familiar with

the geography and residents? Are there friends
or programs they can call for help? Are there

places for socialization and recreation? Since

these factors should increase 'one's day-to-day
sense of security, ft is'possibTe that they might
Also be related to lower levels of fear of crimes

/Possible support for this theory is the finding
that older persons who own their own homes are
less fearful of crime than elders who'rent.

Now that we have a better understanding of the
elderly's fear of crime, we will turn to what the
consequences of crime and fear of crime are on

older persons.

43

Possible reasons-include:

- self-perception as weaker

and less able to defend
themselves

- feel more vulnerable to
injury

ao
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(20 min.) Overall, we can charactes,ize people's
responses to crime and the.fear of crime in two

,different ways: axedance7.behaviors and mobil-
ization,behaviors.

Avoidance behaviors are those actions people're-
frain from taking to,lessen their chances of

.J victimization. Let's list some of the behaviors
We all engage in to void ictimization, i.e.

dthings you do not cause oT the risk of
crAre:.

Researchers ha 6e kund that the elderly engage
in all of thest avo nce behaviors and more.
For example, many - Persons in mai* cities
avoidusing pub! .transportation or going on
errand% after 3:00 h(m.,L-the time when teenagers
get ou, of school.- Other older persons have gone
so far 4s, to sell,their homes or businesies after

k
Some types avoi dance behaviors an have in-Ol

directi..ednseAuences which are long-lasting and

negativ for exampl when Older persons limit
theirm6bilfty, the can become more isolated
from fifiends ankoth& sourcesie support. By

limit rig the times when they dth goout, they
pay not be' able to dtmplete necessary chores like
marketing4and doctor's visits, which can lead to
healthlhOlolems..' And not feeling free to wander
in thei neighborhoods d9prives older.persons of
one of-their easiest'and, most enjoyable forMs of
exerciA4--walking.

Mobilization behaviors are those in which con-
cerns.abbut crime are turned into positive ac-
tions toIdedaase one's vulnerability. For ex-

ample, in the area of street crimes, we focus on
how you. can go out safely rather than not gding

out a What aresome examples of mobil-
'''. ization behaviors we,all engage in to reduce our

risks of victimization?

List answers on the flip
chart. They will include:
-not walking alone after dark
-avoiding bad neighborhoods
-not taking bus after dark
- not hitchhiking-
- not opening door to stran- ,

gers

-not keeping valuables in
home.

Write answers on flip chart.
They will include:
-go but with a friend or
escbrt

-take a whistle or airhorn
-drive rather than walk.
-carry a fake purse or
wallet
-put new locks on door and
use them
-engrave ID numbers on
*valuables

'-organize a block club.
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The main difference' then. between avoidance,be-
havtors and mobilization behaviors is that the
latter'is something positive which should reduce
vulnerability to crime. For older personS, it
appears that mobilization behaviors may be ef-
,fective in decreasing-their fear of crime. For

example, in one study, older persons who exhib-
ited "territorial marking behavior" like put- i4P

ting up fencesand installing door viewers had
lower fear levels than. hose.who did not. Crime

prevention activities' w4ich mobilize citizens,
then,are not only of great'interest to Older per-

sons but can increase their feelings that they

have some control over their vulnerability to

crime.
111%

(15 min.) One interesting debate in the re-
search and writing on the problem of crime and

the elderly concerns the elderly's fear of crime

and.whether it is rational or irrational.

To obtain an appreciation of this debate, I'd Pass out a piece of news-

liketo divide the class into small groups of print and a magic marker

four or five persons. Please do tAat now and to each of the groups.

appoint a recorder for each of your groups.

All right, now the groups in this half of the

room will take the viewpoint that the elderly's

fear of crime is basically rational allo real-

istic. V
The groups in this half of the room are to take

the viewpoint that the elderly's fear of crime

is irrational or much higher than it should be,

given the facts about victimization rates.

Each group should try to come up with arguments

to support the viewpoint I've assigned to you.

The ecorder should list these in large print

on th of newsprint. Take ten Minutes to

discuss is subject and then we'll report back'

to the full group.

I

Make sure that each group
knows which viewpoint they
are to reflect.

Check with each group to
keep the,discussion on

track.

Let them know when two
minutes are left.
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(20 min.) All right, let's see what you came up
with. First well have the reporters from the
groups which are arguing that the elderly's fear
of crime is irrational. Ewh\recorder should
bring their newsprint anl-report for about 2
minutes.

sS.

Next let's hear from the groups which are argu-
ing that the fear of crime is basically realistic.

(10 min.) Let's turn briefly now to the topic
of the impact of me on the elderly. What

, happens to those derly who actually become
victims of crime?

The elderly are affected by crime in'three ways:
economically, physically and emotionally.

46.

Arguments could include:
victimization rates are low;

- lifestyle does not natur-

ally lead to exposEre to
risk&

avoidance behaviors lead
to even smaller, possibi-
lity of victimization;
much fear comes from hear-
ing about crime in the '

media or from other elders;
handicaps like hearing
loss can cause generalized
anxiety about life;

- fear of crime can be a
symptom of all the other
uncertainties andpoten-

'tial losses faced in old
age.

Arguments could include:
compa.red with how little
they'go out, crime rates
against elders are fairly.
high;

- fear levels correspond
fairly closely with crime
'rates; i.e. most vulner-
able are most fearful;

- elderly realize that crime
might have major impact on
their lives, physically,
economically, and emotion-
ally.

- age-related handidps,
limited income, and
"season of loss" does
make elders more vulner-
ablLto crime. .
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Economically, the harm which crime inflicts on

older persons is fairly easy to document. Twenty

dollars stolen from someone on a fixed income

represents a much greater loss than the same

\amount taken from a person with a job. And so

while their monetary losses are less than are

younger persons', as a percentage-6T their income

the loss is higher- -about 23 percent of the

monthly income of older persons on the average.
r.operty lasses can also have a proportionally

greater impact, since items which Are luxuries

foatyounger people--like televitions and radios- -

can be necessities to senior citizens. furthgr-

more, their property can have important emo-

tional or sentimental meaning and in a sense be ,

irreplacable even when money'is available to

do so.

Regarding the physical impact of crime, although

older persons are less likely to resist, re-

searchers have found that the elderly are more

likely to be injured when attacked; to suffer
internal injuries, and to suffer. cuts and

bruises. In addition, an injury to an older

person can take significantly longer to mend.

While the evident is less tangible regarding

crime's emotional i ct, the regular strains

of the aging process may mean that the elderly

are less preparedl to cope with the crisis of

victimization and the added stress it Wings.

So in spite of a lifetime of experience in cop-

ing with problems, victimization can prove to

be a serious emotional problem for a, number of

older persons, depending on their personal

histories, other current stresses they are fac-

ing, and the immediate stipport that is'avail-,

able to them. When a person cannot cope, any

one of a number of emotional reactions can ap-

pear, including:

- chronic or acute anxiety
-denial that there is a problem
-projection or scapeoating

-withdrawal
-depression
- insomnia

-overcompensation
6

- aleoholism

-hypochondria
-paranoia
-dependency 4 7'

1St
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Another type of emotional effect seen in'older
crime victims is an increase in their already
high levels of fear of crime. Without educated
support and advtce.,' this increased fear can lead
to some of the types of avoidance bevior we
discussed. These serve-to isolateeiniors from
each other and needed services, and to severely
diminish the quality of their lives.

We've covered now the topics of who the elderly
are, and what the patterns. of crime against them
are, and the consequences of crime and the fear
of crime. The remainder of this course will be
devoted to what we should know to be able to
respond effectively to the problem of crime
against the elderly.

4

,/

43
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4

1

TIME: 90 minutes This lesson corresponds with Chapter 5 in the handbook.. or.

OBJECTIVES:
In this session, INSTRUCTOR should: p

, .

1. Introduce the purpose and components of the U.S. criminal justice
system and the reasons for studying it.

2. Discuss the various'flactors" in the majbr elements of the system.
3. Describe the steps that criminal cases take as they go through

the process.
4. Discus's various problems and controversies concerning each of to

system's components.
5. Have a guest speaker describer the local criminal justice system

and its problems.
0

At the end of this session, PARTICIPANTS will be able to:

1. List the threelikomponents of the criminal justice system.
2. List at least igh "actors" in each of these elements of the

system: law enforcement, litigants, lawyers, judiciary, correc-
tions, and miscellaneous personnel.

3. List steps that criminal cases take during-the law enforcement
\stage, step!' that they go tprough tn the courts, and steps during
the corrections stage. A

4. List and explain three controversies or problems facing each of the
components of .the system.,

METHOD:

- Presentation.

- Brainstorming.
- Guest speaker.

TRAINING AIDS.

MATERIALS:
= Handouts: 1.--Major Elements of the Criminal Justice Process.

2.--Steps in the Criminal Justice Process.

COMIVIENTS: In order to treat the specifics of your local criminal
justice system, a guest speaker is helpful. The best source of such a
speaker is your local district attorney's office.

-., I

49
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Min.) With increased concerns among citizen- s

about the crime problem in this country has come

a new focus of debate about our criminal justice

system and whether it is functioning as it should

to keep crime under control. The term "criminal

justice system" refers to a very,ipmpTicated net-
work of agencies in law enfonement, the courts

and corrections'. Their overall purpose of these

agencies is to enforce the standargt of conduct
necessary-to protect individuals and communities.
In 1977, the criminal justide system cost the
public $21.5 million to operate and had a work-

force of over 1. million persons.

Most citizens have little contact with this sys-
tem except through the media--until'they become
victims or witnesses to crime. Then they find

themselves on very unfamili0 ground, with an
instant need to know about how the system Works,

and a firsthand view of some of its inefficiencVs

and inequities. Persons who provide anti-crime
services to the elderly should be able to explain

this system to their clients.. In addition, we

need to understand how the system works before we
can begin to work for changes which will' make it

respond more efficiently and fairly to citizens.

This lesson will present an overview of the crim-
inal justice system, including who the key actors

are; how the process works when .a criminal law is

II broken; and same of t%4najor problems facing the

I actors in the system. We will then have a guest.

speaker, , to tell us

about what is g oing on locally:

(10 min.) First, let's make sure we are familiar
with the people who help make pp the criminal

justice system. Who are some of these various

actors?

(35 min.) 'I will now distribute a handout which
depicts the criminal justidb process as it is

divided into three components: law enforcement,

courts, and corrections. -

.

From Jan L. Barkas, rUnfer-
standing the Criminal -

Justice System," Public
Affairs Pamphlet No. 574,
New York: Public-Affairs
Pamphlets, 1979,

List answers on the flip-
chart.

After a few have been-
listed, distribute Handout
#1,"Major Elpments of the
Criminal Justice System,"
and go over it.

Distribute Handout #2,
"Steps in the Criminal
Justice Process."
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Obviously, for a crime-to have occurred, a law
must have been broken. Thus the first stage in
the process is for our legislatures--state and
federal--to determine what behaviors will be con-
sidered illegal, and codified into laws.

It is important to understand that when someone
commits a crime, it is considered a crime against
the state, rather than against an individual.
Thus it is the state that brings an action a-
gainst the person accused of committing a crimi-
nal act. Criminal actsare divided into two
categories--felonies and misdemeanors -- depending
on the seriousness of the alleged crime. Usually

misdemeanors are those less serious crimes which
carry a possible penalty of up to one year's im-
prisonmeilt in jail and a fine. f'

Law enforcement' authorities learn about the great
majority of crimes from citizens who report
crimes in pr r r having occurred or who file
formal comp aints. y rarely do the police
themselves observe a crime in progress. This is

why privateAitizens are'law enforcement's most
important a y.

As we move to the la w enforcement section of the
chart, we see that the police first make an in-
vestigation. This may involve interviewing wit-
nesses or the victim, surveying the area, and
searching for an alleged perpetrator.

If a police officer apprehends a suspect, he may
decide to make an arrest. In some cases, he must
first obtain an arrest warrant signed by a judge.
However.,'he may arrest a person without a warrant
when he has reasonable grounds to believe that 'a
felony has been committed and that this person
committed it, or if the person committed a mis-
demeanor in his presence.

If the police arrest a suspect, he is brought to
the police station for "booking." At this point,
paperwork is completed, the suspect's property is
taken and held for him, and he is placed in jail.
The suspect is allowed to telephone a friend, a
relative, or a lawyer.

Soon after the suspect (now called the defendant)
is arrested, he must be brought before a magis-
trate for an "initial appearance." The

R GUIDELINES
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magistrate will advise,the defendant of his legal

rights, set bail, and if the defendant cannot

obtain counsel, appoint one at the state's ex-

pense. Most defendants are released on bail now

unless there is reason to believe they will not

reappear for later hearingt. There is currently

some public pressure, though, to change the laws

to allow defendants who might present a danger to

the community to be denied Oail and held in jail

until trial.

The court process really commences when a com-

plaint or information is filed. This is a state-

ment of facts about an alleged crime that, when

filed with the court, formally charges the sus-

pect of a crime. This is done after the law

enforcement agency relays facts about the crime

to the district attorney or prosecutor's office.

If the phsecutor decides there is enough evi-

dence to justify a charge, they will file the

complaint in court. If not, they will not file

and will formally drop charges. The cooperation

or lack of cooperation by the .victim and witnes-

ses to the crime is an essential factor in this

decision.

Sometimes there may be enough evidence to believe

that the suspect didvcommit the crime and he may

admit the crime. But because the suspect is a

first offender and the crime is not a serious

one, the prosecutor may determine that the sys-

tem's resources would be more efficiently uti-

lized if the accused didn't have to appear before

'a judge in a formal court proceeding. So the

case is held open--often for up to six months--

if,the accused agrees to carry out a plan to help

the victim rehabilitate himself. This is called

"informal probation."

After the initial appearance in court at the

arraignment, in some states the court will'hold

a preliminary hearing. No preliminary hearings

are held for-misdemeanor cases. For felonies,

preliminary hearings are held within 15 days of,

the 'arraignment. The preliminary hearing is a

scheduled courtroom event, where testimony is

given under oath, and where a judge, the defen-

dant, the defendant's lawyer, the attorney from

the prosecutor's office representing the state,

and any victim or witness called (or subpoenaed)

to testify are present. The purpose of this

52
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preliminary hearing is to establish whether t ere
is legal "probable Cause" to proceed with the
case. The two elements f probable cause are:
that a crime has been co fitted; and that there
is reason to believe that the defendant committed
the crime.

The burden of proof atia preliminary hearing lies\
with the prosecutor to show probable cause. Usu-
ally; the defendant doesn't offer any defense.
If the judge decides probably cause is ghown, he
will rule that the defendant will .go to trial.
If he determines that probable cause has not been
established, the court dismisses the case andNthe
defendant is released. This can also occur if
needed witnesses do not appear at the hearing.
The defendant may in all cases waive the prelimi-
nary hearing and proceed immediately to the trial
process.

Some states--most states east of the Mississippi
--and the federal system use the, grand jury'as a
regular part of the process of charging a defen-

't 41 dant with a crime. The charging grand jury deter-
, mines probable cause to prosecute by returning

'what is called a "bill of indictment" submitted
to them by the prosecutor, as a "true bill."
Western states usually charge a defendant by
filing an "information," a written accusation of
crime prepared and presented by the prosecutor.
Informations are also used when the defendant
waives his right to a grand'jury indictment.

However, not all cases which result in indict-
ments proceed to trial. In fact, between 70 and
95 percent of 'all criminal cases are settled
before trial by a defendant's guilty plea. This
doesn't mean the defendant always pleads guilty
to the specific offense with which he has been
charged. 'Sometimes, he agrees to plead guilty in
return for the prosecutor's agreeing to place a
less serious charge (with a less harsh penalty
attached) against him. This is called "plea
bargaining" and it has received a lot of public
attention in the last'decadeetfor its controver-

sial aspects.

At the trial, the prosecutor presents the case
for the state, trying to prove beyond a reason-
able doubt that the defendant did commit the
crime with which he has been charged. Naturally,

2
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the defendant presents his side through an attdt

ney. It is the defendant's choice as to whether

his case will be heard only by a judge or by both

a judge and a jury.

If the defendant is found not guilty, he is re-

leased. If found guilty, the judge will'-set a

date for sentencing. In the interim period, the

local probation department will assess the defen-

dant's potential for rehabilitation and write a

pre-sentence investigation report, which includes

a sentencing recommendation. At the sentencing

hearing, the judge evaluates the recommendation

along with other information offered by the pro-

secutor and the defendant's attorney before

deciding ori,a sentence to' impose. The judge may

sentence the defendant to pay a fine; to make

restitutiion by payments to the victim or commu-

nity service; to be released on probation, with

conditions attached; or to go to prison. The

sentence must always be within limits set by the

legislature for the particular crime for which

the defendant has been convicted.

If a senetrce includes confinement, the person

then co s under the jurisdiction of the correc-

tions component of the system. If the defendant

is sent to prison, he will either serve out the

entire sentence)ond be released.or serve until

such time as a parole is grdnted, meaning that

he serves only part of the sentence and is then

released in the legal custody of a parole of-

ficer. Another alternative to parole is release

to a community-based correctional facility such

as a half-Nay house where the offender can work

during the day and return to confinement at

night.

(20 min.) Now that we've briefly examined the

process, let's discuss once again the ?actors."

First the police. Clearly, there are a great

many myths about police officers. One of.them

is that they spend almost all their time chasing

criminals. In fact, official estimates are that

the average police officer spends only about,..---

20 percent of his or-her time in crime-relSted

activities. The rest--80 percent--is spent. on

social service functions. So let's list the '
major functions of police officers.

a

List on the flipchart.

'Answers will include:

- Pursuing criminals;
- Making arrests;
- )nvestigating crimes.;,

-First aid;
- Intervening in family

disputes; (continued)

No.
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: Now, what are some of the current problems or
controversies surrounding policing which citizens
feel .tied some action or change?

AD

I

4

Now the courts. We have a igeneral idea of how
the court proceSs works frok .our previous discus-
sion.' Now what are some of the problems or con-
WOversies which are being, discussed?

4

'0

- Providing information;
- Counseling;
- Patrolling";

- Testifying in court; .

Doing paperwork:,

Answers

- Police discretion in

arrests (probable
cause)v

- Insensitive han ling of

family disput or

victims;

- Indiscriminant use of

firearms;
- Insyfficient number for

4rime control;
2 Unresponsive to the,coM-

munity (especially
minorities) and to
social ,service
agencies;.

- Slow responleime,
especially in high-
crfhe areas;

- Corruption.

-

Answers will include:

a

- Releasing dangerous of-,

fenders on bail; .

- Too much power id the

prosecutor, leadingto
tnappropriatevase of
discrelion1-

- Excessive. use of plea*,

bargaining;.
- Abuses of.power by grand

,juries;

- 'Excessive delays. a

popponments in trial
dates;

- Poor kreatment of vic-
tims and witnesses;

- Too lenient sentences;
- Variances in sentences; 40

Excessive use of appeals.
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Now corrections.' From, our.experience and read-

ing, what are some of\.the main problems faced by

jails and prisons today?

None of "these problems is easy to change. Where

they are the result of lack of funds or personnel,

citizens can become involved as volunteers with

the police, courts, and corrections to improve

the way thd'system responds to its clients.

Where changes 'irrlaws or agencies are needed,

citizens can becomeadvo;ates for those changes.

Future lessons will provide ideas for specific

ways to become adteocates for needed changes.

(20 min.) We have'taken a general look at

criminal justice processes in the United States.

In.order to deal specifically with the process in

this area, I have invited a guest speaker from

-who .711 speak en t4elocal criminal justice

system--its componehts, problems and trends.

41.
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Answers ,will include:

a

Overcrowding;
- Outdated or dangerous

facilities;
Lack of educational/
recreational facilities;

Faiurd to rehabilitate
prisoners ("schools
for crime");

Underpaid, untrained
seirity staff;

Excessive. costs for keep-
ing prisoners and for

new construction;
Revolving door for
-habitual offenders.

0
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Lesson No. _A_

Handout # 1

V

Major Eleifients of the Criminal Justice System
CorrectionsLaw enforcement

Arresting officers
Investigators
Crime lab 'technicians
Forensic ,units
Photographers
Artists
Civilian mployeas

Litigants
Federal or state- governments

.Defendants
Witnesses
Victims

Lawyers
District attorneys
Public prosecutors
Defense attorneys .

(private lawyers and
public defenders)

Legal- researchers
Investigators

Judiciary
Judges
Jurors
Court administrators
Court security workers
Court stenographers/reporters
Bailiffs
Clerks
Bail bondspersans
Probation officers
Pretrial diversion personnel

Correctional officers (guards)
Wardens and superintendents
Parole boards
Parole officers
Correctional counselors
Prisons
Jails
Juvenile institutions
'Adult and juvenile
\ detention facilities
Institutional medical staff
Reform schools
Re abilitation centers
Pe ologists
c-Offender programs

Hal ay houses (prerelease and
po trelease residential
tree ment centers)

Miscellaneous personnel
Medical \examiners (coroners)
Social workers
Clerical Workers
Counseling services
Psychiatrists,
Psychologists
Physicians
Criminologists
Criminal justice personnel

(public and private agencies)
Volunteers
Victim/witness programs
Victim compensation boards

From Barkas, J.L., 'Understanding the Criminal Justice
System," New York; Public Affairs Pamphlets, 1979.

(N.
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LESSON: 'Introduction to Crime Prevention and Victim Assistance

TIME: 90, minutes This lesson corresponds with Chapter 5 in the handbook.
OBJECTIVES:

In this session, INSTRUCTOR should:
.

1, Define crime prevention.
2. Describe crime prevention activities for senior citizens.
3. Provide the purpose and reasons for victim assistance.
4. Describe the needs of older crime victims following a rime.

At the end of this session, PARTICIPANTS,will be able to:

1. Define crime prevention and victim assistance.
2. List 10 crime prevention techniques which can be used to help

senior citizens. ,t

3. List 10 needs of elderly cAme victims.

Law

METHOD:
- Presentation.

- Brainstorming.
- Film or Slide Show.

TRAINING AIDS:
- Flipchart, newsprint, markers, masking tape.
- 'Slide presentatiOn--"Outsmarting Crime: An Older Person's Guide

to Safer Living," available from Harper and Row Media, Hagerstown,
MD, with slide projector, cassette recorder, and screell-, or
Film-.-"Fighting Crime: We Can Do It," available from MITI Telepro-
grams, Northbrbok, IL, with film projector and screen.

MATERIALS:

4

COMMENTS: The first part ofis lesson on crime prevention introduces
.

materials which will be expanded upon in much greater detail in lessons
6, 7, 8, and 9. The second part on victim assistance is introductory
to a more intensive treatment'of this topic in lessons 10, fl, and 12.

GO.
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(5 min.) In general, there are two basic ways in
which citizeps,can respond to the crime problems

of our elders. They are crime prevention and vic-

tim assistance.

I will begin by descri

.prevention.

what we mean by crime

Crime prevention is the practice of spotting crim-
inal opportunities and then doing something to
reduce :sr- el-imi-na-te--th-erni-n--a--cdommon sense way.

Some kinds of crime prevention techniques have
eershown by projects to work especially well
With older persons';' and others may be counterpro-

ductive.

(25 min.) We are about to see a slide presenta-
tion entitled "Outsmarting Crime: An Older Per-

son's Guide to Safer Living." It is an example

of the kinds of audiovisual tools available to
teach crime prevention to the elderly. This one

is a particularly clear presentation of good
crime prevention attitudes and advice.

(5 mirk) What were your impressions of the slide

show?i..)

`05- min.) Based on this presentation and what you
already know, l'et's write some potential crime
prevention activities for senior,citizens on the

flipchart.

61

Write this definition on
the flipchart.

"Fighting Crime: We Can

Do It" can be substituted
here, if desired.

Show the slides.

Discuss the slide show
with the students.

Use a brainstorming exer-
cise'to elicit the list
from students.

Activities you can include
-on the list are:

Operation Identification;
Home security surveys;

- Hardware installations;

- Environmental design;.

Whistles/air horns;
(continued)
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(5 min.) Unfortunately, the practice of crime
prevention doesn't always work. When it doesn't;
it is important to tey to help seniors-who have
become victims to meet their crithe-related needs.
This leads us to the second general' category of
services we will,discuss today-victim assistance.

The purpose of victim assistance is to assist
elderly crime victims In: recovering from the
emotional impact of crime; helping them obtain
financial reparations for losses aeused bye crime;
providing services which they need-to return to a

pre-crime state of well-being; and making it as
easy as poSsible to participate in the criminal
justice process. Thus, victim assistance includes
a full array of services--emotional, financial,
and physical.

.

(15 min.) Why is victim assistance needed?

Doesn't the'criminal justice system look after
the needs of crime victims?

Overall, the answer to this question is no. Jra,--

ditionally, the criminal justice system has fo-
cused all of its resources on guaranteeing the
rights of the offender, and the victim's rights
a?d requirements have been all but ignored.

To make sure tat we understand the disparity with
which the criminal justice system treats offenders
and victims, I will write the stages of the crimi-
nal justice process or the.board. For each stage,
you suggest several ways in which the offender is
given better treatment by the system than is the
victim.

6

- Court monitoring;
- Organization of Neigh,

borhood Watch groups;
- Organization of tenant

or block patrols;
Escort services;

- Telephone assurance;
- "Buddy buzzer" systems;
- Crime prevention educa-

tion;

- Group shopping;

Direct deposit.

This exercise is based on
Figure 5.1 (page 81) in the
handbook entitled "The
Criminal Injustice System."
The various stages in the
process which should be
listed on the board are:
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(15 min.) Let's discuss the kinds of needs which

elderly crime victims may have. As you suggest

them, I'll write them on the flipchart.

(5 min.) Appropriate, well-timed assistancecan
be invaluable to elderly crime victims, who fre2'

quently are not ''given, such help by the police,

social service agencies, or friends and relatives.

This neglect is usually due to a lack of famili-

arity with the impact of crime on seniors, the

stages of stress which follow a victimization, or

with basic victim assistance skills. All of

these topics Will be covered in later lessons in

the course.

- Arrest

- Pre-trial

- Sentencing
- Sentence
- Post release.

Various "justices" and
"Njustices" are listed
under these headings in
the Figure in the hand-

book.

Again, use a brainstorming
session to come up with

this list. Examples of

answers you will get
include:

- Crisis counseling;

- Other supportive

counseling;
- Victim compensation

assistance;
- Replacement of lost

documents and keys;

- Medical assistance;
Legal assistance;

- Food;

-.Clothing;
- Housing;
- Replacement of Social

Security, other checks;

- Transportation/escort;
- Financial aid;

- Homemaking services.

C3
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LESSON: Preventing Street Crime Against Elders

TIME: 90 minutes This lesson corresponds with Chapter 6 in the handbook.
OBJECTIVES:

In this session, INSTRUCTOR should:

-7
1. Define the various types of street crimes.
2. Explore the concept of "muggability" and how that might apply to '-

senior citizens.
3. Show and discuss a film giving street safety tips.
4. Discuss, using a guest speaker, the types of community programs

which can be implemented to prevent street crimes against older
persons.

At the end of this session, PARTICIPANTS will be able to:

1. List and define four types of street crimel
2. Identify criminal opportunities for muggers, pursesnatchers,

pickpockets , etc.

121).143. List six safety tips for fors to use on the street.
4. Describe several alternative community programs which can be

mounted to combat street crimes against the elderly.

METHOD:

- Brainstorming.
- Guest speaker and/or film.
- Demonstration.

TRAINING AIDS-
- Blackboard and chalk, or flipchart, newsprint, markers, tape.
- Film, such as "Walk Without Fear",". available from"Sid Davis Produc-

tions, Los Angeles, with film projector and screen.
- Guest speaker, such as a banking representative from the neighbor-

hood to discuss Direct Deposit or a representative of the local
police department or office on aging to discuss program(s) designeti
to reduce street Crime against the elderly. =.

MATERIALS:

C MMENT S :

64
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(,0 min.) This lesson will pursue the topic of
street crimes against the elderly and how gbniors
can reduce their chances of being victimized by
such.crimes. -7

As'we saw in an earlier lesson, older persons are
much less likely to be victims of personal crimes
overall than are younger people. Nonetheless,- it

is common for senior citizens to be very fearful
of street crime. The most common reaction they
have to these fears is to restrict their activi-
ties, especially after dark. Bui there are other
ways to prevent street crimes, as we shall see.

Before we go into these niques, though, let's

first define which crimes all, under the category

of street crimes.-

Personal larceny means taking cash or property by

-.stealth. It can occur with contact (as in purse
snatching or pocket pickig) or without contact
(as in stealing &coat from a restaurant). This

is the most common street crime against senior
citizens, and the only crime in which senior citi-
zens are victimized at a higher rate than younger

persons.

Assault means doing physical harm to someone, and

can either be termed aggravated (with a weapon or

resulting in serious injury) or simple (no weapon,

and-the injury is minor).

A street crime is classified as a robbery when
there is personal contact and the property is

taken by force or threat of force. Mugging is a

common name for a street robbery. A push-in

robbery is one in which the victim is outside his

home and is forced to enter it, and then is 0

robbed.

i

.

Rape s forced inter-660te tbffititted-wtthout the'
woman's consent. Although,it is rarely committed

against older persons, it is a crime which is

highly feared by older women.

While senior citizens are less often victims of

personal crimes, does this also mean that they are

'less vulnerable to these crimes? This question of

vulnerability is one we will now turn to.

65
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(5 min.) Recently, some criminologists have devel
oped the concept of "muggability," i.e. what are
some of the factors that make a person especially
vulnerable to street crimes.

To explore that, let's see.what it's like to look
at the world through the eyes of a mugger. Can I
have a woman volunteer? Please come up to the
front of the room and bring whatever things you
brought to class.

115 min.) Will the volunteer please walk around'
the room several times just as if she were
walking to the grocery store?

Will the rest of the class pretend thEt-yoeVare
muggers looking for a target? Look at thjs"olun-
teer through the eyes of a mugger.

What things about this person would be attractive
to a potential mugger?

Perhap this person wasn't the perfect target. As
mugg s, what otheriMWof traits would we be
look ng for?

Ask the volunteer to
bring her purse, her coat,
nd her -other- gings.

list these on the black-
board or flipchat. If

the class is unresponsive,
ask leading-questions to
elicit' their responses.

Responses you are seeking
include:

It is interesting to notice how many of the traits
.we've listed can also be associated with the nor-
mal aging process (e.g. slow, unsteady walk), or
can %come asa result of medicines which older per-,
sons take for chronic illnesses like high blood
pressure or arthritis. For many older persons,
then, their "muggability" quotient is very high.

(5 min.) As we already stated *the response Of
many older persons to crime on the streets is to

66.

- Too tense
- Too loos'e

- Unsure of self
- Walks too slowly
- Out alone on the street
- Swings purse
-1- Holds purse very tightly
- Unsteady gait.'

.
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avoid these dangers by staying at home a great,

deal of the time. Because this type of behavior

can greatly diminish' the quality of their lives,

we are looking for advice we can give our el Ors

which will enable them to continue to live active
lives without becoming prey to muggers'

(20 min.) I am going to show a filmrnow which
provides a number of street safety tips for sen-
tors. It is entitled "Walk iii-thbutFear" and is
recommended for use with senior citizens.

(10 min.) What did you think of the film? Did

you think that any of the tips were controversial,

and should recei some discussion when he film

is used with a gro of senior citizens?

A

(10 min.) In addition to individual crime preven-
tion tips, senior citizens can be helped by a num-

ber of types of programs which can be set up to
prevent street rimes. From your reading and

experience, wh types of programs are there?

(15 min.) Today, we have a guest speaker from

one of these,programs to tell you about how their

s rvices work, and what other kinds of services

a available In this area. I'd like to intro -

'du

-Am

Show the film.

Discuss some of the recent
findings on whether or not
it is wise to resist when

robbed or...assaulted. (See

Chapter 6, pages.112-114
in the handbook),

Responses to this question
should include:

- Direct deposit;

- Escort programs;
- Safe corridors;

- Citizen patrols;.

- Special police patrols;

- Neighborhood whistle or

shriek alarm programs;

- Education through the
media and senior
centers;

- Police decoy units.

4
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LESSON: Preventing Residential Crimes Against Elders

TI VIE: 90 minutes
ti

Lesson No. 7

Page No 1

This lesson correspondsVth Chapter in the handbook.

OBJECTIVES: --,_
In this session, INSTRUCTOR should:

1. Define Ihe types of household crimes.
2. Explore how older persons are vulnerable to household crimes.

3. List some common invitations to Wrglars.
4. Show a film whi.ch rev-lets basic home security tips.

5. Have a representative from the local law enforcement agicy speak
. about local resources for improving home securitl for senior
citizens.

6. Discuss speciAc considerations to keep in mind-in target hardening
programs aimed at senior citizens.

At the end of this session, PAR CIPANTS will be able to:

1. Identify securi roblems,in seniors' homes.

2. Identify appropHate resources for a home security check, for
free or discount hardware, for Operationldentification, and be
able to refer seniors to such resources, if necessary.

3. Offer seniors tips for preventing residential crimes and persorial
crimes committed in the home.

METHOD:

Brainstorming.
- Film.

Guest speaker.,

TRAINING AIDS:
Film, such as Invitations to Burglary;' which presents home security
tips for seniors, and is available from Aptos Filts, Hollywood, CA.--

- 'Film projector and screen.
Flipchart, markers, newsprint,-masking tape. .

- Guest speaker from the local law enforcement agency.

II.

MATERIALS:

- Handout--Tips for Home Security for Senior Citizens.

COMMENTS: You will need to interview your guest 9peaker ahead of time
to elicit the information for the handout on local home security

resource's for senior citizens. Many law enforcement agencies also have
free literature on home security wfliCh they can distribute to your

class.

6s
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(10 min.) In terms of/cheer numbers, residential

crimes are a greater problem for senior citizens
--"--than are street crimes: As you will recall, while

there are about eight violent .crimes and 24 per-
sonal larcenies per 1,000 older persons every year,

the rate per thousand annually for burglaries and
larcenies is 50 and-58 respectively. Thus;'while
older persons may fear street crimes to a greater
extent, their risk of becoming victims of,house-
hold crimesdis much greater.

. In this lesson, we will discuss the elderly's
vulnerability' to household crimes--how to recog-
nize problems, what types of solutions are avail-
able, and how to direct seniors to appropriate
.resources to imprdve'thesecurity of their homes

or apartments: _

INSTRUCTOR GUIDE

But first, let's define what we're talking about.
when we refer to household crimes. In general,

these are crimes in which there is no personal
confrontation between the offender and the,victim.
'There are three types of household crimes.

-:Burglary occurs when someone enters a home or
structure without the Consent of the owner or oc-0,

cupier. Even if-nothitg is taken,_ and every if the

entry is not made by force, it is still a burg-
/ary.

. Household larceny is theft of property front the
home or its sur'rou%ding areas by someone who has

a right to'be on the premjses.

Auto theft is the stealing or unauthorized-use of

a motor vehicle. Older persons are less victim-,

ized by this crime thriefounger persons because
. they have lower rates of car ownership.

(TO min:) it might be useful to inquire now, as
we did with street crimes, whether there are cer-

tain age-related characteristics which might,make
older; persons Articularly vulnerable to house-

hold crimes. Thinking about the characteristics
of older persons, which ones might be related to

the incidence,of victimization by-burglars?

p..

Afi

944

4

As responses are given,
write them on the flipchipt.
Answers you should receive

ore:

- five in inner-city,
high-crime neighborhoods;

(continued)

.rLdr
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It is interesting to nate the absence of two
characteristics on this list: decreased mobility
and fear of crime. Some criminologists believe ..
that these aretwo reasons wh9 burglary,rates

iagainst older persons' homes are as low as they
7.

are (about half of he.burglary rate against young
6r persons). Bur ars dFe steking unoccup4ed
homes and apart ts. And because older ,persons
are more often at home. due to physical reasons
or because they are afraid toi6o out, their horTles
ma e less inviting targets.

11*(10 in.) ,Thew rd ''-i4viting" leads us to our nex
topic, which is called "invitations"-to bu glary.
The use ot this word is significant--s more
than half of the burglaries t re committed are
unforced. Not only are doors lef unlockedthey

. Are often left open -- inviting stn g rs to come jil

-bur-What,, are someotherW;ys.that eginvi
glars?

ti

.INSTRUCTOR GUIDELINES

3/4 own homes, many in
poor repair;

Low income prohibits
repairs And security
devices.

Make a list of the partici-
pants' suggestions on the
flipchart. Some answers ).

you will receive are:

- Open door;
Unlocked door;
Single woman's name on
mailbox;

Tail shrubbery around
aor's and windows;.

"Hidden" keyS;
Piled up newspapers;

- Piled up mail;

- Opening doors to
strangers

Open gar'ages;

- "Buzzing in" people to
apartment buildings
without askirig for
identification;

- Unlocked-apartiognt
lobby door;

All lights off at night;
- Publication of trips in

Vocal papers.

I

7
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(5,,min.) Our list 6f invitation's can be divided

. into two typesof problems: hardware and "soft-
ware."' The,hardware security problems can be

a solved through acquiring and installing appro,-,

Priate loCks, doors, windows, and 'frames and by

making an unoccupied home look occupied.- ,

- .

The "software" problems i attitude problems.,

Many pedple--and not. st senior citizens--are

gullibT4 and Irusting, r etre just not aware of

the p ortunities their ome presents to burglars.

(25 min.) I'd like to turn now to some ways in

which citizens can piveget themselves from house-
hold crimes. 'I'm going tp show a film entitled

"Invitations to Burglary" which will give a

number of tips in this respect,

(20 min.) As you can see from:the film, avoiding
residential crimesrequires some very specialized
knowledge-about locks, hardware and other "target

hardeming'l techniques. In most large communities.

in this coun4try, the pelice department has per-

0, sons who have been trained in this speciality and

are aveglable to provide needed services to senior

citizens and others on what they should do.

Today we..baye a representative fi-om the

,Police Department who will speak to us about what

types of-services and programs theYare sponsoring

to combat burglaries, and wbat other; resources

are available locally to help'!"

Thank you,
I'm handing,out a list which summarizes some ,of

the local resources you've learned about.

(10 min.) Beforawfinish today, I'd like for

us to discuss some of the special considerations

t9okeep in mind in,target hardening programs

aimed a% senior citizens.

40:

.

INSTRUCT'ORGUIDEL
fi

.Show the

Distribute Handout "Tips.
for Home Security for Senior,
Citizens" with information
filled in on local
resources.

The reason for this discus-

sion is to emphasize that .

any changes Wan older
person's home need to

take into account:

That education might
be needed to change
some firm habits;

'71
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That locks and hardware
need to be easy to oper-
#te for persons-with any
Physical handicaps.

That-a security survey
by itself, without any
provjsion-for follow-up.
help in acquiring or in-
stalling hardware, can
serve to increase the
already high levels of
f&ar of crime.

sr

N

That locks and'hardware
by themselves can lead to
a feeling that the person
is safe only at home (the
"fortress mentality")
which can further dimin-
ish their quality of life.

That target hardening.
should be conbected
with other ty0I's of

"surveillance" and com-
munity activities to be
most effective, both in
preventing- household--
crimes and in bettering
the lives of seniors.

4
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Handout #1 40

TIPS FOR HOME.SECURITY FOR SENIOR CITIZENS

. 1. Have a home security check, and then follow its advice.

The number,to arrange a security check is

The person you should ask for is

Prec-or.discount hardware is available through

The person you should ask for is

2. Operation Identification is available through

le

3. Know your neighbors and their phone numbers.

4. Report suspicious activity, to the police, by calling this nuriter

5. Never open the door to stranger's. Use a peephole to check their.

identification, and,' if still in doubt, call their company to see if

they are legitimate.

6. If-you hear 'someone enter your home; try to leave without being noticed.

7. If you arrive home and notice the house may have been burglarized, do

not go in. Go tcca'neighbor's house to call the police, and wait fo

theM to arrive.

0
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LESSON: Prcventing Consumer Fraud and Con Games

TIME; 90 minutes

Lesson No.
Page No

This lesson corresponds with Chapter 8 in the handbook.
OBJECTIVES:

In this session, INSTRUCTOR shoudd:*-
1. Define what is meant by consoler fraud and con games.
2. Explore age-related characteristics which might make older persons

vulnerable to them.
3. Show a film and provide handouts which give tips to prevent con

e
games.

4. Discuss which types of fraud are most often directed against seniors.
5. Have a guest speaker describe local activities to combat consumer

fraud and where victims 'should 4urn for help,
6. Describe actions citizens can take against on games and fraudulent

practices.
dIF

At the end of this session, PARTICIPANTS will'be able to:
1. Describe two typical con games.
2. List six types of frauds which are often perpetrated against older

persons, and why they are vulnerable to each.
3. Inform seniors of ways to prevent becoming victims of con games and

consumoWifraud.
4. Refer seniors to local protection agencies and legal

services.
5. Describe ay citizens can activily work to prevent Consumer

fraud an c games.

METHOD:
- Brainstorming.
- Film.

- Guest speaker.

TRAINING AIDS:
.

- Film, such as'The Buncb Boyg' (available from 'WI Teleprograms,
3710 Commercial Avenue,, Northbrook, IL 60062, 800-323-5343).
Guest speaker, such as representative from the'Consumer Protection

' or the District Attorney's office.
- Film, projector and screen.

MATERIALS:' "
7\

outs: -Con Games.
-Tips for Avoiding Con Games end Fraud

COMMENTS: You will need to do some research locally to fill in Handout #2.

with the telephone numbers for reporting possible fraudulent activity.

7

g4N
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(10 min.) Today we are going to move from crimes
in which victims have their property removed with-
out their consent to crimes in which victims wil-

TiFigly give over money or property because they

have been persuaded to do soli These crimes, which

include consumer fraud and con games, rely on a
fundamental weakness in all of us--the wish to get
something for nothing, or at the vety least, to

A.J.n get a "bargain."

We will discuss two general types of fraudulent

activities.

Consumer fraud is an illegal transaction between
someone with a legitimate professional or business

identity and a citizen.' Examples of types of con-

sumer fraud are overcharging, false or misleading

claims, or failure to deliver goods or services.
et*

Con games are similarly illegal, but perpetrated
by nonlegitimate persons, who use-their powers of

persuasibri to swindle people. Some con games have

teen around for decades and yet continue to pull

in new victims daily; others are invented to
take advantage of new fags or interests and re-

\ quire considerable detective work before they are

uncovered and the public can be warned of them.

(10 min.) There is some debate now among crimino-
logists about whether or not older persons are
overvictimized by consumer fraud and con games.

Clearly, we are all susceptible to the clever

among the'confidence artists. It is likely,

thipugh, that older persons may be conned more
°lien in certain types of schemes because of some

age-related characteri5tics. And So once again,

as we did with street and residential crimes,

let's think again about what demographic factors

among the elderly might make them especially vul-

nerable to fradulent-SaTesme or-hucksters.

Let's first look at con games, which are swindles

based on first gaining the confidence of the

.1)

I

Write the responses on the
flipchart. Answers you

should receive include:

- Live alone and lonely;

- Own homes in need of

repair;

- Chronic illnesses.which

have no cures;
- Restricted mobility;

- "Season of loss.",
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vict$ffis -- hence, the names "confidence" or "con"
games. Unfortunately, con artists are'shrewd,
creating ndli schemes just as consumer advocates
and law enforcement people are catching on to the-
old ones. It is important to inform seniors about
the latest cons and to provide them with general
principles to follow so that they can avoid being
tricked--even by schemes they have not been warn*
against.

(20 min.) There are several clatsic con games .

which are geared to elderly people. They are de-
picted in this film, entitled "The Bunco Boys."

(10

for a

in the

min.) 'Let's review the most important tips
voiding con games such as the ones depicted

film.

(10 min

ists, th
Looking

tics we d
most likel

.) In addition to the swindles of con art-
e elderly are also prey to consumer fraud.
at this list of age-related characteris-
evised, what types of frauds would be
y directed at older persons:

(20 min.) We have
us a presentation o
going on locally to
games and where vict
Let me introduce

invited a guest speaker to give
n what kinds of activities are
combat consumer fraud and con
'ms should turn for help.

(10 min.) Thank you,

Our speaker has addres?e
proaches which are being
sumer ftaud and con games
other kinds of activities
of citizens can sponsor tha
menting these official appro

d sloe of the official ap-
used locally against con-

In addition, there are
which organized groups
t are useful in supple-
aches.

Show the film.

Distribute the -handouts

and lead a discussion.

Write on the flipchart.
The list should include:

- Hearing aids
- Home repair rackets;
- Land..5.Ales;_

- Medical quackery;
- Insurance frauds;
- Work at home;
- Charities;
- Lonely hearts clubs;
= Funeral practices;
- Door-to-door and mail

schemes.
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One of the most common, and perhaps most needed,
is consumer education, not only about potential
fraudulent activities, but also about good con-

sumer buying practices. This education can be

provided by aging-related agencies, professionals
like doctors, ministers, nurses, and social work-

ers, and by community organizations.

New fraudulent practices and confidence schemes
have much less of a chance of succeeding if citi-
zens are alerted to them as soon as they are dis-

covered. Citizen groups can successfully sponsor
ongoing campaigns tatalert the media to current
fraudulent practices based on information they
receive from the agencies policing these prac-

tices.

In certain industries in which abuses have been
Aleouentigroups of consumers have been successful

in lobbying local, state and national legisla-
tures to pass laws which regulate these abuses.

If certain fraudulent practices are clearly a pro-
blem here, this type of advocacy for better legis-

lation can do much to assure that our local law

enforcement agency can put a stop to them.

7



CON GAMES

Do you remember the old schemes
Which were used to swindle money
and other`valuables from many, many
people? Don't laugh, some of these
old schemes are still around and in
many cases, an older person is the
victim.

All confidence games, bunco games,
and other forms of fraud have one pur-
pose to take someone's money. Alt
the schemes take advantage of a per-
son's desire to get something for
nothing.

The two most commisp types of
street fraud are described below. The
schemes may vary from time to time,
but the result is the same you lose
money. .

THE PIGEON DROP

A stranger, oft a woman, starts a
conversationwith,you on the street.

thAfter e has gaineifyoUr confidence,
another perspn appears with a large
amount of money in an envelope,
saying the money has just been found_.

The question of what to do with the
money is answered by one of the,
strangers. She says that she works for
a reputable businessman and will ask
him what to do.

.The stranger leaves, then returns
shortly saying that her boss suggests
dividing the money equally between
you and the strangers. The stranger's

,boss will also have suggested that each
of you.must put up some money in
good faith to get a share of the found
money?!! .

The second stranger then leaves
and returns shortly, saying she gave her
share of the money to the other
stranger's boss.

4 0

Lesson No. 8

Handout #1

4
They instruct you to go to your bank

and withdraw cash:One of thestrang-
ers takes your money to the business-
man. She returns and tells you that
your money is being counted and you
should go to the businessman's office
to get your share.

You follow directiohs to the office,
only to find a vacant' lot or some other
fictitious address. You return to the
location where yqu talked with the
strangers. Surprise! They are gone and
so is your money.

THE BANK EXAMINER
A persork usually calls you on the

phone and identifies himself as a
police or bank official. The person
tells you that your account is among
several being investigated for Unusual
withdraWals. The investigation is
centering on a dishonest bank
employee.

You are asked to go to the bank and
withdraw_money from a certain_ teller,
y6U -are-filither instructed to put the
money in an;envelope and give it to
the bank examiner when he ap-
proaches you in or near the bank.

Tile. bank examiner quickly shows
you tome ph ny identification; even
a fake badg , and takes your money
tel it will be-redepoited and
th can check your account in a
few days.

You return the b. k in a few days
to check your ac nt.

Surprise! The bank does not show
anything irregular about your account
and the bank does not know of an in-
vestigation similar to the one you
describe.

There are NO circumstances under
which the Police Department or any
other legitimate authority will ask you-
to withdraw any money from a bank
or other financial institution.

From 't Outsmarting Crime: An Older ,Person's Guide to Safer Living,"

Olymnia: Washington State Crime Watch, 1978.
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Handout #2

.
TIPS TO GIVE SENIORS FOR AVOIDING CON GAMES AND FRAUD

.f.,

1. Don't sign anything without reading it or,understanding itl

2. Never open the door to strangers. Use a peephole to check their

appearance and, if still in doubt', check their identification and

call their company to see if they are legitimate.

3. Don't reveal any information about yourself or your finances to

a stranger, either in pee.sbn or over the phone.

,11. Don't withdraw cash from the bank at the suggestion of strangers,

no matter how friendly they seem.

5. Don't expect something for nothing--especially if it seems like

an opportunity to leave a larger inheritance for your family or

in some other way looks like a free gift that you can pass on to

others.

6. 'Call the police if you'become a victim or if you are approached

with a suspicious proposition.

IMPORTANT phone numbers are:

'Police Fraud Unit

Consumer Protection AgenCy

Legal Aid

Better Business Bureau

District Aorney's Office
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LESSON: Community Grime Prevention

TIME: 90 minutes This lesson corresponds with Chapter 9 in th9 handboOk.

OBJELIIVES
In i,his session, INSTRUCTOR should:

1. Discuss reasons for using-community organizing as a method to

combat crime.

2. Discuss reasons why seniors should become involved in community

crime prevention.

3. Use a film or guest speaker to describe the types of community

crime prevention activities that are possible.

4. Identify and discuss how to use local organizations to engage in

neighborhood organizing activities.

5. Have participants do a role play of varioko attitudes about com-'

munity organizing.

At the end of this session, PARTICIPANTS will be able to:

1. Describe at least three reasons for using community organizing as

a method to combat crime.

2. List two reasons why seniors should become involvedin community

crime-prevention.

3. Identify, locate, and use local organizations which will engage

in neighborhood organizing activities.

4. Identify Several common points of view which people have regarding

becoming involved in community crime prevention projects.

METHOD:
- Presentation
- 'Film.

- Guest speaker.
- Brainstorming.

- Roleplay.

TRAINING AIDS:
Film projector and screen.

- Film--either'Not a Weapon or a Star"(MITI Teleprograms, 3710 Commer-

cial venue, Northbrook, IL 60062, 800-323-5343)or"Whose Neighborhood

is Th4s?"(also Pin Teleprograms) or;

- Gues.t'speaker, preferably an area neighborhood organier.

Flipchart, newsprint, markers, masking tape.

-N)

1ATERIALS:

COMMENTS:

I
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(15 min.) Thus far, most of the anti-crime tech-
niques we have examined are ways in which indivi-
duals can combat crime on their own. In this

lesson, activities which involve citizens working
together to prevent crime will be presented.

An interesting possibility--that itiscitizens,not
the police, who have the best potential as crime
fighters--is gaining ever-increasing support.
There are at least five basic reasons why collec-
tive action in residential areas is a compelling
approach to crime prevention. These reasons can
be useful in convincing others of the value of
the community approach to crime prevention. There
is no need to take notes here. Most of this in-
formation is contained n the handbook on pages
176-178.

1. Because crime is more than an individual's
problem.

- A crime-and-housing-values study indicated
that when there is crime in a neighborhood
(say, the size of a census tract), the value
of every house in that neighborhood is de-
pressed (533 for every one percent of resi-
dential burglary in a year and $172 for
each incident of vandalism per 1,000 popula-
tion in a year).

Theref&e, while you may neve have been a
victim of either of these crlift, you are
being affected if you live in a neighborhoo
where crime is occurring. Even though pro-
perty Values are going up, they're not goin
up as much as they could in neighborhoods
with high percentages of crime.

- Crime attracts crime; if offenders get the
impression that an area is "easy pickings,"
they'll spread the word. When that happens,
the negative counsequences are hardly
confined to housing values.

2. Because it's too big a job to tackle alone.

- One person can't do it'alone (just as the
police can't do it alone); it's a task that
requires many watchful eves, much coopera-
tion,.and a shared senseof protectiveness.
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An individual tackling the crime problem
alone often means that the individual will
"target harden" his home; while good security
is important, even essential, if that is all
that is done, an individual can become fur-
ther illOated and afraid (and the elderly
are often already isolated,and very fearful:)
And meanwhile, the area outside one's home
becomes a more risky, unpleasant environment.

Locks, even good ones, only delay an offender
who, is determined and skillful enough to get
in. Even the best security can be defeated
if the offender, is given enough time and
enough privacy. But good security can deter
and delay an offender long enough for watch-
ful neighbors to call the police.'

3. Because there is strength inoumbers and two
heads are better than one.'

- If people learn that others shard the same
problems and fears, they can put their heads
together to solve them. There are many ideas
and many talents in a block that can be used
in solving common problems.

- The task Orimplementing.can be shared and
the burden can be lightened.

diOne of the reasons people don't report crimes
is that they fear Ntaliation. But if sever
al people are invOldbd in reporting a crime
(fir at least support the individual doing_
t e reporting) there are a number of people
against whom the offender must retfliike,
and that deters him from trying to fri ten

any of them. An individual'sfear can be
lessened by group support.

4. use people need to be brought out of
ation.,

- Individuals in isolation cannot do-much'to
prevent crime.

- isolation, people have lost their freedom,
of movement, they have given up control of,
their neighborhood to.whoever wants to take
control.. 'Those who want to take control are

V
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aware of their power over isolated indivi-

-duals,

Out of isolatien, people can begin to take
ontrol, to cooperate, to feelpart of
omething, to make new triends, and to in-

ease their sense of security and

I-be ng,
c

5. Beca se Os lice cannot' do the job -alone.

- As ime has increa td, citizens have de-
,

mantled mores polio' protectyon. While bud-

gets.for police department' have increased
to the point where they, on Vag average,
account for 70.perdent otthciwbudget of the

, criminal justice system, there are still

only a few police officers for every 1,000

,citizens. They cannot be.expected to en-

force all laws and to guarantee citizen

.protectli on.

v.

-'44e cannot afford to h4ve a pOlice officer
on every street corner: =fimd even if we

could,'it is not crear.tiat a police oT-
fices. would be better ablebto discover a
crime in progres -on a block than amalert
neighbor:who knows. what Wusual and unu-

sual op a block.-

1-, Involvement of citizens is fessentfal.to sup

port and supplement police activities.
' Without cooperation from citizens--taking
responsibility for security of their own

ProPeaY, providing, natural surveillance

'..of neighbors' propertyb reportingionusual
behavior or 'activity to police, efc.-- .

police have 1

I 2

,

e chance of, having aA im-
pact oncrime. 4 Practically every police
officer is- de ndentr ordinary citizens. --
victims and ilpsses--to' help him findtle

slaw-vi olato .Tre arrests. A key' to effe

tive bitten oreement is the ability of
.C.I.t.izens to ciVoir part, and-their will-

' ingneSi to do so.

INSTRUCTOR GUIDTL1NES

7

This text is excerpted
from "Block Club Organ-
izing for Crime Preven-
tion," Minneapolis:. MN 11

Crime Prevention
Center, 1978.

\
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15-min.) Speaking specifically about senior citi

zens now, there are two main reasons tFi,iD'Ould

t be encouragedio become involved in community
crime 'prevention activities:

lt ,Intreased cohesion among generations in a
neighborhood can not only lead to fewer
'crimes, 'it can Also,serve to decrease
older persons' feelings of isolation- and
high levels .of fear of crime.

2# Senior citizens can be important Assails

. to a community grime prevention agram,

because they are often homed ing.the,

day, can volunteer time, an often know

the neighborhood better than her resi-

dents do.

(30 min.) We will now explore the types of com-
munity crime prevention activities that are

possible.,

Mir

44.

(15 min.) .Let's think for avinute about th

community. If you were going'to start a co u-

nity crime prevention program, what types of com-
munity resources could you turn to for help and

suport?

1,11
. Show the film, "Nit A-Wea-

pon or A Star," or "Those
Neighborhood is This?";
or introduce the guest
sneaker: The speaker
spoulb emphasize the types
of community crime preven-
tion activities that are .

possible, including anec--
dotal-examples of communi-
ties wher4 these strategies
have worked and'the impact
they have made. You lhoufd
Cover these types of
activities:

- Block clubs;
- Neighborhood Watch;
- Street or apartment

patrols; .

- Tenant lobby patrols;
- Whistle distribution;

Escort senwices;
- Court monitoring.

Write these on a lackboard

or flipchart. Some answers

you will-receive are:

4-
81

4
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(5 min.) As we becoMe involved in organizing
communities around the issue of crime; we ericoun-

tee many kinds of resistance from people in the

community. One form is people's reluctance to

cooperate with pool -i-ce -officers. Another is-their
Aesire to remain anonymous, and their fetr that
the neighbors will then turn around and rip them

off.

Let's try doing a roleplay of a typical situ-

ation that we might encounter. Will everyone

pick a 'partner? One person in each pair will by
an area police officer wilo-is trying to involve

citizens In a neighborhood watch club. The other

person l will be a resident of the area. The citi-

zen coiip)ains and complains about the crime pro-

blem Ad the terrible service that the,police
department-gives. The police officer explains

and explains' about 1" hours,; paperwork, small-

staff. and tries to show why.t6 citizen should

get involved. They cannot agree.

.

(5 min.) Start the roleplay.,

(5 min.) Otay, keep the same partner, but switch

roles. The police officer becomes.the citizen;
the citizen .*becomes the police officer.

Start the roleplay.

(10 min.) Let's come back 1, into the full group

to discuss what happened. What kinds of com-

plaints did the police officers have? kind

of complaints came from the citizens;?, How can

their points efigiew be resolved?'

4
1r4

- Seni'or clubs

- Civic associations ,

- PTAs

Scouts
- YM/YWCA
Jewish Community Centers
Churches

- Recreation centers
- Schools)

- Hospitals'.

MM.

.
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LESSON: Victimization and Its Aftermath

TIME: 90 minutes'

BJECTIVES:
Ii1 this session, INSTRUCT-s-OR should:

1.. Summarize the concept of#"Crisis."
2.' Show thevfilm "SgpeonlesElse's Crisis."

3. Describe the phases of. crisis, and give participants an opportunity

to Identify phases from victims' comments.
4. Review,key'points' about the victim's susceptibility to be helped

or harmed and the positive consequences which can flow from a

crisis.

Lesson No. 1

Page No 1

Victim in Crisis

This lesson corresponds with Chapter 10 in the handbook.

A

At The end of this session, PARTICIPANTS will be able to:

1. Define "crisis." \

2. Identify the stages of stress 'victims experiehce and their sybiptoms.

3. Recognize the positive onseqiences which can flow- from a victim's

crisis condition. -

.
...2)

;

Presentation.
rOm.
Exercise.

TRAINING AIDS:

A

Flipcharti newsprint,, markers, masking tape.
- Film, "Someone Eke's Crisis" (available from

Inc., Northbrpok, IL).
ProjectO And scre440

MATERIALS:

L
kotorola Teleprograms

COMMENTS( his lesson is Ike first Of three (lessons 10, 11, and 12) whidh
coverareas related to the overall topic of victim assistance. An

introduction tathis topic was provided in Lesson #5. , .

A
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(10 min.)

.

the cOncept,af crisis applies to any

. situation in which someone i .."upset in a steady,

state." Obviously, we do not have to become crime
victims in order to enter a Period of crisis. Any

traumatic event may propel a person into crisis.

However, the Severity of a crisis,reaction will

vary from one person to the next, dependingipon
the person's own coping abilities and, very often,

upon the person's situation right after the

crisis- provoking event..occurs. -A
,

Probably the two most significant attributesi,\f

such an event are tLk suddenness and its rip&

ness. How often have we asked, "Why me?" lort-\

"Why us?" when something terrible happens? For

some reason we need to find an explanatio6for

the .event, not realizin that frequently n3te

end up blaming ourse s and feeling gui_tty for41
exists. -In our sear fOr reasons, too often we

what happened.

(30 min.) To illustrate the variety of situations

which can provoke crisis reactions-and the vari-

ous forms of response--we wi'01 see a film called

:Someone Else's Crisis." This filinoghile di-

_ rected .at police officers, enables us to empa-

thine mere completely with the emotional state'

of crime victims. .

,(20 Min.) People undergoing a crisis react in
.

such common,"prddictable ways that.professionals

have been able to Classify these reactions into

phases.
,

One Psychiatrist who has worked with victims,

.'victims in crisis go through'. I Will describe
Martin Symonds, describes for which most

them to you now. `

A

6
O

sS7

.Show the film.

ei?

As you'describe each phase,
list it on' the flipcKart.

(/)

The-Acpte-Phose

1. Shock and disbelief;
2. ,Pseudo-calm, detached

' behavior. '

a

.
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**Four Phases of Response to a Crisis.

No matter whether victims of crime have po con-
tact with the criminals, as in a burglary, or
whether they have prolonged contact, as in a ,

rape, they all gpnerally go through four phases
of response.

The first two phases Wm the acute response to
sudden, unexpected violence. The first phase is

the immgdigte response to the event, and consists,
of shock, disbeljef, and denial. In this phase

-thel,eTS a temporary paralysis action, and
often, a temporary denial of sensory impressions:
When denial' is overwhelmed by reality, victims
enter the .second phase. :v

In the second phase, Victims develop "frozen
fright," which is terror-induced, pseudocalm; de-
tached behavior. This behavior appears to in-.

elude ingratiatiag,'cooperative', and voluntary
acts--all of them ,istinctive survival techpOques
'which may 'fork to good effect, but which the vic-

tim is usually ashamed,of later.

This shame, the injury to one's pride, often
gives 'rise to the delpyql responses that occur
long after the third stage, a period of traumatic

depression. In this phase, the victim experi-
ences circul'ar'bouts'of apathy, anger, resent-.
ment, constipated rage, insomnia, start ed reac-
TITT.s, and replay of the traumatic. event through

drams, fantasies, and ightmares. Beneath this

distress is the memory 'that the victim was under
the control of the criminal (or his house was
taken over by the criminal); not only was that
momentaryloss,of control frightening, but the,
victim's later discovery that he cannot gain con-
trol over his emotions now sometimes causes him
to panic--"I'm going crazy.'

Whereas in ?the first two'phases victims priparily
respogd fo the experience of'victimization as, a

ceived threat' to their-lives .theythe
.
third

The Post-Acute Phase

3. Circular anger and
depression (,I am

stupidl;
4:' Resolution.

**This material is excerpt-
ed from Martin Symonds,

."The 'Second Injury' to
Victims," Evaluation and
Change, (Special Issue qn
Services for Survivors,
Minneapolis, MN:. The

Program Evaluation
Resource Center, 1980

it
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phaseloqg after the act is tompletedfand the
criminal gone--Victims react and review the ex-
perience more as if it_had been primarily a threat

to their pride. They continually replay the

scenario pf the crime, asking themselves "Why did

it happen tome ?" They increase their distress by

adding, "I should have done this, I could have
done that, it we's my fault . ." In this phase

of self-recrimination (which also'can'be ckloled

the "I-am-stupid" Asej, the /ictims usually
don't know that it is normal, realthy, and predic-
table for an individual who experiences a sudden
and unexpected violent act, especially if it is-
accompanied by dramatic acts of threats to life,
to become terrified - -to freeze, submit, or run--
that is, 6,no'6outwit and subdue the criminal.

In phase three, the individual's personality
traits again exert an influence on the indivi-

dual's behavior. Those persons, who were exces-

,sivelplove-briented apd dependent on others Seem

to be more prone tosdevelop.depressiye behavior.

Their fears increase, phobic responses develop,
and they often form hostile, dependent relation-

ships with-feMily apd friends suspiciously test-

ing if their world qs trustworthy once again..
]those persons who were predominantly freedQm-

oriented or detached from others, or those who

were pewer-oriented and'aggressive, tend to in-

tensify these character'istics of their prior'

-*behavior. They may become more removed from

others, develop Vtclusive behavior and "short

fuse" irritability.

During the third phase, victims:feel angry at be-

ing victimized And seek to blame someone for
their' unfortunate e4erience.- They '8re merciless

with themselves at the beginning of the npase
repetitively reviewingtheir 'own behavior as stupid

--but their retroflexive anger also makes them
unbsually sensitive to the behavior and attitudes

of others.
/ .

The fourth anji final phase is reached by victims

who are able to resolve thef7- unfortunate experi-
ence and integrate'it into 'their behavior and

lifestyle. There is further development of more
efficient defensive-alert patterns, and sometimes

a noticeable-revision of the person's .values and

attitudes concerning individuals and groups.
Some victims never make these fjnal adjustments,
and tyiully.suffes from chronic depression and

fearfulness.' , .

al
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(15 min.) Victims have often tried to describe
their experiences following a crime. I am,going

vto read a number of such descriptions to you now,
as they were actually stated by the. victims.
After I read each one, tell-me what phase of
crisis the victim seems to be experiencing and
why.

1. "I couldn't believe it. It was s

that doesn't heppen to you. I me

think it won't happen to you. I f

because I had escaped death, since
I was going to be killed. It seeme

C nothing important anymore."--robbery victim

6 . 4 '2. "The outrage is uncontrollable. I have

4111
fantasies about running into them on the
street and them not seeing me and just

them, " -- robbery - victim

3. "I was n!ot careful enough because I had left
the window open . . . I hadn't bothered to

put locks on the windoWs
t

. . My guess is.

that (the'unlocked window) was a pretty open
invitation to this guy. My lack of caution
had'a lot to do with the-fact that my
apartment was burglarized."--burglary victim

4. "I realized the neighborhood might-be danger-
ous but I didn't have the money to pay for a

taxi. I tpok a chance and I got caught.- I

knew I shouldn't have donc it."---pursesnatch

victim

5. "I was not aware of the world the way I am

now . . I've become wise ard.wary in a

vdry oppressive way. mugging. victim

6. "I11 never forget that odor. I. still hive.

problems today- -two years Pater - -liver that

blobd-soaked apartment . . . . I'm also more

ething
you

It elated
thought

like

e-

V

These can be typed on a
handout for participants.,

These personal experiences
of victims are taken from
J. L. Barkas, We Are All
Victims, New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 19.78;

"Ind Morton Bard and Dawn
Sangrey, The Crime Victim's
Book New York: Bas,ic,

76"61,, 1979.

Recalling Phase 1

experience'

Phase. 3.

Phase 3

'Phase 3

Phase, 4 . . -7?

.70

41.
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afraid; I'won"t even get into an elevator
--with a man."--sister of a murder victim

,7: "I didn't even realize What was happening.
When I got home, I looked down, the whole

. front of my coat was ripped from knife
slashes and I didn't even know it . . . "

mugging victim ,

B. "My first impression, 'I'll really have to
start making the bed in the morning. This.

place "looks like hell.' Then I noticed all

the pillow stuffing was on the floor, and
that something had to be wrong. But it took

me a good 10 minutog,tO realize what had hap-,

.

pened_becauselpu_dOn't think it is happening

to you.--burglary victim

(15 bin.) In considering the concept of the

crisis which many crime victims--old and.young--'
undergo, it is pecessary to remember that the

term "crisis" itself is often used in a rather.

loose way, covering a variety of meanings. 4

Usually, "crisis"--especially in the context of a

sudden, arbitrary event--,tends to tarry with it a

purely negative connotation, representing a bur-

den or load under which a 'persOn-either survives

or "cracks." However, a state of crisis can also

be thought of as having growth-promoting poten-

tial. .It hai been described as a catalyst that

disturbsold habits, evokes new responses,-and be

comes. a major factor-in charting new developments

.
In this sense, a crisis can be seen as a call .to

new action. As one psychiatrist as put it:

"The challenge it provokes may br ng forth new

coping hanisms whih,serve trengthen the

indivitua 's adaptive capacity d thereby, in:

general, o. raise his evel of ntal health."

In this regard, it is important tremember th5t ,

the senitr citizen in crisis--whe her that crisis

emanates from a crime or another event--is more

susceptible to, the influence of "significant

other in his or her social sphere. In fact,

the'degr e of helping activity by a friend or

professional need not be high. Researchers have

found that a lctle help, rationally directed and

well-focused at a strategic time after the

Crisis-provoking event. can be more effective

.9&

L

Phase 3

Recalling Phase 1

Phase 1

From E., Volkhardt, ed.,

Social Behavior andPerson-
ai tai ,Contributions of W. I.

Thomas to Theory and Social
Research', New York: Social

Research Council, 1951,
pp. 12-14.

From Lydia RapopOrt, "The
.State of Crisis: Some
Theoretical Considerations,"
The Social Service Review,
Vol. 36, No. 2, 1962
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than more "extensive,belp given during a period

of less emotional accessibility.

Conversely, the wrong advice 'or assistance--help
which can produce guilt feelings or self- blame --

can have a dateging effect if delivered during
this period4of emotional vulnerability. Unfo;-

tuutely, very frequently, such advice is given
Eby well-meaning friends and relatives.

Therefore,, it is very important for elderly _Crime

victims to receive appropriate, well-timed assis-
tance. Frequently, they are not given such
assistance by friends, the police, or social

service programs. Thi lack'of aid is usually
due to an unfamiliarity with the impact of crime
on older persons: with their' needs, or with basic

victim assistance skills..

Thus, in the next class,'vie will address the

needs of elderly crime victims.- Following that,

We will look at bow to provide. counseling ser-
vices to victims and to other older persons in
need of emotional fir-OR-aid.

4
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LESSON: Meeting the Needs of Elderly Crime Victims

.
TIME: 90 minutes This lesson corresponds with Chapter 11 in the handbook.

r OBJECTIVES: . ._

In this session, INSTRUCTOR should!

1. Review the purposes of victim assistance.
2. Discuss the needs ofolder victims for4 assistance.
3. Identify community resources for meeting these needs.
4.,,Xview students' personal experiences with reactionstto victimization.
5. Descrit)e the "second injury" to victim's.
6. Explore vari us tendencies toward- inappropriate Yesponsgs to

victims of cr.me.

. At the end of this session, PARTICIPANTS will be able to:

'Nff "k I. Define victim assistance.

2. List 10 needs of older crime victims.
k3. Identify places in the community where those needs could beset.

Recognize typical reactions people exhibit to the plight cif a

crime victim.
5yDefine the "second injury" to crime victims.

NIErligpi):
. ,

Thksen,tatjon.'

- Brainstorm,
Partner exercise..,

Role play.

TRAINING AIDS.
A

CMATERIALS: v , .

:
,

- " .

.

- Handouts of
,

five different roles for role play--the victim, rescuer, .

hostile helper, hNpless helper, and ,effective vOlunteer: (One each

for each group of five.) - .
(

- .

,

0 ,
,

m CtMMENTS: This lesson, is the second ofthree (lessons 10, 11, and 12), which

.cover areas related to the overall topic of victim assistance. An intro- ",-,

duction to this topic was pr,ovided in Lesson #5.

93
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(5.min.) In an earlier lesson, we discussed the,

impact of crime on older persons. We said that

crimth-as economic; physical, and psychological
consequences for many older victims. Today, we

will dfscuss the provision of assistance to older

t victims--what help they need and where they can

-obtain it. We will also go into what types of
psychological help appears to be counterproduc-

tive to older victims.

Generelly,'the purposes of victim assistance are

'assist elderly victims in recovering from
the emotional impact of crime; -

2. Help them obtain financia4 reparations for

losses caused-by.crime;

3: Provide services which they need to return

to at lea,st thein'pre-trime state of well-

. being; and
4. Make it as easy, as possible .for them to par-

ticipate in the criminal justice process.
A

-

(10 min., Let's diuss tbd. kinds of needs that

crime victims have. As you suggest them, I'll

write them on the fli2chart. ReMember that we

are thinking in terms of%economic,.physiCal,

psychological, and criminal-Justice-related-

needs.

ti

Rro

0,

(10 min.) The next,oby.tous subject to consie/
is the Mentity of places in the community where

this assistance can be obtained by victims- -

either by themselves or with the aid of an

INSTRUCTOR GUIDELINES

-Examples of answers you will
receive are:

- Food;

Shelter;
- Money;
- Replacement of lost

property;
Replacement of lost
documents;

Hospital_care;
Other medical assistance;
Jransportatioli;
Clothing;
Home repair;
Help in relocaiing;
Homemaking ass tance;

Legal aid;
.- Crisis counseling;

Long-term counseling
Information on tpeir.case

and the cnimin'al jus-

*tice process.
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advocate or other helper. To'make it easier,

let's divide these resources into oneswhich
meet a victim's economic, physical, mchological
and criminal-justice-related needs.

INSTRUCTOR GUIDELINES

Write the four headings
across the top of four
pages 'of newsprilt.:

Answers you may receiv e

include:

Economic

- State vidtim compensa-
tion fund;

Religious charities;
- Friends/relatives;

Social Security office;
Serviceffraternal

organizations.

Physical
r

= Hospitals er
- Rape crisis_center

Domestic violence
-shelter;

- Homemaker services;0
- Visiting nurse program;
- Transportation program;

Meals-On-Wheels;
- Senior companion program.

Psychological

Crisis hotlines;
- Community mental

health centers;
- Churches/synagogues;
- Rape crisis centers.;

Local elderly affairs
offices;

Senior 'citizen centers!

- Other Victim programs.

Criminal Justice

-

A orney's
Police\deltment;

- District
office;

Legal Aid Society;

-. Local elderly affairs

office;.
2 Victim assistance

programs.
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(5 min.). One of the most im rtant factors in

responding to the needs of an er victim is

whether they receive the kind of motional sup-

port they need to pass through the phases of'
crisit to the fourth phase where the crisis js
.resolved and the victim can resume a Hermal Tffe.

Very few communities have adequate 'professional
services to provide for Meeting'this need. Hoy-

ever, as we pointed out in the previous lesson;
effective crisis.oeunselors need not be profest

4; sional social workers or psychologists. Certain

Versplis who by nature fee empathetic and percep-
tivetag be,enormously Helpful .° On "the other. .

training,l, nonprofessional counsel-

ors react n ways which are-inappropriate'or even

counterpro ctive.to the_yjctim's:Well,7beihg.
IP,

(i0 min.) Let's explore some*typical reactions
which persons have tOtheNictimizatiort of
fliiend,or relative. 'Pick a partner'tp 'discuss

some questions with them. . , .- ; - .

. . . -

The.qu6tions:are:, .., A .

.

Have yotreer been victimized or known soMeoti* !

who was a victim?-

What wereyoUr (or his or her) feelings at. the

time -?

What'kind of reactions did you (he.or She) get

. from the people who learned about it?

How do you feel about i now? ,

Okay, begin to discuss these questions with your

partner. Each person should take about three

minutes.

(#5 min.) Let's come back to the -full group.

What did you, learn?

(15 min.) Much ofiwhat you have just described
,.

well-meaning but'harmful advice and feedback

from friends and relativek--has.been termed the

"second injury" to the victim. ,

=
Martin=Symondsdescribes, it.in this way:

3°

P.
rr

Students will describe some
typical reactidms to
victimization. 't 2

a'

4
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After the criminal is gone, the need of vic-

tims to reduce their feelings of helplessness is
often shown in their dealing with emergency per-
sonnel sub as the police. The Victims, who are

still in a,passive state, often have silent ex-
pectations that emergency personnel will reduce
their feelings of dependent helplessness.. Be-

cause emergency per,:sonnel are unaware of these
'silent demandsOr unable to deal with them- -

this lays the groundwork,for the "second injury."

Essentially, the second injury isstheic-
times perceived rejection by--and lack o'f'expect-
ed support fromAthe community, agencies,,,
society in gen al, as well,as familylq friends_
This second'injury often follows any,sUdden,
unexpected helplessness.

.Victims' misperception of both the behavior
and attitudes of police and other service person-
nel i5 often heightened by the emotional insula-
tion that such professionals develop in order to
function without distress in a very .stressful oc-

cupation. Yet persons who have just been sub-
jected to a terrifying experience such as victim-
izationrwant someone to nurture and coWort them.
Many emergency personnel 'do nurture and comfoftt
victims, and are remembered in a positive manner
for doing so. Sonfe emergency personnel, on the
other hand, provide for the victim in an exces-
sively detached, impersonal manner, and are re-
membered negatively by the victim. In the latter

case, the expefl,ence offers victims 4 scapegoat'
for their bottled-up_feelings of anger and re-
sentment that 'couldn't be expressed tb the now-
anonymous criminal; without fear of retaliation.
they freely express these feelings to recogniz-
able figures of authority.

A second source of injury to the victim
the blaming-the-victimphenomenon: "Lady, you cajl
that a door lock?" asks the police .officer.

"Mom, I told you to move out of that neighbor-
hood," says the adylt-aged child.' The instinct:
to shun the victim--as if he is carrying an in-
fectious disease--is another way people deal ith

the evidence that they too are vulnerable to
harm.

INSTRUCTOR GUIDELINES

r

4

This material is, excerpted

from Martin Symonds, "The
'Second Injury' to

Victims," Evaluation and
Change (Special Issue on
Services for Survivors)',
Minneapolis, MN: The Pro-

gram Evaluation Resource
Center, 1980.

mID

`N.
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Kewe'ver,/before we blame the victim's second

injury entirely on the behavior of emergency per-
' sonnel, family, friends, and neighbors, we must
recognize that victims' own reaction to tiheir re-

jected silent appeals of helplessness is only one

aspect of the second injury. The more signif-
cant factor contributing to and producing the
second injury is victims' reaction to feelings of
powerlessness brought about by the criminal.

This frequent theme-=that someone has to
pay, the need for reparation--seems to be essen-
tial to the-development of the second injury.
The criminal perpetrator of the original misfor-

tune is gone. :1'en if he were to, be caught,

tried, sentenced and imprisoned, this wouldn't
completely satisfy victims' injured pride.

Thus, social service representatives who come in
contact with victims--in their homes or elsewhere
--can contribute greatly to victims' recovery if

they know what to do. They can help by: focusing

on reducing the victim's self-blame and restoring

feelings of power the criminal took away;'and
helping the victim's "signifiG4nt others" to re-

spond in similar ways. These techniques can be

learned by staff, volunteers, or paraprofession-
als from various senior-serving agencies.

(20 min) Let's try a roleplay to see the'tenden-
cies we all have to feel angry, helpless, or to
reseu9 when confronted by a person with a serious

problem. -

We need todivide into groups of five, with each

person taking one role.,The roleplay is some-

thing like a free-for-all in which the various

players interject their reactions in response to

the victim's. The roleplay itself should be

extemporaney.

Okay, read your parts. Ina couple of minutes,
the persorNeo is the yidtim will tell what hap-

pened. Your friends will respond to you as'you

tell what happened.

I

From Marjorie Susman and
Carol Holt Vittert,
Building a Solution: A
Practical Guide_for Es-
tablishing Crime Victim
Service Agencies, St.
Louis, MO: National,Council.
of Jewish Women, 1980.,

Give each,persbn in a team

a different handout of a

role tolplay.

. 1
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(10 min.) Wi'the person who was the yict in

each group please describe his or her'emotion
when confronted with each of the responses?

This lesson should have given you a number of
ideas about what kinds of reaction-s-ae not help-
ful with older crime victims. Our next lesson,

on communicating with older individuals, will

emphasize the-positive--what types of responses

are most useful in counseling. older crime victims

and other older persons who havvroblems.

4

T

Aftei 10-15 minutes, bring'
the small groups back into
the full session.

The rescuer frustrates by

pitying; the hostile'

helper reinforces the vic-
tim's guilt; the helpless
helper adds to the vic-
tim's confusion; the effec-
tive friend actually helps.
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Handout' #1

-VOLUNTEER ATTITUDES ROLE PLAY .

VICTIM: Jan'

3

You are a 19-year old,girl in junior college. You have gone,out to

dinner in the city with a girl friend and were robbed Snd.assaulted. You

are very upset and want to talk to your friends about it thelinext day.

Here is what happened. Repeat it-in your o1,45 words as if it happened to

you as you talk to your-friends. Your friends will respond to.you as you

relate what happened

I was getting out Of the car with my friend, Pat. we were walking

to the restaurant and suddenly two men jumped out in front of us. One had

a gun. They asked for our purses. Tat gave hers to,them. I sai'd.no. 'I 4

don't know why. I'just refused. He tried to gFab it and I pushed him and

yelled. One ran, away. 'The other hit me and pushed me down. The gun went

off. He ran away, too. They jumped &fence: I wascreaming and shaking.

Pat helped me up. Someone went inside and called'the police'. Suddenly

they were there. One stayed with Pat and me. Others went looking for the

men. They, said we had to go downtown with them. It was'Pat's birthday.

We were going to,celebrate. It was all messed up. I was 'shaking d ,

hysterical.. I still' shdke thinking about it. What if the gun had it

me? Why did-I resist? I never thought I would before, and there I did

it MY mother came. She Went down to the station with me. ,She kept

asking, "Why did it happen?"; "Ohiwassn't I sensible like.Pat?" She was

hysterical. The Ooliceman was nice. He' said itwould be-okay. They

caught the guys. They had a line -up.' I was Sure of one of theM, not '"

positive about the other. Pat wants to prosecute. The nolice want us to

prosecute. I don't know, though. I just want,., to forgetlabout it. I

don't want to ten4( about it or be reminded. 'What do you think? Should

I prosecute? Will it make them mad?' Will they try and botherine again?

I'm so upset, I, don't know what to do. I kept 'dreaming abdut it last

-night....1-don't know if I'll ever stop-ishaking. I still have'bruises.

What if he'd killed me? , ,

4
1

Q0
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Handout #2

People who hear about a victim ilre often frightened. It reminds them

of their own vulnerability. They hide behind many postures. Here are a

few. Each in the group pick one to Play out in response to the victim.

See how it sounds, how it feeds.

otr/RESCUER: Y fear makes you want to resolve the situation quickly. YOU

have many questions and suggestions. . You speak sweetly. Yob

want the victim to listen and do as you suggest and to be grateful.
for your help. You encourage dependency.

Rescuer Sample Responses to Victim: IL_

What happened? When? Where?

f ,

You're so upset; shouldn't you see a psychiatrist?

I-Ive'yOu seen your doctor? Will you be all right?

I'm trying to help. Let me help.you.

You, need to stop dwelling on what happened. Think about something else.

Maybe your whole family needs counseling.

You aren't listening to me.

'YoU are right not to prosecute. Why:Upset yourself? Try to gcrt

over this quickly,.

4

TVs so hard to see you so upset. Whet can I bo to make you,feel better?

If only you'd listen to me, I'm sure we can s, lve your.nroblems.
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Handout #3

INEFFECTIVE RESPONSES OF FRINDS #2

HAtile Helper: Your fear makes pitkangry at the incident. You want
to have bAll avoided. You tend to blame the victim for

what happened. You speak gruffly and judgmentally. You

try to distance yoUrself from the situation instead of

listening.

Hostile Helper Sample Responses:

Look .at you. What happened to you?

What were you doing in.that neighborhood? Don't

,people hang out there?

know that bad

Your mother was right. You shouldn't have foughtback.,. You should

have known better.
1

You won't go there again, will you? You could have been killed::

This would never happen to me. I wouldn't get ito such a situatiop.

4

How old were.the men who robbed you? It's terrible--they should be

working.

Whgi can you expect from that kind of person?'

I expect mpre of you. Why did you get in such _a mess? Can't you

take care of yOurself?

Of course you should prosecute--are you going to let those men go

.free,?

\It's your own fault. .

a

ti
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INEFFECTIVE RESPONSES OF FRIENDS #3

Lesson No. IL_

Handout #4

Helpless Helper: Your fear overwhelms you and you feel that there is just
no use in tryingin this terrible world:, You feel as bad

as, or worse than, the vi,ptim: You don't listen but are
feeling bad about yourself and how bad the world is.

.

Helpless Helper Sample Responses:

Wat happened? Oh, that sounds horrible. _-

'My God; what did you do then? I couldn't have'stocid it; I would've

c-collaosed right there. 4

It's no use.

Prosecute? What's the use? The. judoe will just let him off. It

takes forever.

I wish you weren.'t so upset. ,

i

I'm beginning to feel sick,

Isn't it terrible, what the world is coming to? What are we going to

do?
.V8

It is safer to .go home after school. t's dangerous to go *A- just to

have fun.

This is too much for me to handle.
.

5

103,
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Lesson No. 11

Handout 16.

EFFECTIVE RESPONSE.

1

The hood, Wonderful, Marvelous Volunteer:

You are aware of your fears and you acknowledge them, talk about/ them
in supervision, and are able to face Your vulnerability as a human
being. You are able to listen and to hold your judgments to yoCrself,
knowing that empathy acid understanding-are helpful to someone in

distress. Vim are Ratient, able to wait, andoAave a sense of timing

about what is helpful.

Volunteer Resoonses totheyictim:.

7
What happened? You really had a tough-time.

I can understand how upset you must feel.

It would be hard to sleep after an experience like that.

What.eise happened? or Tell me more.

1 a

It's friohtening to think you might have been hurt worse or killed.

It takes time to get over such difficult feelinos..

Yo.0 really handled the situation wellgetting the police, identifying

the man.

Is youPHmother calming down? It must be hard for you to be Upset-and

then for her to be so upset, too.

It seems like you'rt feeling upset and kind of alone in all this.

It's hard when your family doesn't seem to understand how you feel.
cy

You're having trouble deciding about whether to prosecute? What are

your thougllts?

You seem worri hat you fought back when you were attacked. It's

true that it ut you in a dangerous situation, but I wonder if it

also feels good to you that yOu didn't just "-take it."
, %

gefting late and I have to leave soon. Do you want tq,let me .

know how you feel tomorrow? Would you like me to call you

104
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LESSION: Communicating with Older Individuals

TIME: 90 minutes / Thisiesson corresponds w ith Chapter 12 in the handbook.

OBJECTIVES:
In this session, INSTRUCTOR should:

1. Define counseling and the need for care and concern in communicating

with older individuals.

` 2. Review. types of nonverbal behavior which are effective And ineffec-

tive in communinticin and lead an exercise on this.

.3. Describe common signs of visual and hearing impairment

4. Define active listening and four specific applications` of it.

5.- Lead a discussion of -the basic ingredients underlying effective

communication.
6. Conduct a role play in counseling an older crime victim.

At the end of this session, PARTICIPANTS will be able.to:

1. Identify five types of nonverbal communication which can convey

positive or negative messages.

2. Give three signs which can be useful in identifying visual and

hearing handicaps.

3. Define and give examples of four verbal active listening skills'

which are useful in counseling older persons.
Identify the three most important characteristics for a counselor

to display to an elderly client.

NCETHOD:

Presentation.

- Brainstorm.

- Exercise.
- Role play.

TRAINING AIDS:
- Overhead,projector,and screen.

- Transparency: Verbal Communication Skills

MATERIALS:

COMMENTS: ice the best way to understand communication techniques

is_ through actual practice, it is important to leave time for one or

two participatory exercises in addition to any formal presentation of
the materials.

16.
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LESSON OUTLINE INSTRUCTOR GUIDELINES

(5 min.) As we have seen in previous lessons,
crime is only one of a number of stresses and
losses which older persons are faced with. -Per-

sons who work with or comeregularly into contact
with senior citizens find that they are often in
need of.counseTing'and support during difficult,

periods. Such counseling is often sought from
persons who work with the elderly in providing, '

crime prevention and victim assistance services.

By counseling, though, we are not just rRferning
to listening to someone and giving advice. 'fflrvice

or problem-solving will not be helpful to others

unless their feelings and the problems they face
have been fully aired, clearly stated, and undr-

tood. Therefore, effective counseling for per-

sons who are troubled or upset entails unlearning

some ordinary ways of acting and communicating,

and learning a new. set of verbal and nonverbal

responses. These learned responses are meant to
enable older clients to relax, to begin to express
and understand their own feelings, and only then,
to begin to look for solutions to their problems.

This lessOn will, cover some of the basic rules'
--,for communicating with older persons. These

approaches to communication are intended to fa-
cilitate seniors in the talking andmself-
exploration which can eventually lead to resolu-
tion of some of the problems -they fac4

(25 min.) In counseling older.persons--whether

one is communicating crime prevention information

to a fearfmkperson or aiding a crime victim--

the most impartant skill needed is the ability to

convey concern and cari4. >

Concern and caring can be communicated on two

levels, verbal and nonverbal. We are going to

turn first to nonverbal communication, to examine

'what kinds of nonverbin behavior can best convey

concern and caring, and'what kinds are ineffec-

tive in conveying this.

We can divide nonverbak communication intp sev-

eral different categories. They are:

1. Er contact. What would you say that effec-

tive eye contact consists of3

o

44

1

Write e'cW type' on the
fl pchart :

Answers should include:
- Look directly at persons

whe talking;

(continued).
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dr-
What about ineffective eyecontact:

.

2. Body posture. What does effective body

posture coist of? _

What about ineffective body posture?
/

3. Head &Id facial movements. Which ones are

effective in communicltior?

Which are ineffective?

yr-

4. Vocal quality. What kind of vocal quality

would be most effective?

0

4

I

10;

- spontaneous;
rrelaxed'but serious.

, Not looking atcpersons;

- staring tob intensely;

- staring blankly;
Breaking contact often;
looking down or away.

-.Body facing the person;
.-- relaxed but attbntive;,

leaning fOrward slightly;
- hands loosely clasped;

occasional hand and arm
movements to emphasize

points;
- legs parallel or crossed'

comfortably.

- Leaning too far forward

or backward;
body turned sideways; '

- fixed, rigid, tense body;

- infrequent hand and arm

movements;
- arms across chest.

- Occasional affirmative

- head nodi;

- appropriate smiling;

expressions thatiOch
the mood of the person.

- Constant or i requent
head nodding;

head down;
continuous or little
smiling;

- a cold, distant
expression; Ar

rigid facial expressions.;

r overly emotional facial

-reactions.

- Pleasant, interested
intonation;

- appropriate loudness;
moderate' rate of speech;

conversationa4 style; _

- simple, precise language.

V

'

of

;.

I-
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'Especially needed with older persons with.

hearing, problems?
*-

What vocal qualities are ineffective:

a

5._ Personal habits. What are some examples of
ineffective ones?

.-

The idea behind 'making this list isthat we all

have various ways of communicating nonverbally.
Many of these we are not aware of. Being aware

of how they scan impede or improve our abtlty to'
communicate is an important step toward being of
nelp to persons in need of counseling and support.

TWo Other factors should be mentionedwith res-

' pett eto nonverbal communication with older per-

sons. For various reasons -- visual handicaps;

ethnic baokground, -loneliness, and the like--.

older persons may have.a desirelor human con- '

tact. If ft seems to be appropriate, it'may be
reassuring or comforting to touch them on the
hand or 8N--put only if there Os an implied
invitation to do so.

The second factor is that of personal space._.
While there are also ethnic differences in this -

respect, met persafis do 'no, like to have people

invade the bace surrounding their bogies. On

the Other hand, persons with hearing or visual

impaitments may not only want -but need closeness

oda,-

Distinctly and toward the
lower range.

Overly _enthusiastic
tone;

too lou r too soft;.
too rap d, too slow or

choppy;

- excessive use of !Ling;

overly formal speech,
jargon;

- lengthy hesitancies;
"you know's" or "um's."

- Playing with hair or
beard;

fiddling with pen or

penctl;
smoking or-drinking;
tapping fingers or feet.

/,

This list comes from
Steven Danish et al., Help -.
ing. Skills: A Basic Train-

ing Program, Second Edition,'
New York: Human Sciences
Press,' 1480.

it
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'.in order to by able to communicate. If there
'Q are sins this is neeqed, you. should be ready to

move closer.

00 min.) This point leads to another. It is

important to keep on the lookout for two common,
characteristics whiCh older persons may.brfng to
an interaction: hearing and visual impairments.
t-
4der personS with these problems frequently do .

ntt mention them. Thus, counselors need to, be.

particularly watchful for them and adjust their.

behaiior,accordingly. Whq are some signs of
these handicaps?

4

4

(5 min.) Now we're goihg to try an exercise in

nonverbal communication. Pick a partner in the

room. 11 *five mjnutes to discuss anyqopic you
want to with this partner. While you're doing

so, thQjgh, use ineffective nonverbal behavior

in attending to what your partner is saying.

ik All right,' begin now.
.

(5 min.) All right, stop now, and identify to

your partner the ineffective nonverbal behavior

he or she demonstrated.

(5 min Let's return to the full group now.
I'd like to discuss what your reactions mire to
talking with someone who was using ineffective
nonverbal behavior.

4
10:

.
Lesso Np(12-
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INSTRUCTOR GUIDELINES

Answers include:

Hearing

- Tipp" Head to the side;
putting speaker on the

"good" side;
blank looks;

- inappropriate answers;
7 asking to repeat.

Sight .

- Difficulty in walking;

- poor coordination
squinting;
uncontrolled eye
movements;

cannot recognize someone:
cannot distinguish object

from its background.

Full
NP
class discussion.
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(10 hin.) Just a effective nonverbal behivior
is an imporfant'part of: Communicating with older

persons, so'is effective ver&al behavior.' A
helper's'words can make the Aifference between
whether an older person will discuss a concern
openly or will keep it to himself, thus inviting
depression or other symptoms.,

One means of communicating with older persons
under stress has been-termed "active listening. 14
By that, we mean paying close attention to the
cues -- verbal and nonverbalgiven by ITA,plient

and responding in specific ways. Appropriate
responses in active listening are ones in which
the counselor tnies to clarify the content and

-meaning of what the client has-said, probes for
what that 'person is feeling, without jOdging or

/-downplayingithose feelings, and refrains from

adding opinions or feelings of his own. Well
discuss noW four types of active liitening
techniques.

Mirror Responses and paraphrasing are two ways in
which the counselor reflects the coltent of what

the older person has. just said.

In a "mirror response" ftie counselor basically

re eats the same words the old& person haS said.

T e responSe can begin with, "You're saying that
. . ." or "So I have this right, you're saying

. . ." This response can be helpful when a si-
tuation is so stressful that a person is having
trouble understanding what 'happened (as immedi-

ately following a+ crime for example). It can

clear up,confusion and help clients begin to get

a grip op things.

Obviously, if a counselor only used.mirror re-
sponses, tOe older person would soon get angry.

or bof.ed. A higher level of skill isLparaphras-
ing, in which the counselor repeats, in his or
her' own words, what has been said. These re-

sponses are only meant to summarize or reflect

the content of what was, said, not to seek new

information. They verve to order the ideas and

tell the client that you are attentive and get-

ting the message.

Open-ended questions, which can't be answered
briefly, lead to more complete responses. They

often let.the client talk more openly or take

'Put up the` transparency

"Verbal Communication
Skills."

p
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.4a0e

the conversation in a direction that is important
to him or her. Asking victims simply, "What
happened?" or "How did ,you feel?" is an effec-

tive-way to get them to vent their feelings.
"Can yob tell me, more about that?" or "Can you
be specific?" alsp encourage exploration. "Why"

questions should be avoided because they are
often perceived as being judgmental, for example,
"Why did you do that?"

Persons ih stressful circumstances may provide a
number of signals of how they feel about it-,
but may not be able to verbalize those feelings,

They may be angry, resentful, guilty, or scared;
these feelings may be directed toward the coun-
selor as well'as at the situation the client is
talking about. To clarify how the person is
feeling, the counselor can use "feeling" or
affective responses with .the clieht. By using

"these responses, such as "It sounds like you
feel very . . . " the counselor checks out his
or her own perceptions, 'helps to clarify the
older client's feelings underlying the conversa-
tion, and provides the client with the sense
that these'feelings are acceptable.

(10 min.) 'Regardless of the particular cAnunica-
tion technique utilized by a counselor, there are

,three overall ingredientS which should underlie
any interaction. One is empathy,'or understand-
ing fully what another person is feeling and
thinking. What do you think is the difference
between empathy and sympathy for the client?
When would empathy be more'appropriate?

The other two qual'ities are respect and concern.
Why do you think it is tvortant to respect the
client? What does this Convey to him or her?

Concern may be difficult to exhibit, especially
if a client is difficult to be with. Yet it is

crucial to relay the message that you are inter -'
ested ila'client's welfare and are withal; to
stick WTth him or her through this period. Some-

times, however] a counselor simply cannot muster
genuine concern for someone. If,this occurs,

what would you suggest as alternatives?,------

(15 min.) This lesson and Chapter 12 in the

handbook have providedo number Of general rules
and spetific techniques 'which can be-used in

4 111

4r

ist

Write these three ingre-
dients on the board:

1. Empathy

2. RespeCt

3. Concern.

1
/
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'counseling older persons under stress. ffective

cgunseling,and'communication can only be attained

-though, with sufficient practice and through,
apprenticeship with persons who are already
exnerts in this4irt.

.
We're going to spend the rest of this lesson,
attempting to practfte some counseling skills,.

' We will break the class into groupt of three
persons. Please do that now and I'll instruct ,

you further.

.

right, now each person in the group will

select onecf three roles. One person will be a

75- year -old crime victim, who is being met. for

the first time on the day following the crime.
The second p'son will be a person who is coun-
seling thal7victim.-- And the third person will

be an obierver wt4) will watch the_interaction
between the helper and victim and take notes on
effective and ineffective communication by the
helper. Please select one of the three roles and

begin your,counseliqg session.

t

All right, now stop .the interaction. Each per-

,aon shou4d now take a turn in describing what

4appened.

You should describe to your group whether or not,

.
from your perspective; the interaction was help-
ful; what types of verbal and nonverbal cues
were being relayed by both parties; and what

other types of responses could have been made

to the yictim. Each persdn in your group should

take two or three Minutes to talk.to the other
two, and then move on.

While this exercise is -still fresh in your mind;

you might like tore'yiew on yotr own the Tips

for Counselind,Senior Citizens included in the

handbook. They may proyide you with other ideas

on how the interaction you participated, in might

have been made more useful
victim.

v'
rs

1 4,

After five minutes have
passed:

I.fithere is time, there
mitht be a full droOp
discussion afterward.
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-M I R RO R RESP'ON S E

-PAR A P H R'AS I N G

--OPEN-ENDED DUE.STION.,

--FEELING RESPONSE

11.3
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LESSON: a Adyocating for an Improved Response to,the Elderly's Crime Problem:

TAE: 90 miniles This lesson corresponds with 'Chapters 5&11 in the handb4ok.

'OBJECTIVES:
In this session, INSTRUCTOR should:

1. Define advocacy.
Z. Elicit from participthilts the kinds of advocacy activities they

have been involved in--to illustrate what activities can-be included
as advocacy.

3. Use case studies to illustrate good and bad advocacy techniques.
4. Discus specific methods used in anti-ccimeadvocacy.
5. Have a guest speaker bn current laws or pending legislation to

combat crime or help victims,

I,'

At the end of this session, PARTICIPANTS will be able to:
91,

1. Define advocacy.
2. Recognize times they have been advocates for change. '

3. Analyze advocacy plans for their appropriateness and effectiveness,
through the use of case studies. -4

4. Identify specific anti- crime advocacy techniques.
5. List three laws or pending bills which are aimed at curbing crime.

or aiding victims.

METHOD:
- Presentation.

- Case studies.
- Guest speaker from state or local legislature.

TRAINING AIDS.
- Flipchart.

Newsprint.
- Markers.
- Masking tape.

MATERIALS:

Handouts:. -1. Case Studies in Anti-Crime Advocacy Techniques;
-2. Some'Good Advocacy Techniques.

/
,*

f

COMMENTS: You will need to 00 some research on-anti-cr.:6 legislation
previously passed or under consideration to .determine whether your
guest speaker should be from the local legislative body or from the
-state 40gisloture.

46,
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(15 min.) So far in this course, we have 1)1-ned

about:a number of different responses which com-

munities can,make to the crime problems faced by

their older'residents.

Obviously, no community is doing everything we've'

I. covered. But looking at what is pos'sible', and_

what is currently available, we can see pretty
clearly 'what kinds of changes are needed. These i /

changes will not happen, though, unless citizens

are strong, effective advocates for hem.

-This lesson Will explore the concept of advocacy

and some specific advocacy techniques which can

be used on behalf of older persons 4o are actual

or potential victims of crime. , .
,

In addition,, we will examine some legislation .

currently being considered which night have art im-

pact on preventing crimes against senior citizens

or a the'plight of older'crime'victims.

; r . .

. .. // .

,

We shduld start by defining what we mean by Have this definition pre-

advocacy. . .
written on a flipchart.or

- blackboard

4

STRUCTOR GUIDELINES

, Advocacy is.a collection of act ities designed to

-etrange unresponsiivelaws, regul proce-

dures, or practices for,the benefit of citizens..

'There are two etemerrts which you ne4d,in order

to be engaging in advddacy:

1. You are acting on behalfof another

individualor group: and

2. You ire working for change ih the

status qua.

It is impossible to advocate for the status quo_

since advocacy has to involve change. People

ere ,often uncomfortable with change, especially

when the changes will not directly benefit them.

So becalise advocacy invoUes Change, it very

often draws opposition.

,On the other -hand, representatives of the status

quo will not oppose th4 change you're working

forand may even welciome it-,if they ahe first
0

Write these two points on
the'bladkboard or flipchart.
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con'inced that the change will achieve the same'
',goals they are working toward, or will provide
4other kinds of benefits to their program. There

are many codMunities where the police were ori-
ginally skeptical of programs set up to improve
anti-crime s'ervices to older persons. They be-
came strong advocates for these programs' contirr-
ued'survival though olice the programs had shown
that they were ab'e to do what they set out tq do.
Similarly, district attorneys' offices have be-
come strong supporters of special services few
older, victims of Crime when these services have
resulted in an improved Opearance rate by older
victims as witnesses in criminal proceedings'. '

(15 min.) Before we begin discussing how advo-
cacy can be used in connection with crime preven-
tion and victim assistance, I. wouid like to get

an idea from you about the kinds of advocacy
activities you have been involved in,.either in
your jobs or in youriprivate-lives. .This should

give us an idea of the range of activities which
man be included under the umbrella of advocacy:

(25 min.) This iS an indicatiOn of the kind of
-activism in our midst which can be tapped in the
name of elder.y crime victims. Now, how do we

go about it?

As in everything else-we do, there right

way and .a wrong way to advocate for needed
change.' Here are_some case studie9.describing
how some People have ehaved in advocacy sitta-
tions.. Read each one, and then we'll 'discuss
whether' each was appropriate,` effective action

or not. In some cases, we may not all agree,'
sine each of us has his or her own personal
style in dealing with people. But I think we'll
come.up with some basic guidelines to follow.

A

Write activities_ on flip-
. 'chart as they are named.,
Examples you may 'receive
arelf/

Neighborhood/teuit
organizing;

Lobbytng';

Testifying;
- Monitoring regulatory and

administrative
b' agencies;
- Public hearings;

Legal action;
LegislatiOn.

Distribute Handout #1, Case
Studies in Anti-Crime Advo-
cacy Techni-ques.

After youkread each of the
four examples, ask or com-

ments on the techni e

used, whether they
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r..

,From ydur comments, I can see we alkl have a good

grasp ,of theimajor points about appropriate ver-

sus inappropriate advocacy. ,Generally, effective

advocacy should.be:

1. Informed;

2: Ratiodai;

3. Well - coordinated with other groups and

with your own Members:

4. Codcrete and realistic in expectations.

(15 min.) Let's take time now to discuss some,

of the methods which,cam be and have been used by

advocates to gain support which will benefit
older persons who Sre victims, of crime.

1 Trailling,for citizeps and staffiof dif-

ferent agencies to sensitiie them to

crime problems and provide them with new

ways of doing things:

- For seniOr ci zens on WO they can

do for themselves;

- For human service agencies (area _agen-

cies on aging, mental health, social
service) to get them more involved;

I

- For staff of public housing authori-
ties, other similar government

organizations; .

- For banks, postal workers, a ers

who have frequent contact.with
seniors.

. Community Organization.. Onte organized,

block clubs can form toa)itions and work

for specific city-wide changes, as a

effective or ineffective

and what Could have,been
done differently. Write
these comments in the form

of rules for effective ad-
vocacy, on the flipchart
and save for future use.

V

Write each name on the

fkipchart.
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unified press'ure group. At the neighborhood
level, block clubs can carry out specific anti-
crime projects:. citizen patrols.(foot or auto-
mobile; also, tenant and lobby patrols); escort
service; and intergenerational activities (educa-
tion for teenagers and pre-teens)p

3. Pervading organized seniors to get
involved in advovacy:

- Through ongoing anti.crime activitie's asA
volunteers (e.g.,victim/witness programs,
other crime prevention activities, working
with the police);

- Through planning their own advocacy
techniques.

One successful example is court monitoring or,
more accurately, monitoring of cases in the
courts. TOT is an excellent method to let
judges and prosecutors know that they are being
watieicpdbyZdeaptublic and that their. performance
is

monitors are 'usually volunteers working
un er a paid coordinator. They'keep records on

the handling, of cases involving elderly. victims
and the sentences requested and imposed on those
convicted. This-is a valuable source of raw
data on which to base'an understanding of how
your prosecutors and judges. view crime against
the elderly. It can serve as the basis f6r a
strong, informed effort to lessen-the,prevalence
of plea-bargaining, to improve the rate, of con-
victions, and to help convince%he right,people
that crime 4against the aged` in your community

should not be taken lightly,

Other kinds of advocacy effZrts include:
.

Testifying before Various official
bodies;
Keeping in contact with and monitoring
regulatory and administrative agencies
in your area of concern;
Organizing or appearing at public
hearings;
Taking legal action,6p behalf of the
eldgrly;

118

1
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Undertaking a major public relations ef--
fort on one particular issue or concern;

Finding sympathetic city orstate legisla-
tors to introduce and back btllsthat spea
to your concerns. Examples are: building

codes for the city or state which incor-

porate security requirements; victim com-
pensation program expansion in the state
to include outreach and emergencyservices
for special, victims; and funding for °rime

prevention and victim assistance proprams
(to replace those previously funded by

LEAA).

Here is a hndout summarizing' some good advocacy

_techniques.

(20 min.) Now I'd like to turn'to what legisla-

tive activity,is currently going on in this area

(state or county) which advocates might want to

support or argue against. I've invited as our

guest speaker today
whomill fill us in on present laws and bills

which are currently under consideration which are

intended to have an impact on the crime problem

faced by both younger and 'older citizens.

\

Distribute Handout #2: Some,

Good Advocacy Techniques.

f
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Lesson No. 13

Handout #1

CASE STUDIES IN ANTI-CRIME ADVOCACY TECHNIQUES

a
4

#1 The Planning Commission is holding the first of two public hearings
on a proposal to open an emergency shelter for victims_gf domestic violence,
including victims of elderly abuse. After a second hearing, the commission
will make its recommendation to the City Commissioners.

. .

At the first hearing, several speakers testify in favor of the shelter.
Several neighbors voice opposition; they fear that the home could disrupt
their quiet lifestyle and,have the effect of bringing other people's domestic
quarrels into their neighborhood, causing disturbances.

The head of the local elderly-serving agency, that would co-operate
the sheltqr with other area groups.tells the planning board, "Unless this
planning commission` approves the operation of this very much needed sheltqf',
we will file suit ,against. you in federal court and keep you tied up in A
legal knots for years."

#2 A community anti-crime program decides to set up a "Seniors Anti-Crime
Day" in the city. 'Members.do a great deal of leg work on the project;
digging up figures, planning displays, 'arranging for space at a shopping
mall to hold the fair. They even get a popular local radio host to agree
to MC the event and broadcast his shoW from the fair.

When they are nearly ready to go public with the event, they approach
the city council, asking for an endorsement and a declaration of "'Senior
Anti-Crime Day" in the city.

"Oh," says the chairman of the'City Council. "Our own Human Resources

Department has a "Senior Awarehess Day" planned for five weeks after your
proposed day. I understand a large portion of that program is going to

be on crime."

. #3 For some months, crime has been on the increase in the Upton Hill

neighborhood. A citizens' group gets together and decides to demand action.
They present simultaheous requests to the police department and the city
council for: (1) tripling the number of beat patrol officers; (2) 35-percent
mor street lighting in the area; (3) free security hardware for everyone

ove. 5 years.

#4 A neighborhood group, anxious over a recent series of burglaries in
their block,of row houses and rental apartments, sends a spokesman to the
City Council to say, "We demand you Vo take -some sort of action on this."

r



Lesson No.

Handout #2

SOME GOOD ADVOCACY TECHNIQUES

$

PUBLIC EDUCATION - Includes news releases to media outlets; appearances

on televisions nd radio; newsletters to the population served; information

bulletins to other agencies; brochures and"manuals in the subject Area;

aspeake;'s bureau; awareness fairs in public areas such as shopping centers;

specialized training for clients.'

COURT MONITORING -'103going review of the disposition of court cases

involving elderly victims. Puts local judges and prosecutors,on notice

that their actions)are"being watched.

TESTIMONY - Prepared statements can be read at hearings before local,

state and federal agencies and commissisms. Provide the,media with copies.

PUBLIC HEARINGS - CN4e called by.governMental bodies, by a single

social service program or a consortium of programs. Good way to focus

public attention on a_ problem.
,

LEG.SLATIVE LOBBYING - Can be done on local, state, or national levels.

Can,include: briefings for office-holders and candidates;

drafting of model legislation; endofing of candidates.

DEMONSTRATIONS, MARCHES - Well-organized, planried events, usually

centering ar6und a single issue. Must be well planned and kept under

control.

PICKETING, SIT-INS - Specific types of demonstrations which focus

attention on a singlesite associated with the problem being protested.

VIGILS - Ongoing symbolic protests usually performed by stationing.

'a demonstrator(s) at a single site associated with the problem being pro-

tested. Vigils usually are round -the clock in nature. Frequently organ-

izers will set as a goal a certain number of days, or will leave the vigil'

open-ended until a definite action is taken on the situation they are

protesting.

LEGAL ACTION - The filing of lawsuits on behalf of a.group can be an

effective, thdugh often cost110, maneuver. Usually a 1.st-resort.

VOTER REGISTRATION - Often overlooked by, advocates, the registration

of eligible voters can add an effective political weapon to your arsenal.

PETITIONS AND PHONE-INS - Two familiar and widely used techniques.

Petitions gather signatures of,residents supportin your position. Phone-

ins, if carefully arranged, are used to deluge politicians, and other public

servants with phone calls asking for ion. Successful phone-ins provide

vhisical evidenfe of the community's concern.

ADVISORY BOARDS AND COALITIONS.- Perhaps the two most powerful methods

of advocacy work. Advisory boards offer advice to the program they serve

and can, work in the community for change. Coalitions are representatives

of like-minded community groups and are usually more., action-oriented than

advisory boards.
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LISSOM Local Anti-00me Resources

Lesson-No., 14

Page No 1

TIME(: 90 minutes This lesson corresponds with Chapters5-11 in the handbook.
OBJETIVES:

In this -session/INSTRUCTOR should:

1. Introduce panelistsand descebe process for panel discussion.
2. Moderate the panel, keeping rack of time and'agenda.
3. Field questions from the class. 4

4, Give homework assignment for Lesson 15,,"PlanMing a Comprehensive
Crime Prevention Program." (See page 2 of Lesson 15).

At the end of this session, PARTICIPANTS will be able to:

1. Identify and describe, local anti-crime resources.

METHOD:
- Panel discussion (see page 2, Instructors' Guidelines,' for who to

include on this panel).
4

TRAINING AIDS: LI

-' Long table and chairs. .
e,

- Advance information on panelists (to make introductions).
Handouts for Lesson 15--distribute for homework assignment.

MATERIALS:

COMMENTS: As with any guest speaker. it is necessary to brief the
panelists ahead of time so that they know what is required of them in
terms of content, timing, and expected questions from the class.

tiff

4.
1
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Lesson No. 14

Page No. 2

LESSON OUTLINE INSTRUCTOR GUIDELINES

-(Chapters 5 thro h 11 of the handbook list scores

of projects and ctivities which caLl be effective

in preventing c imes against the eTaerly:lower-

ing their anxi y about crime, and aiding crime

victims. In M st large metropolitan areas, a
number of.actiVities like these are currently

underway or being planned. Th object of this

lesson is to make students awa pf these local

resources.

Earlier lessons in this course have used guest

speakers from the community to speak about what

the agencies they represent are doing in specific

areas. This lesson will draw on other resources,

which are directly or indirectly involved in

crime prevention and law enforcement. If the

local area agency Waging or mayor's office on

aging is not involved ,directly, they still should

'be invited to talk about services they sponsor- -

like tranc.ortation and information and referral

- -which are useful to older persons vulnerable

to crime or recently Victimized.

.

Other possible panel members are representatives-

'of:

public education or publicity programs on th

topic;
- premises security programs;. *, .

Operation Identification campaigns;

- hardware installation programs; v

- preventiOfi programs involving utility wo rkers,

.mail carriers, or the like;

consumer education programs; ,

organized advocacy for changes at the state

and ldtal levels to reduce crime and help

victims;

- court monitoring programs;

- telephone surveilla e projects;

- telephone assuriiic rojects;

- whistle or airhorn rograms;

- block or tenant patrols;

- Neighborhood Watch programs;
special police units or patrols;

- Special trainilpg programs for the police;

- programs employing older volunteers in criminal

justice aggacies; .
,

- transportation or escort programs;

- home visits or friendly visitor programs";,

- efforts ta,deal with elder)Si abus..e and neglect;
.

J
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LESSON OUTLINE INSTRUCTOR GUID

- victim/witness services in the district

attorney's office;
- emergency services to violent crime victims;

- Victim CompensatioVrogram (in 34Astates);

- rape crisis center:'
- peer counseling for older persons;

.- crisis center or hotline.) .

(10 min.) Today we're going to turn from the
examination of responses to the crime probrem of
older persons in the abstract to what is cur-
rently going on or being planned in this area.

To do that, I have invited (number) panel

members'to speak to us.

I'd like, to* welcome our guests, and briefly .

introduce them.

Each panelist will speak for minutes

about the anti-crime services for the elderly
provided by his or her organization. After they
are/TAished,'you will _be able to address ques-
tions-to particular panelists.

(45.min.) Will the panelists begin their

presentations?

(25 min.) Thank you very much'. Now are there

questions for the panelists?

(10 min.) Now I have a homework assignment to

give you for next week.

1

C

I

et

%dr

Give the panelists' names,
position and organization.

Introduce each panel member
in turn.

See Lesson 15, page two
for the written instruc-
tions for this assignment.

The handouts for Lesson 15
are also/to be distributed
at this time.
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LessonNo.15
-PageNj_l_

LESSON: Developing a Comprehensive Crime Prevention' Program

TIME 90 minutes This lesson corresponds' with Chapter hi the handbook.

OBJECTIVES:
In this session, INSTRUCTOR should:

1. .Divide tbe class into worki .,oups, bsa5ed on their homework

assigiments. Partigipants wits ,the same. assignment should go into

the same group.
2. Instruct the participants to pool_their efforts to come up with

one comprehensiye crime prevention program plan in each small

group.

3. Have each group report to the full group for discussion.

At the end of this session, PARTICIPANTS will be able to:

7

1. Develop a comprehensive crime prevention program plan.

-2. Critique program plans.

META;

- Small group exercise.'t

- Large group discussion!

TRAINING AIDS:

MATERIALS:
To be distributed prior to this class:

4

.

- Handouts: 1.--Pln for a Comprehensive @rime Prevention Program
2.-- Reading Assignment (19 pages).

4COMMENTS:

(



Lesson No: 15

Page No 2

LESSON OUTLINE 1NSTRU R GUIDELINES

(Instructions for homework. assignment to be

given' prjor to this )lcass. 111

(10'"Min.) Iiiviving each of you a form for
dOing Vie'homework assignment. You'll notice

that there is a blank in the first paragraph.
I will now assign youthe name of an agency for
you to write in the blank.

4_

Your task is to develop a comprehensive crime

.

prevention grogram plan, which will be housed

4' and funded_by the agency whose name I just gave
you.In doing your assignment, keep in mind:

1. Funding is tight, so prioritize your pro-
,

gram's components in terms of their impor-

tance. Be prepared to argue why your top
priority components have received such a
designation and deserve to be implemented.

k, 2. The interest;Of the funding agency should be
,,kept in mind, to assure a better chante that
your plan will be accepted by the agency's

administration.

01 also handing.out some materials for you to

read. Please do the reading to see what kinds

of Comprehensive crime prevention programs
already exist, and to get some ideas for your

homework assignment.

(10 min.) I hope you ha all had a chance to

do your homework,assignme s. PleaseWorm six
groupsi'ywith all persons assigned to the same

sponsoring agency working in the same group.

(40 min.) Now, using your homework assignments,
`I'd like'each group to share what they have done

and come-up with-'one comprehensive crime preven-

tion.pro4ram plapl.together.. Will each group

appoint a recorder to take notes?

I
...

49

I r;d..
1'

Pass out handout #1: Plans.
for a Comprehensive Crime
Prevention Program.

Give a nearly equal number
of persans each of the
following agencies:

- senior citizen center;

- police department;

- prosecutor's offices
neighborhood organization;

- mayor's office;

- local aging agency.

Distribut handoilt #2.

Partici nts who received

the sa agency assignment

(e.g. police department)
should go to the same group.

I

r



Lesson No. 15

Page No 3

LESSON OUTLINE INSTRUttOk G,UIDELINES

(40 min.), Will the recorder from each group come
up to, present your group's plan in front of, the

full group?

Encourage discussion. The

following items should, be
addressed in the plans:

Crime prevention
education;

Advocacy and public
relations;

Home security activities;
Community crime preven-

tion;

Victim/witness
assistance.

As the class draws to a
close, be suhe to save time
for suinmariiation. Try to
pull together...the common

elements of, the various
plan, the interesting dif-
ferences, and any point
upon which a consensus has
been reached.

ti
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Handout #1 ,

PLANS FOR A COMPREHENSIVE CRIME PREVENTION PROGRAM*.///

So \

Statement of Neled:
, t

..
i

.

The Mayor of Middletown, is concerned about the increase in street

crime, con games, and burglary against 'the elderly. He is'also alarmed
.

. about the elderly citizens' high levels of fear of crime, as indicated

by their reluctance go to out even during the day, and even to the local

senior centers. He has asked ygu, the planner, to develop a plan for a

city-wide comprebensive.crime prevention program for the city's elderly.

The has-offered to house and fund the project.

#. Filljn lour plan in the categories below.
/ 4

Program Goals:
1

0, Cooperating Agencies:

Senior citizen centers Neighborhood organizations

Police department Social service agency

Courts Mayor's Office

Strategies:

Mechanisms for Implementation and Administration (staffin; data collection,

evaluation, budgeting):

0

r.

4.0, 3



Lesson No. 15

Handout #2
p. 1 of 19

Program Illustrations
The spre%ious section presented some general program tapes and

sources of support for an initial senior anti-crime project. Its purpose
was tq illustrate the range and variety of service needs in the area of
criminal victimization In the next section, three existing programs
are described to give a more detailed picture of what is involved in
such undertakings.

An Anti-crithe Education Program
lntroddctton

One Senior Safety and Securi ty.Program (Jones and Roil, 1977) in an
Ohtio counts was started alter a group of older personconvinced the
county hoard of commissisir that inct eased security was needed for
senior citizens.

The corn rnissionepi first submitted a pre-application to the Criminal
Justice Coordinating Council and received a $65,000 grant from LEAA
for one fiscal year. A formal application was then submitted, resulting
in the award of a five -year grant foi the project The Federal Govern-
ment's contribution for the first yea' was $67,585, with the Ohio
Department of Economic and Community Development and the
ebunty each contributing $3,755 for local matches to Federal funds. A.
large portion of the initial Neap's funds went tow4-d salaries for a
director, two cotnmunit safety organiiefs and a secretary Approxi-
niutek $10.000 was used fol legal and consultant fees, travel expenses
and office equipment and supplies

Fedei al funding declines yearly to induce loc nd state govern-
ni

la
ent to a4sume financial responsibility Should c unty,funds prove

insufficient, the Ohio Conimission on Agingusing LEAAmonev
ma% he in a position to supply funds 13causc a director was needed
only at the outset to make contacts through the county, that position is
being phased out. The established preijk am needs just a coordinator to
keep it operating.

Organization/Design
cc

The Senior Safety and Sc.. uri t) Program, as specified in the applica-
tion, became a division of the County Office on Aging and focused its...
efforts on six county areas heavily populated with older residents,

Development
Slide presentations were developed by the program staff. By study-

ing a rented slide show on crime prevention, workers wrote a script
applying specifically to their own county. The photography was also
handled by staff, using elderly volunteers as actors in local settings
The final producf was a set of inexpensive and personalized slide
presentations.

.FROM-Poulsen, Joyce, "Senior Peer Employment
Programs," Washington, D.C.: The National
Council on the Aging, Inc., 1978.

12a
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Lesson No 15

Handout #2
p. 2 of 19

Implementation
Senior citizen cluks and orgy cations, nutrition centers and large

apart ment buildings were con 'acted to locate pi esentation sites acces-
sible to the elderly population A total of nine presentations was given
at each site, one each %veek. as lullows

Week IL-Discussion of crime, problems '

Week 2Demonstration of locks and identiln. anon of valuable pos-
sessions.

Week 3Slide shoes, "How il) Foil a Bui glai . Part I The First Line
(,1 Defense

Week 4Slide show , "iit)1% Lo lull a Bui gli , Pal t 11 Behaviors
Week 5Slide show, "How to Foil a Burglar, Part III: Confronta-

tion"
Week 6Slide show. ,How to Avoid Attacks."
Week 7Slide show, "Combating the Con Artist."
Week 8Slide show, "Banking Service
Week 9Quiz on crime and disctission of answers.

The slide presentation is also used to educate police in senior citizens'
crime prevention. As much as possible, the staff tnes to coordinate
efforts with police programs, and, whenever possible, the pre-
sentations are attended by a police department community relations

;TM representative to give information on police procedures. In addi-
tion, the program has compij/d statistics on elderly victimization,
through scrutiny of police records and a questionnaire developed by
older workers.

A "postal alert" project (for which the County Office on Aging re-
ceived Title III funds) is an added program dimension. Decals from the
program office are pasted inside an elderly resident's mailbox; when
mail accumulates to an-unusual degree, the postman alerts the office,
which,in turn notifies the resident's previously designated friends or
relatives that perhaps they should investigate.

The Senior Safety and So. un ty program also sends teams of trained
older workers to evaluate the >ecunty of their peers' homes. The
success of this program facet depends on their, immediate response to
inspection requests If the %ait is too lung, olderresidents often forget
theN made the or iginal fequest and won't allow the inspection!

Staff
Citizen volunteers often conduct the presentations. An example of

recruiting techniques: When public hpusing guards were given train-
ing in crime prevention techniques for the elderly, they were also
trained to use t}e slide projector, present the material and conduct
discussion. Rec icing and directing these volunteers is done by a
part-time (20 hours) coordinator, hired as part of a Senior Community
Services Employment project funded under Title IX of the Older
Americans Act and sponsgred by the American Association of Retired
Persons.

13 0

p
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Lesson No. 15

k Handout #2
p. 3 of 19

Benefits and Effects
A 11101 Salei% and Seem itv Plop am Lan he tailormade tcka spe-

c itic community as its depth and range oie dictated by Litt ens' interest
and needs Because the necessary' resources are usually readily avail-
able suc h in general_ are economically and technically leas-
iblc in communit is of any size Utihring older citizens in all phases of
the pie et idlers assurance that pi esentations will he useful and
uncle' sFrndzib e to the audience of (tide' people

A Home Security Pro-gram
Introduction

A Senior Home Security hop (D'Angelo, 1977) functions ilipv
lin tug ()Wet s ui keys to install seem its deY ices in the homes of

t liens The project helps tu protect seniors' funoes against crime and
eatcs employment km older people, enabling ihe'ni to take an active

pal t in helping themselves and eat. h other

Funding

Funding came fr.orif a pro leo proposal submitted by the Mayor's
Office for Senior Cititcns to NCOA A grant of $415,635 from fund
all. d by the Department of Commerce (Economic Development
Act of 11.1 was awarded for an 84-person program The Administra-
tion on Aging of the Department of Health, Education and Welfafe was
appointed to moriitor see vice delivery The program is applying to the
Neighborhood Action Committee and the Human Development Cur -

potation for additional funds to _over material costs

Develop me

A personne mabcia' was developed, outlining the necessary staff.
qualifications plus dunes, employment and management policies
Super L isory positrons were staffed after qualifying seniors were iden-
tified The older workers were trained in Interviewing and hiring for
the varkius clerical anti viork crew positions and in coaching and
counseling workers in 4rvice.

When the 'work crews were staffed, training in the use of tools and
installation of security devices was provided by a manpower training
center Window latches and door locks, door viewers, security screens
and plexiglass, mail slots and smoke detectors were tmong thefievices
used.

Staff
As specified in the funding agi eement, persons employed by the

program were over 55 years of age; their Incomes were within Federal
guidelines for poverty Jobs for both men and women Included work
crew, clerical and administrative positions

131
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Implementation
Oder residents with homes needing increased protection typically

are ieferred to the program by area community agencies and senior
citizens centers. A police officer makes a check of the home, and the
report is sent to, the program office. The sluff telephones the elderly
resident to set up an iii -home meeting, when the program and cost of
mate, la's the older NI son dei. Ides on installation, the
seLin devices are chosen and necessai measthements taken When
the work order is issued, a crew is assigned and the client is notified of
the installation date and time, with a I enunder call on the morning of
the scheduled day."

W ith Ii ee Libor mid materials poi chased and supplied at wholesale
prices,_the cost to the elderk home owner is relatively small. The cost
of a tpical job, concei abl .is high as $300 in normal circumstances,
ac erages $50 w ith in the program. Materials are free for senior citizens
.belo Irepoverty level
BeneflaraticrEfiecta

The SeniUr Homil.Secunt Program oilers multiple benefits to both
its clients and employees. The hope is to give the recipients far more
than simpl secure homes. Reduction of fear is a major goal. Besides a
source of income, their jobs provide older employees with a sense of
usefulness and purpose. Finally, and most importantly, the program
structure enables older citizens to help themselves and each other.
The remain' independent, useful ispdividuals in contact with the
communit in which they live.

A Victim Assistance Program
Introduction

Efforts to train victims iycrime prevention techniques made obvi-
ous to the police inone California city the need of elderly victims for
after-the-fact supp`ortivi services. The Victim Assistance Team (VAT)
(McGowan, 1977), a program of seniors helping seniors, was created.

Funding
VAT initially operated through a joint association with an estab-

lished Department of Human Resources (of the Administration on
Aging, Department of Health, Education and Welfare) project, but
independent funding was eventually awarded by the Community Ser-
vices Administration.

Development and Organization

Involved in VAT's development were the police department's com-
unity services section, the graduate school of psychology, as well as

the psychology aril gerontology centers of a local university, the
Community Resource Involvement Council and the National Confer-
ence of Christians and Sews. .

132
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Handout #2
p. 5 of 19

The idea was for staff to establish offices within the police station to
allow continuous, Informal interaction with police officers, but lack of
space shifted the location to a less noisy, less crowded office across the
street The station desk officer encouraged walk-ins to visit the VAT
office when it seemed appropriate.

Implementation

The target population was made up of persons over 60 who were
t ictims of crimeor had been involved in an incident thavbrought them
into contact with the police. Their anticipated needs were legal assist-
ance, social help, psychological or medical aid, food; clothing or hous-
ing and reassurance. Walk-ins, victims located through police records

. and third persop referrals (usually by polite officers) were$he major
sources of clientele, the last proving most fruitful. Senior volunteers
were also utilized in reviewing police records for potential clients on a
twice-a-week basis.

Benefits and Effects

Growing interest and involvement in VAT has enabled services to
spread among all the area's older citizens with special needs..Along
with the reassurance, legal and medical aid and emergency clothing
and shelter supplied victimized seniors, the VAT staff now provides
support- and advocacy, social contact groups and information and
referral for the entire older community.

The participation of older residents has been a chief factor in the
program's growth and success. Older workers, with their firsthand
knowledge and vested interest In the situations and issues, also have

... the energy that'keeps VAT functioning.

N.)
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CJE Newsletter

RSVP Counters Crime's Impact on Las Vegas -Seniors
Las Vegas disorients many visitors even before their

plane touches down. It first appears as a small green oasis
on the drab desert floor. Then, descending,one is treated to
the fantastic, gigantic marquees, and the rows of gaudy
motels, hotels, and casinos, the "Adult Disneyland" to
which come millions of visitors.fronj around the world every
year.

There is no other city like it, a place, it is said, where
everything is available for a price. where the clock (and
one's money) lose their meaning. and where slot machines
seem to be everywhere. even at the end ot supermarket
checkout counters

This mythic image ot Las Vegas is accurate enough.
but it presents only one side of the city's character. It be-
came a "city" in 1905. when the Union Pacific Railroad
caned up the desert, once inhabited by Indians and pros-
pectors. Into 1,200 residential plots. The real city was
builtor inventedin the 1940's. and since then it has
become the third fastest growing city in the United States.

Away from The Strip, the showgirls and croupiers join
the 400,000 other residents who have ordinary lives to lead.
and ordinary urban problems to cope with. One of the most
serious ot these is crime.

Las Vegas has one of the highest crime rates in the coun-
try Some of it of course. is peculiar to a tourist ealnonly.
vice operatives. pickpockets. and con artists are attracted
here by the fast lifestyle and tht easy money.

Fear and Aging in Las Vegas
But for most residents ot Las Vegas and Clark County.

everyday crimes like burglary. pursesnatching. and larceny
'are the main concern To hope with these crime problems,
Las Vas has developed a comprehensive network ot pre-
vention and recovery sen ices. '

There is a rape crisis program, a community crime pre-
vention program. another program for the Hispanic popu-
lation, a battered women's shelter, a victim/witness
program in the District Attorney's office and the Retired
Senior Volunteer Program. which provides crime preven-
tion and victim assistance services to Las Vegas' senior
citizens.

And Las Vegas does have many senior citizens. Scott
Craigie, who hosts a television progiim called "Action
Seniors" on Channel 2. explains that,4we are becoming a
retirement community, and there are a great deal of growth
problems."

Among the problems yet
pu lc transportation system
simply outgrown. For the el
transportation means- increas
fear.

Scott Craigie comments. "Since Fire got involved with
seniors, I've been amazed at the aura of tear surrounding
seniors it is very common here.

to be dealt with is a small
which the population has

ly, the lack ot adequate
immobility, isolation, and

"For example, 1 have been told that with things like
landlord-tenant disputes or confidence games, the day
before litigation is to begin, the senior will call up and
decide not to pursue it.

"I've had that happen to me with several of my shows,"
Craigie says. "Seniors afraid of youth gangs or crime would
retuse to appear on my show. I've even promised them to
disguise their voice and keep their backs to the camera. but
they still retuse because they're afraid."

The Las Vegas RSVP Program
RSVP is a program of ACTION, the federal volunteer

agency. which provides opportunities for over a quarteE of a
million people 60 and older'to get involved in a tanety of
services in their on communities. Currently. there are
senior volunteers serving on almost 700 projects in all 50
states.

RSVP volunteers work for nonprofit private and public
community organizations. Their work sites include hos-
pitals, nursing homes, 'crisis centers. schools. and police
de.patIments And in Las Vegasas in Baltimore and Okla-
homa Citythe volunteers are tiling to make lite a little
safer and less tearful for themselves and their peers.

111111LCIIIN
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RSVP stall IL to r.) Gilda Johnstone, Emma Massa. Phil
La Loggia. and Pat Kellner

The RSVP project in Las Vegas is administered by
Catholic Charities, funded since May 1978 under an LEAA
Community Anti-Crime grant to the Economic Opportunity
Board of Clark County. RSVP director Patricia .Keltner de-

c. scribes the evolution of the program: "During our first year.
with two paid part-tinie employees and some 10 volunteers.
we distributed educational materials and conducted 272
security checks of seniors' residences.

"Another benefit for seniors with which we have been
involved is"fhe Early Alert Program." Ms. Keltner con-
tinued. "Whorl our crime prevention workers visit seniors in
their homes, they ask if they would like to register for this
program By registering, seniors allow the mail deliverer to
notify us when mail has not been picked up in 24 hours. We
then contact the relative or friend who is listed on. the per-
son's registration card, they call the senior or'visit him or
her at home. For seniors living alone, this is a great way to
keep from becoming isolated in emergency situations
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The RSVP home security activity also extends to lock
trgtallations, an enviable feature of the program. The Steel-,
workers Oldtimers Foundation, centered in Fontana. Cali-
fornia, provides the hardware, Sponsored jointly by the
foundation and the Nevada Division for Aging Services, the
Las Vegas program has installed about 30 single deadbolt
locks for RSVP clients this year. according to staft member
Sandra Church. More funding is provided by the Las Vega
Maitre d's and Captain's Association through t

"Thanks for Giving" trust
Ms. Keltner.explains, "Because Las Vegas has been

very good to these people, they want to return something to
the city. They look around for worthwhile programs to
which they can contribute money. We had found many
seniors needed deadbolt locks and thty couldn't afford
them. It we mere going to go around telling people they
needed locks wcknew we'd better have them This is where
the Association is so valuable. It lets us follow up home
security surveys with quick installations In this way, older
persons' tears are lessened And, fortunately, to date not
one of the homes we've done has been burglarized."

Helping Elderly Victims
Home securitv.is not the only area in which RSVP aid%

seniors of Las Vegas As Ms Keltner -explains to three at-
tentive volunteers during an RSVP training session.

"Through our crime prevention program, we found out that
victims of crime Ykere being neglected, soYe got into victim
assistance

To emphasize the crime problems older residents face,
Philip La Loggia. the staff's crime prevention specialist,
reads from the latest police crime prevention report "What
neighborhood do you live in'''. he asks each prospective
volunteer After they answer, he asks for their zip codes.
Each time, he reads a corresponding list "burglary, rob-
beiy, burglary. vandalism ." One volunteer trainee mur-
mured "I never would've thought it. You never hear about
It.

Emma Massa, the office manager, then explains to the
three potential yolunteers, "We get copies of police reports
Then we separa the out-of-towners We send out farm let-
ters and a brochure. asking them to call us. Marian Page.
our victim counselor, takes the calls. At the end of each

month, we review information on all crimes against
seniorstime of day. money involved. and type. By doing
this, we can discern trends in victimization and include this
intorrhation in our crime prevention education sessions."

A scan of the latest of these monthly reports, for May
1980, reveals the infofrnation "you never hear about."

One hundred fifty-nine elderly'residents of Las Vegas
were victimized. losing $242.900S169.000 of which was
taken from Just four victims. Thirty-four older visitors were
victimised at a cost of $40,000. Two zip code areas had
more than 40- senior citizen victimizations In the month.

Marian Page. the RSVP victim counselor, receives this
and other victimization data from the police. e sends let-

ters to victims asking them to call.
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Occasionally, the calls lead to visits at the victims'
homes when there is a serious need of counseling or other
personal help However, most of her work is done by tele-
phone, tying victim% into the socLal service network She
help victims replace lost documents or checks, obtain food
or clothing, and secure medical or legal services

RSVP educate4 both juveniles and seniors in Senior
Power

"Lately, we've had cases of old people being robbed of
their Social Security check or other check on which thec ex-
pected to !Re for a month We've been trying to get them
money from churches and charities," she stated "But Just
recently we decided to try and establish a financial emer-
gency fund here in the office, Were working on that' now."

Training the Volunteer
Philip La Loggia, a short, dynamic older man, is the

staff person running the volunteer training session As he
explains Olt! importance of program% like Early Aledrt,
Operation Identification. and Neighborhood Watch, Mr
La Loggia raises hi% voice in excitement, trying to convince
the tree elderly ladies to sign on as volunteers

"You don't have to do one thing." he reminds them.
"1 ry to pick out an area that interests you It could be home
security check% or property engraving. Maybe you ;like to
talk ier people, you can come around with sale and help give
crime prevention education speeches Or you can help
Marian give aid to crime victims. Perhaps you'd Just hke to
work around the office. We need that too. But re ember

hatever you do, you'll be helping other senior wens feel
better. And in the process. you'll feel better v rself

Later, he elaborates on why he gets so m ch satisfac-
tion out of working for RSVP's anti-crime prop m.

"I've always been a senior advocate. 1%e lo led with
State legislators, I've been involved with tenant gr ups. I'vj
been active m politics Seniors here have the same basic
problem% as seniors elsewhere." he- continued, "But they
aren't organized. At least through this program, we can or-
ganize seniors around,Neighborhood Watch and other com-
munity crime prevention strategies."

Mr La Loggia's interest in his work is conctantly re-
flected in his gesticulating hands and in the way his words
spill out, impatient to move ahead.

"I've found home security check% can be very comfort-
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ing to seniors, as long as they're followed up with locks. The
first thing I do is give them somethinga whistle. This lets
them know 1 am there to be helpful.

"Then we have some small talk. I try to gain their con-
fidence and convince them I'm really interested in their wet-.
'fare. As a senior myself and a long-time resident of Las.
Vegas, I have a lot in common with them. We talk as com-
patriots. After I gain their trust, then they're receptive to
my clime prevention talk. When I check theii doors and
windows, they already trust me and know I wouldn't do
anything to make them more fearful."

Mr. La Loggia also conducts crime prevention educa-
tion sessions for groups of senior citizens. Through May.
1980, he and his colleagues had conducted over 100 wofk-=
shops, large and small, reaching over 13,000 elderly
residents.

During today's volunteer training session, guest speak-
ers cover various aspects of crime prevention for elderly per-
sons. The appearance of four speakers illustrates RSVP's
close ties with the other., elements of Las Vegas' victim
assistance/crime prevention network.

Roger Jacobson of the Valley ?ank talks about the
Direct Deposit program and the relationship a bank can
have with its customers. Another bank representative,
Michael' Fitzpatrick (also a Nevada State Assemblyman)
adds, "One percent of the Social Security checks are stolen
or lost each month," he says. "We have to get more people
enrolled. Right new Nevada is`ninth in the country, with 34
percent of our- seniors on Direct Deposit-36,000 of

`109,000. But we want to move higher on the list."
Tom Tait, the division coordinator of the District At-

torney's Victim/Witness Assistance Program, then explains
his office's servicespand emphasizes to the prospective
volunteers the importance of RSVP's victim assistance
work.

"RSVP can try to help all victims who report crimes to
the police or who personally contact them. However, we
have to wait until a suspect is caught and a case is instituted
in order to help victims. Unfortunately. in both the United
States and Nevada. SO percentof all cases are never prose-

cuted."
Sergeant Don Helm, from-the Las Vegas Police De-

partment's Crime Prevention Bureau, speaks next about
the Police Department's crime prevenflbn activities: educa-
tional sessions, Operation'ID, and Neighborhood Watch.

RSVP: Service to Two Generations
Detective Don Johnson, also of the Criine Preventain

Bureau, had earlier commented, "Two years ago an elderly
woman had her purse snatched by tw 'io..izeniles. During the
crime, she fell and was killed. From that incident and the
increasing rate of crime against seniors, we became deter-
mined to start a program to tell kids about the elderly and
to bring the two together.

"This January," he continued, "the RSVP v rs

and I covered all the sixth-graders in Clark Sjeieoty public,

private, and parochial schools. It was very well received by
the kids and their teachers, and the seniors loved it."

RSVP Director Keltner added, "We btbugifi the sub-
ject home to them by talking about their own grandparents.
Don would start the program by giving a speech, then we
showed 'Senior Power.' The kids loved it. Afterwards, we
always had an RSVP volunteerior a retired school teacher
talk about 'being a senior citizen.' We gave all those kids
something to think about, 7,000 students at 42 schools."

M Ms. Keltner describes the RSVP philosophy,
"Somebody got- s.martanti realized we have a lot Of talent in

.this country and it was going to waste. RSVP gives older
people a way to contribute, to their community." Clearly,
Las Vegas' seniors are contributing to the safety and peace
of mind of their friends and neighbors, perhaps making
daily living less of a gamble.
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Reuther Centers Help' Detroit Elderly Fight Crime
IT'S KNOWN as Motdwn, Motor City, the city that

Ford built. the automobile capital of the world. It's also
known around the country as a deteriorating, crime-ridden
urban wasteland, 'Once called the "Murder Capital of Amer-

4ca." ----.
When Antoine de la Mothe Cadillac explored the area

in 1701 he realized at once its strategic impo ance in pro
tecting the burgeoning fur trade of thlAfffli h in North
America. So, accompanied by a large settle, tl-irty....

Cadillac established Fort Ponchartrain du Deti'bit ("of the
- strait") in honor of his pktron. the French ministehof state.

But the Industry that has defined the image and history
of Detroit is not Cadillac's' pelt trade, but automobilt-

anufacturing. Tod4, Cadillac's name is remembered
- chiefly as Anierica's most e I oular luxury cara car built in

the city the explorer 'uncle, ntil General Motors, in a
move typical of the city's troubles, moved the Cadillac fac-
tory in the 1960's.

The vied' of r won from neighboring Windsor. Can-.

ada. across the etroit River; is a deceptive one. The small
downtown area fooks solid and prosperous. The new Re-
naissance Centel, with its gleaming conical glass and metal)
towers, seems to testify to the city's well being.

Detroit show (any symptoms of the urban blight that
afflicts m st oldevizemerican cities. The` 1960's were a time
itof strife r the city as whites moved to the more fashion-
able subulbs, leaving behind an increasingly poorer and
darker population.

In 1967, inner-city riots claimed 43 lives and caused
some $200 million in damage. Federal troops patrolled the
streets jo restore order, and not for the first tale. In 1943 a
similar riot in the city, bloated with workers looking for
war-economy jobs, ended in the death o(35 workers, most
of them black.

As urban decay siAad in the 60's and 70.s,the crime
rate soared and the community lost respect for the police,
Detroiters say. The.,city began to'earn a reputation as a
paradise for violgnt gangs and other cfiminalsand a bane
to ttie.average regclent. It is an in4ge that many Detroiters
think grossly unfair. as unfair as the popular view of the city
as a horror of filthy factories and widespread slum condi:
tions.

Detrbit's defonders.say alb city is on-the upswing, sym-
bol ed by the Renaissance Center itself, the towering corn-

pl(that narks' the Tiew downtown section. The "Ren Cen,"
as etroiters call it, th its fine hotel hops, restaurants.

.and watering holes for the well-to:tio, is agnoet for visi-
tors and business people. It also is drawing to this most
Democratic of indust al cities the 1980 Rep lican Na-

...,tional Convention.
The hooiSla over di enten. tholigh, ov hadows the

real Detroit that has alway existedthe Detroit neighbor-
hoods'Of quaint, old-world houses with their'parti-colored
brick and Tudor wood effects. These are the neighbZnhoods

where PetroiterS lived and worked and grey old while less
fortunate neighborhoods, swietimes just a block or two
away. died andwere boarded up.

/1
APPIAN.

11.211111,.

A scene from Detroit's tough east side. This mint - station is
home to the Senior Citizen Area Trans q" (SCAT/. funded by
the Reuther Centers ' -54

It is in these surviving Detroit neighborhoods that
some] of the tattered American Dream still lingers. It is
a ci
cre Tres here and condominiums have yet to arrive as a
maj.r real estate force. Some 70 percent of Detroiters o
the wn, homes.' one of the highest percentages i

coin y. Seemingly everyone owns a car, not surprisi
an n intricate'freeway system laces the city.

gle-family houses; apartments are relatively new

Into this American-mixing bowl of industry came Rus-
sians. Nunganans, Germans. Poles, Ukranians, Irish, and
Canadians to labor in the auto factories. In asmall down-

Own area one can find French, Irish. and Ukranian Catho-
lic churches nestled together on adjacent corners.

Today, most of the descendants of those immigrants
have moved to the suburbs, leaving the population
about SO percent black and 20 percent elderly. e see the

renaissance of Detroit as marking the return of the white
population to the city, creating in some areas an unusual
mix of the elderly, young families, and poor blacks.

Tile elderly in Detroit, many of them retired jute,
workers, are not a hidden minority. They.are seen wherever
there are park benches to sit on o,r Entsesito ride. Last year
there were about 71.000 retired auto.W*ers in the metro-
politan Detroit area, accordirtg to U figurers, a the
current slump in U.S. auto sales could alce tha
soar due to increased layoffs and pti n t closings.

As elsewhere, the elderly are most visible in the ci
multipurpose centers and nutrition sites. coming together
for food and companionship and refuge from a society bent
on remaining forever young. Andfor the past several years
theriave come for anotber purpose: to Tenn hpw to protect
themselves from theever-present threat of crime.

Since 1977, with funding from the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration (LEAA). the three Walter
Reuther Senior Cgnters have offered thousands of elderly
Detroiters lessons in protection from street crimes, burg:

re
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lanes, and con games. The centers have been helped in

their efforts by the Detroit Police Department, which has

one of thejargestand movimpressivepolice crime pre-
vention sections in the country.

The Reuther 'Centers, the Detroit pplice and the van

IP .ious neightrrhood anti-crime groups have forged a triple

- alliance to battle both the-city's existing crime problems

and the libelous image it has developed. Their efforts have

IPalready resu d in a large drop in the crime rate for two

large targe ed neighborhoods where seniors live in great

numbers.
The Walter Reuther centers'two located in city-

owned recreation centers, the third in a YMCAbegan in

1953 as an experiment by the United Auto/Workers (UAW)
retiree plan. They are named after the charismatic founding

president of the UAWamong whose innovatiohs, in fact,

was t'h'e creation of a "retirees plan."
"The union leadership began to see that the numerous

retirees had certain needs that were going ufifulfilled," said
Freida Gorrecht, the Centers' director. "People wanted a

place to be together. The centers-became one way td tultill
the economic and social 'needs of the retirees." .

ilk Although the centers are no longer UAW-run. they do

receive some funding from the union, and the' centers ad-

ministrative office is in the UAW retirees building on East

Jefferson Avenue near the -UAW International Headquar-

ters, Solidarity Hall. .
at ArPoillt

Reuther Center DirectorFelda Gorrecht: "If older people

don't like something. theyllpist get up and leave. The older

I get the more I realize 7hat I just haven't time to waste.-
'14

Active union members contribute one cent a month

toward the center operatiOns, Mrs-. Gorrecht said, amount-

ing to about $30,000 a year. Another $200,000 comes from

the local United Way drive.
The Crime Prevention Project is in the final year of

its grant from LEAA's Of!ice of Community AntiCrime
Programs. The project is headed tip by native Detroiter Bill
Yagerlener and his staff of two fultjee community workers

and two part-ti . ' .

While the e erly make up 20 percent of the popula- .
reporttion, they account for 10 percent of repo rimes, police

officials say. The elderly are particularly h hit by burg-

laries and by auto theft. Loss of a car can be a serious

handicap in Detroit, which has no subway system- and an
. __.... _

erratic bus system.
Inns first year, the project developed a compreheisive

"action guide" on crime prevention for seniors, drawing on

the best of available literature obtained in a nationwide

search. The guide became the basis for nine-part crime pre-
vention workshops in the three Reuther Centers.

"The problem with most literature on crime prevention

is that it's so Jocalized that no one else can useit," Mr.
Yagerlener said. "What we tried if dq was to distill the
important information into a form that would be specific

enough for Detroiters but general enough for other projects

to use." _1
In planning the crime prevention workshops, the staff

was careful to keep in mind its audience
"One thing I've learned is-that if older people don't

like something, they'll just get up and Ieave.,The older I

get the more I realize that I just haven't time to waste,"

Mrs. Gorrecht said with a smile. "That's why we tried to

make the sessions interesting."
This attention to the learning requirementssof seniors

,resulted in a novel way to present the crime prevention

ideas Rather than use the usual "one-shot" approach to

training, which rarely produces behavior change in students-

of any age, the project decided tpbreak the-sessions into

nine workshops, with seniors signing up for the w hole series

of sessions. During the first round. workshops were offered

on Operation Identification. residential security. Neighbor- _

hood Watch. personal protection. sexual assualt, con

games. auto theft. crime roportint. and an overview session

on crime and the elderly.
Each session teatures a member of the police crime

prevention unit as well as a film. including a CBS television

'60 Minutes" segment on personal protection. ,

The resulting workshops drew up to 80 seniors at each

of the three centers, Mr. Yagerlener .said. and refresher 11"

courses are now being offered to pick up newcomers and to
remind graduates of their first workshops to remain on their

guard against crime. '
Tfie anti-crime_workshops fit into the halt-day of senior

activities plarm4-at eac of the centers, the morning hours A--.)
of which are reserved f r seniors only. A recent refresher

course. for example. sartcl an agenda with yoga. Spanish I

and II. creative ceramics, square dance. and a billiards

competition.
Each center has established a crime subcommittee that

meets regularly to. decide on crime prevolikilion program

needs. Seniors thus share in the planning process and are

given a stake in developing crime prevention.
. The Reuther Center project is one of the few elderly-4

serving agencies awarded a national-level grant from
LEAA's Community Anti-Crime Program. The Reuther

prof t in turn has made subgr is to a number of other
ps in the city which provi services to citizens of all

ages.
In the first year the project helped five neighborhood

groups develop senior anti-crime programs. One was the
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Senior Citizen Area Transit (SCAT). a daily van escort serv-

icter"'.rn the city's tough east side. Another was a more limited
escort service out of St John's Ukranian Catholic Church .

on the southwest side.
A third program. Neighborhood East Area Residents

1NEAR). installed locks in some 200 eastside homes. while

. the Motor City Consumers Co-operative started 54 neigh-

borhood and apartment watch clubs with project funding.
The fifth sub-grantee was La Sed. a Hispanic neigh-

borhood group in the southwest portion of the city. it trans-

lated crime prevention materials into Spanish and, helped

the liolice crime prevention unit with bilingual presenta-'

' ik.riSTOr the 13.000 non-English-speaking residents of the

city
Unde, its second -sear LEAA grantreduced from

S200:000 to $150.000the project is continuing to fund the

SCAT program and NEAR's target-hardening efforts and is

also working with La Sed on bilingual crime presention

materials The project 'also supports the Neighborhood In-

formation Exchange, an association of neighborhood

groups that publishes ra newsletter and operates a telephone

--hot line" listing upcoming meetings, workshops. seminars.
and projects in the cit,

The prgject also plans a more intensise outreach effort

to the 80 senior nutrition sites and 25 senior multi-purpose

centers in the city.
"We hope to hit 15 to 20 of these saes with a tour-

part crime presention workshop," Yagerlener said ."What

we did at our centers last year .was great. but thisear
be able to reach a lot of people who don't attend one of our

centers We should he able to reach a tar larger segment of

the population
The crime prevention workshops are seen as a key

strategy since seniors play such a major role in the city's
estimated 100 block clubs

"Thesdkpeople (seniors' are the backbone of the com-

munity organizations in this city ,"-Mr Yagerlener said.
"What they learn ar our workshops, is then taken hack to
the neighborhood groups these seniors belong to. That was

the information spreads even farther Then. tbrough follow -

tip. we keep the interest level high and the process grow mg.-

The project is also featured on local television. Mr.
Yagerlener and his staff appear on eight 10-minute seg-
ments on crime prevention for "Senior Journal." a Satur-
day-morning television program torseniors. Center mem-

bers are urged to watch the shows. Mr. Yagerlener said

/.----Television is the only way I knov,'Ao reach the isolated

elderly.- he said. "Those who can't or won't make it to the

centers can still pick up some useful information on the
show. And it runs at a nine when thece is virtually no other

programming for adults."
DETROIT'S POLICE DEPARTMENT plays a major

. role in crime prevention-work; for years distrusted and Ms-

liked by many residents. Mr. Yagerlener said. the force is

gaining the respect of the community again,largely due to

Police Chief William Hart.
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Bill Yagerlener. director 01 the Reuther Crime Prevention

Protect. tells a local rack, reporter about crone and the

elderly
ti

"Chief Hart is commuted to crime prevention. and the

'department's crime prevention staff is first-rate." Mt
Yagerlener said "You knov, you can always find someone
there to speak to a group and you know they'll do a good

Jch
Each of the city's ltt precincts has two crime preven:

Lion officers to assist in Operation ID. neighborhood watch.

and other crime presentiorr'strategies The central crime

presention office downtown has a speaker's bureau that the

Reuther program relies on for presentations
The department is also conducting a demonstration

project in neighborhood organizing under a `separate LEAA

gram Concentrating on two-high crime- areasa 155-block
area in the west and a 252-block area in the eastthe police
have undertaken to organize a Neighborhood Watch group

on every block.
"We want to throw everything we know about crime

prevention into these areas and then monitor to see what

results we get," said Sgt Tom Burke. tfle program's coor-
dinator "Because of the restrictions placed on police by the

courts. we feel this is the avenue to taketo educate people

to prevent crime.-
.1.wo full-timeofficers are stationed in each test area.

Sgt Burke said, and are housed in an office in a church.

They work 40-hour weeks going door-to-door to recruit

block watch leaders. organize meetings.- and install large
Neighborhood Watch sighs on each block .1f not able to-

find a willing block captain. the officers must assume that

job themselves until a candidate appears. Burke said. v.

Once the clubs are organized. Sgt. Burke said. the
officers' job is io provide thellftlubs with any crime pre-

vention assistance.they need. ,

`their job is a passive. educational one. They're not
supposed to be taking complaints." Sgt Burke said.

"Home burglary is our number one concern because its

the number,pne problem in these areas. We're there to try

to prevent it
Two years after the west side program started. 140

of the 155 blocks Are ogvanueq. Sgt Burke said The east

side prOject, only a year old, has 54 of 252 blocks organized.

Burglaries in the west have dropped 48 percent since the
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test program ,began, and overall crime in that area has
dropped 40 percent, he said. ,

The pite area officers also sup ible
,,

homeowners with
Security hardwart and lend apa ent-divellers alarm sys-
ems. They also operate a van escort for seniors. using vol-

unteers from the police reserve as drivers. The Reuther
anti-crime prograecooper tes in ,the effort by supplying
van escort through SCA and hardware to those who fall
just below the police p ram's age guidelines of 60 and

,older:
In addition to a' ,loaltr criikit. rate', the police have no

ticeda major improvement in ciamtkw' y.relations.
"It's by farthe most effective community relations pro-

gram I've ever seen," said Sgt: Burke%Whose 25 years on the
Detroit force ,iiiClude several yeari in community `relations.
"It wasn't iftlende'd as an ecupty TR effortwe went in
there to preve*crime. Bbt Of elapport that has been estab-
lkhed is the iiist l,vetver scene community people say.,
'These are my offjelfs. I know their names and they'llslisten
to my problemit:.- .P

FOR DETROIT'S RENAISSANCE to be the rebirth
the word suggests, reducing crime in the city would seem
essential. The Neighborhood Watch signs dotting the rash-
ionable University Districtwhose 550,000 homes, trans-
planted in the supposedly "safer" suburbs, would fetch
twice the priceattest to the extent ,crirte has had a de-
bilitating effect on theDetroit community.

The signs, representative of the anti-crimt efforts in
the city,-41so witness a return to the strong community ties
that once were prevalent in American .cities. Community
crime prevention was in style.before there were police de-
partments, before a sciepce of law enforcement even existed.
If that style lacks the timeless grandeur of Renaissanc
Florence, the benefits it engendersa reduction in human
suffering victimization, especially for the elderlyadd
up to a re-birth that could help revitalize urban:America.

The Waite? Reuther'C'enter Crime Prevention Project,
its affiliates. and the Detroit Police Department are'work-

, ing in their community to make that revitalization a reality.
GB
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a s i Seniors Help Peers Recover from Crime
TAMPA"No, not much crime around here. People

here have respect for each oth&..Not,nearly the crime you
find in other cities."

The talkative driver pulled- his battered taxi into the
stream of traffic, his gnarled hinds shaking visibly. He
retired to Florida 29 years ago, he said, and drives a cab
a few days a week to pick up some extra change. His pas-
sion for bridge takes him into the local senior citizens
clubs for cornpetition. Occasionally he'll head somewhere
for a major tournament.

"I look back fondly on 65, you know,"_ he said. "I've
got grandchildren in collegenoe. Life is good here. Old
folks don't have much to fear."

The cabbie is lucky. For thousands of other retirees
who migrate to this land of marsh, sun. and sand, the
story is sadder. They often find their "gold(n years';
tarnished by the death of a spouse, the strangeness of a
new home and climate. and the loss of lifelong friends.
Moreover, they become easy marks for modern-day pirates
who prey. like their 17th-century namesakes who sailed
the waters-of Tampa Bay, on the weak and unsuspecting.

Esther Steltz, a 77-year-old retired schoolteacher.
came looking for the good life, too. and she found it.
Then last August a teenager made a grab for her p9cket-
book as she was entering a Tampa shopping mall. Finding
the bag hopelessly tangled in his victim's arm, the thief
threw her to the ground. shattering her right hip as well
as her sense of security in a town she thought she knew
well.

NLW Elva Thomas (back to cameral pays a visit to victim
Esther Steitz.

"During these 12 weeks, I have been robbed of the
ability to lead a normal life." she said. "I have always
been active and independent bit because of this hip frac-
ture, I have become dependent and have suffered much
pain, still not knowing how long this will continue.
Nothing can compensate for this loss."

As painful as the hip injury is the knowledge that
several persons who watched the assault came to her assis-
tance only after-the thief had escaped.

"DOn't you think those people who saw it happen could
have done something? They said they thought it was a
prank!"

Fortunately, Esther Steltz was ablest() find someone
to help. Staff from the Victim Assistance for Older Adults /

(VAOA)program visited her in the hospital. found her a/
walker. and generally helped her along the road to re-
covery.

Mrs Steitz is one of more than 5,600 elderly crime
victims contacted since the VAOA program began serving
the city of Tampa and Hillsborough County in Janu-
ary 1978 In its-first year of operations. the program
helped nearly twice the number of victims it expected to,
see and has held scores more public meetings 'than planned
in its effort to get the cornmunity involved with crime
prevention.

It is in meiny ways a unique program, having solved
a number of problems that plague victim assistance pro
grams nationwide. It boasts an effortless. efficient referral
system with the local police and sheriffs offices that
ensures the program a high rate of contact with victims.
Relations with law enforcement agencies have been re-
markably free of conflict. program administrators say,
and are getting better all the time. In fact, the police
department and shenff's office almost seem to be com-
peting with each other in supplying the program with
crime prevention aids and other tangible help.

The program is also one of the few in the nation
housenithin a community mental health center. providing
the program with extensive professional backup help in
counseling victims and training workers. Despite; its affili-
ation with Tampa's Nprthside Community Mental Hea,h
Center. VAOA remains independent 'of the center an
operates efficiently with a minimum of administrative
layers.

It is, in short. a unique program serving a community
that is unique in its own right.

Elderly Are a 'Hidden Problem'
Tampa is a city of contrasts. from the sleek. modern

structures of downtown and the huge new football stadium
that is home to the city's pride-and-joy Buccaneers, to the
seedy bats and adult film shops of Florida and Nebraska
avenues; from the small. sqtret pastel houses which are
home to most of the elderly retirees., to the often-deteri-
orating Spanish facades of Ybor City.

Senior citizens (arose aged 55 or over) make up some
26.5 percent of the city's populationslightly more than
the national average. Nearly 15 percent of county residents
are over 55.

1.41
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It. as VAOA Program Director Marie Apsey says. Olt

elderly, like the area's Hispanic migrant workers, are a
hidden problem in Tampa, the merchants and profes-
sionals who depend on these seniors are very much in
evidence. The city is dotted with funeral parlors the way

some cities are dotted with banks, or quick-service food

marts Optometrists, podiatrists, nd others who make
their hying easing the aches, paiti,st, and failt, health of

the elderly are well-establishechlecUpantehere.

7

7TLVils gather to discuss cases Ken Rhodes and Elva
Thomas an' center and right

Other local residents occupy themselses bs helping
thernss to the small income and sasings ot the aserage

retiree Household burglary is the most common ottense
against senior citizens here. but there is an alarming
amount of street crime perpetrated bs youngsters on bicy-

cle*. or on toot. like the one who assaulted Mrs Stelt7

The elderly, otten are sictimized repeatedly Some 2S

percent of those contacted bs the VAOA program already

had been victims at least once: some had been ,Ictirrilied
as mans as eight times

Ray McCardle..3, is one example His modest hom

has been hit six tulles oser the past few years by sand' s
who hale trashed the turniture and stolen relative's minor
belongings while ignoring the telesision and radios One
loss he will never forget. or torgise: was the loss of his
late wife's wedding bands

It I could catch whoever dad it.,I swear I would kill
them.- he said. "I telt that way at the time and I still do

Ras McCardle is the Volunteer Coordinator for the
VAOA program

"The last time the broke in. they esen took one ot
MN calling cards and the anon ID stickei trom my
door.- he said good-natured

Mr McCardle discovered the most recent break-in

on his return tram .a conference ot the National Organiza-
tion of Victim Assistance in Philadelphia this October*

"I pulled up in my car and sabt a cop in the drive-
way." he recalls The cop asked me where I had been
I told him. 'You won't believe it He asked me what

did for a living I told him. 'You won't believe it
A retired Navy non-commissioned officer. Mr. Mc-

Cardle is known for his salty observations on life as well
as his compassionate understanding of the needs of crime
victims. Both traits rAake him singularly suited for his
job with the program

Mr McCardle coordinates the staff of 26 OF eighbor-

hood Liaison Workers (NLWs). Generally nonprofession-
als. NLWs are over age 55 and live in the neighborhoOds

they serve. Drawn from all walks ot life, similar only in
their interest in helping their peers recover from the eco-

nomic and psychological traumas of sictimization, the

NLWs are Middle America taking care of its own.

"The NLW is the heart of this program," says
Ms Apsey "They are the'people who make it all ssk

Mr. McCardle agrees. "1 don't th-mk our iTrirgraM

would work without peers doing the counseling You can't
tell older people to do something. you have tv suggest
That's where our workers come in They're the same age

and the come from the same neighborhood By getting

that neighbor-helping-neighbor feeling, we're able to over-

come people's feelings that this program is just another
kind ot welfare

Fhe VAOA program has broken the Tampa area into
30 neighilorhoods The NLWs are recruited actively from

each neighbbrhood through ads in local newspapers.

Using stall from its parent agency. the Northside Com-

munity Mental Health Center, all NLWs are trained in
Florida state law affecting the elderly. crisis intersention
counseling. and the sersices asailable trom local social

service agen'cies I he training is supplemented twice
monthly by meetings at which NLWs exchange informa-

tion, contacts. and suggestiops on case strategies.
The NLWs are required to be at home from 9.30

a m to 10 30 a.m , Monday through Friday. to await a
call,rom the office assigning them t a new 'case. Names

oiriictms are collected daily from e city police and
counts sheriffs offices bs an NLW permanently assigned

to the task. The sheriffs office provides the NLW with
photocopies of all crime reports. The police department
provides similar reports on the precious day's crimes from

which the NLW gets his needed information.
'Atter their original contact with a victim that same

class the workers by- and -large set their on schedules,

decide when to terminate a case and when to make refer-

rals to the center staff for intensive counseling or to other

social agencies for help with food. housing, and medical

care Their reports of each case are reviewed by Ms.
Apsey and Mr. ,r+Cardle, but each worker is encouraged
to act as he or sh&lh.nks best,'Ms. Apsey said,

In return for their efforts. they are p4id $3.60 an
hour plus 16 cents a mile The administrators of the pro-
grarti believe they are getting a bargain.

"We know that most of these people never put don
the lull number of hours they work and they ask vary little
in mileage." Ms. Apsey said -"A lorof them have worked
since the program began without a vacation: although
they are entitled to one That takes a lot of dedication
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Some, like Mr. McCardle, have been victims them-
selves. The program's first client and a former NLW.
Mr. McCardle tells clients about his six burglaries and
,shows them color photos of the damage done on one occa-
sion, Those who have seen him in action comment on both
the sense of violation and anger and the understanding
he brings to his sessions.

any NLWs have undergone the same life traumas
their 1Mnts have faced through losing a spouse. facing
failing health, and living on a fixed, if moderate, income.

"The NLW's are not only performing a great service
to others," Apsey said. "They're getting a lot in return.
There area lot of needs being met there."

Each NLW has his own style of dealing with clients.
Elva Thomas. who did social work in Michigan before
returning to her home town of Tampa. reminds one of the
kind neighbor -who comes to tea She helped Esther Steitz
through her long recovery period.

Ken Rhodes, who retired in Tampa in 1960 after
more than 30 years as a salesman and sales manager for
various firms. says he never left his profession behind

"This is really a selling business.' he said "First
yyoli have to sell sictims on the idea that you can help them

and that you're the best person in the world to do so.
Then you have to sell them on a plan of...action while
letting them think it was all their idea. It's not so simple
as you might think

Mr. Rhodes has earned himself a reputation as an
aggressive. persistent worker.- In October. he says. he
worked 60 cases, about twice average NLW caseload.
He recently recorded his first rej ion by a client since
joining the program four months after it started

Staff Profile

Marie 0. Apsey, VAOA Director

It was Mr. Rhodes who first contacted the office ot
U.S. Representative Sam Gibbons. for help in quickly
replacing a Social Security check stolen from a client.
The usual wait is from two to six months for replacement.
VAOA has now set up a permanent cooperative arrange-
ment with the congressman's of9,ce which lessens the
waiting to a matter of weeks.

Mr Rhodes seems to have made lost checks his
specialty. Once when nosing around the police property
office. he noticed an envelope bearing the name of a client
of his who had been robbed of, among other things. a
Social Security check. Atter cajoling the clerk out of the
envelope, he opened it to find the stolen check inside, torn
in 32 small pieces.

"I sat down at the table and worked that check like
rt was a jigsaw puzzle." he recalled "Let me tell you. it
was a mess ot scotch tape by the time I was done with IC

Mess or no, a supermarket cashed the check for the
client, saving weeks Of waiting and providing the client
with life-sustaining money itmediately

VAOA's training pr gram and its reliance on the in-
genuity and good sens of its NLW 'seems to have paid
oft In its first year ne rly -5 percent of those sictims con
tacted agreed fo accept some help from the program. even
if it was just a talk.

"The..--oserss helming response from sictims. whether or
not they want or need our help is. 'It's nice to know that
someone cares." one NLW says "Oh, sometimes you get
yelled at about interfering in private affairs.t but once they
stop yelling they usually apologize and thank you for sour
interest.

Most clientilhave been found to need crime presen-
lion education and more than half needed crests interven-
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Like many of the people whose cause she espouses.
Marie Apsey is an immigrant to the yearlound sunshine ot
tampa. A native of upstate Nev. Ytirk. she moved to Flor-
ida with her parents in 1962 and, outside of two years in
Washington, D.0 , has made it her home ever since

A relative n5wcomer to work with senior citizens. she
holds bachelor's degrees from the University of South Flor-
ida in social science and secondary education. At one time.
she considered a career in guidance.

"But I've always liked grants: in tact I've never had a
job where I wasn't working on a grant ot some kaki:" she
says. "I find it a challenging sort ot work to do."

She came to work with the. problems of older adults by
way of a program dealing with another nagging societal
problemthat of drunk driving. She worked live years in
Tampa on a federal Department of Transportation grant to
the local'Alcohol Safety Action Program (ASAP) Her work
there. followed by similar experiences at a D.0 -based con-
sulting firm. brought her into close contact wrth emergency

C.

medical services and with the criminal justice system.
"I got a gopd exposure to the criminal justice system

and I became lascinateS by it." she said "I began to think
about the way Justice was administered and to see some of
the places it tailed

The ASAP program was instrunient*'in chniging
much ot the information-gathering terms used by,the police.
and court system. she said. and led naturalls to her involve
ment with the VAOA program.
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tion counseling. Sint e.most victims are reached within 48

hours after the crime, Ms. Apsey said. the counseling can
be an important factor in their recovery.

The NLWs are trained to be on the lookout for other
services their clients need, such as medical care, food
stamps, or clothing. Referrals are then made to other

,Ipcal agencies. The program can also provide improved
security door and window Jocks but has so.lar received

few requests for them.

CIE Newsletter

A Troubling Phenomenon
While pleased with the efforts her neighborhood

workers have made in dealing with clients, Ms. Apsey is
disturbed by a problem she senses in some of the pro-
gram's clientele, and is planning additional NLW training

sessions to meet the problem. It is the seemingly uncom-
asplicated acceptance with whjch many victims react to their

victimization.
It is a reaction that workers in Tampa have noted in

numerous oses, and it seems most perplexing in cases of
assault or robbery, A case in point: le/68-year-old woman

visited by Mr. Rhodes recently had lost ha last $14 to a
bicycle-ricling teenager who grabbed her purse.

On the surface. she accepted' the loss calmly, although

she and her husband face a $900 hOspital bill and both

are now too ill to work. At the time of the attack, she
had been on her way to apply for fqod stamps.

Even Mrs, Steitz. who suffered so much pain as a
result of her violent attack. has presented, a calm. chari-
table attitude toward the incident. reciting an often-heard

comment that "the Lord must have had some reason for
it.

This pattern is by no means confined to Tampait

is reported in victim services projects nationwide. New
YOrk psychiatrist Martin Symonds (see Fall 1978 News-

letter), noting the calm that many older people display
in the wake of a traumatic event, believes there are at

least two kinds of reactions occurring. With sortie,_ he

says. that behavior reflects a genuine emotional maturity,

part of the wisdom of old al
But with many, Symon s fears that the surface calm

indicates that "denial" is at work. This is a natural coping
device by which we refuse to recognize the existence of an
emotionally-charged event in our lives. A common by-
product of denial is depression, so Dr. Symonds looks for

signs of depressioh in calm, elderly crime victimssuch as
a reluctance to make eye contact. listlessness, or an un-
kempt appearance in a usually well-groomed person.

"We're beginning to see, a pattern, especially in the

more violent crimes and in fraud, that'victims reject, our
services." Ms. Apsey said. "We're even finding cases

where a victim who appears calm and ?table shortly after

the crime begins showing signs of distress six months

later."
The NLWs will soon begin receiving training from the

center's staff gerontologist once or twice a month. she
said. to imp'ro've the workers' awareness of signs of hidden

stress and to giye them an array of techniques to use in

drawing out the victim.
"We've been concentrating int._ the basics so far.

things like getting the victims food, eyeglasses. and other
services." she said. "We hope now to improve our skills

in this important area."
VAOA already has had a major impact ,on the way -

in which Florida's LEAA monies are being spent in the

She joined the program as its evaluator in January.

1978. took Over the managyment information system and

began an, extensive search into the available literature on
crime and the elderly for relevant. local statistics.

"I went looking for hard-line data. not philosophical

ideas." she said. "So much of the information I found was

just too general and I felt I needed statistics to support some

of the generally-accepted ideas about crime-and the elderly."

Her work with the program made her think about the
plight of the elderly: "probably for the first time in my life."

she said.
"Like most people I rarely gave much thought to the

elderly." she said. "Or if I did. it was to become impatient
because they drove too slowly, or moved the slowly in line.

But I began to see that seniors really are a silent minority

whose problems are largely out of the public eye."
When the director's spot became open in January

1979. she was chosen to till the vacancy. Her co-work'ers

hold her in high esteem and generally praise her efficiency

and concern.

lir For her part, Ms. Apsey says the experience has been a

renewal of faith in individuals and institutions she once

doubted were worthy of faith.

"You'd be amazed at the number of kind, caring peo-

ple there are in this program. in the general population and

in the other social service agencies," she said. "The popular
image of a social service agency is one of cold. uncaring bu-
reaucrats. Through my work here. I've met any number otf
people who really care 'about what they do."

Caring for others is a family affair for Ms. Apsey. Her
husband. Marti, is a former Tampa policeman who now

runs a similar program aidiiig victims of all ages in an adja-

cent county. The VAOA program also has been the inspira-

tion for several other programs in the state.
If there is one way to characterize her work. she said it

might be as "throwing potatoes."
"I heard of an incident in World War II where a group

of soldiers ran out of ammunition, so they just started
throwjng potatoes at the enemy," Ms. Apsey said. "Of
course, it didn't accomplish much. but it kept morale up
until things could get better. I sometimes feel that's what we

here. There's only so much we can do for these people.

but by throwing potatoes we can help keep their morale up
and put back in their lives some of the control that crime
has taken away. And when you get right down to it, that's

not such a minor thing." GB
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area of elderly victimization. Maxine Michael, the crime
and the elderly specialist in the Bureau of Criminal
Justice Assistance (BCJA), the LEAA state planning
agency for Florida, is a Ar rontologist by training and was
formerly on the staff of the VAOA program.

"The Tampa /program made me very excited about
the idea of older people helping older people," said Ms.
Michael. "Not only dci the elderly know what is nest for
their peers, but using seniors is by far the most efficient
and effective way to go. And there's another side-effect
which is equally marked. It's amazing to see what hap-

Pe to seniors once they've w6rked in this project for a
Their whole self-image changes." -

As part of the Florida comprehensive plan in this
area, the BCJA recently issued a request for proposals
to compete for $100,000 in state funds for demonstration
projects to combat elderly crime and the fear of crime. To
provide an incentive for projects to follow the VAOA
"model," the RFP promised extra "points" for 'projects
using non-professional staffing.

"1 really believe that using paid part-time elderly
staff or senior volunteers is the way that all aging social
services will be going in the future," Ms. Michael said.
"The advantages are just so great."

GB
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Project Profile

--Baltimore Victim Progiam Turns to AAA Funding
et

...,
.

,When die VictIm'Assistan'ce Program for Older Kitt-
moreans developed a videotape crime prevention presenta-
non for seniors in 1974, the program vcas considered to be
the cutting edge of the senior anti -crime movement The
three tapes. on robbery, burglary, and assault, %%ere part of
an integrated program to educate seniors on crime proti
lertis The %ideo program itself %%as %%iclely irotatedith cities
like Wilmington, Delaware. and Hartford. Connecticut

Today, the Baltimore program. along ccith a handkil of
others, is again in the vanguard of anti-crime progra4is for
the elderly, in some cc ays ccell ahead of the rest. For the first
time since it cc as set up in the city's larget downtown senior
center, the Waxter Center. the program is beginning to mo-
bible a rapid-response system to.all the city's known elderly
sictims That s.enice. paralleling one recehtly established
by Senior SAFE in Los Angeles (CA. Aewsletter Winter
197980), points to a new alliance'betcceen public agencies
that can bring stability to %ictim service pit/grams for the
elderly

Both the Baltimore and Los Angeles programs reflect a ,
growing understanding among senior service prosiders that

their elderly clients need special help in avoiding crime and
recovering from crime's tragic aftershocks'help that can
he provided as an integral park of a senio-Vcenters dads
operations Victim assistance advocates, for their part. are ,
discovering in senior centers a reliable, established institu-
tion in a period of austerit% budgets affecting many social

programs and criminal justice expe'riments. Senior centers
also are being.%iecced as an efficient means to reach the
elderly. at least those who ho frequent the centers. and to cloak
such programs in the mantle of familiar legitimacy that

t.
ads to greater acceptance by an elderly population skep-
'al eft man% such social, service programs,

Also like its West Coast counterpart. the Baltimore sw-
um service program is facing the end of its federal grant
funding And. like Los Angeles, Baltimore Program Direc-
tor,. Michael LaChance turned to a source of funding that
traditionally has shied away from senior' ant/-crime pro-
gramsthe area agency on aging Given the bleak future
commonly held for LEAA. the AAA course is one that mans
senior anti-crime programs may hale to travel if they are to

sun lye ..

Lhough the Los Angeljs and Baltimore AAAs hale
seen tit to fund their respective victim assistance programs.

any such cliangemer is problematic In Baltimore's case.
strains associated with the funding shift led. in part. try the

resignation of LaChance and the possible resignations of his

three stall members
The staff turnover comes at a crucia juncture in the

life of the program. Alter six months of ork by the pro-
gram staff and the Baltimore police community relations

unit, an efficient referral ystem %Aa's only recently estab-

lished by directiye of Police Commissioner Dorfiald D

i ornertleau. 'A corps ill senior volunteers nocc is set to begin

a peer counseling program for elderly sictims similar to a

program in 1 ampa. Florida (CIL Newsletter. Fall 1979)

It comes, too, at a time cchen the program is most %isi- A
ble in the city. The local CBS telesision affiliate is broad- .
casting a series on senior crime %minis in which the sictini
sere ices program plays a prominent foie. Th TV exposure,
along cc it the improved ref ertal system. soul mean it,sud-

den influ.x of victims at a difficult time -1 or th staff

"The program ccill still be here." LaChance said in
April. "1 think there's a feeling that the progr5'm has suc-
ceeded in doing a good job."

Michael LuChance. loaner director°, the Balttmore Victim
Asststame program

When LEAA funds expire in July. an interim AAA
grant ss ill carry the program through to September when a
full-year,grant under Title III of the Older Americans Act.
managed by the local AAA. will support the program The
three-year grant. renewable each fiscal year. is expectedto
carry the program until the city decides whether to fund the
program itselfa moe that ccas widely expected to happen

this year until a budget shortfall forced Mayor William
Donald Schaefer to order large budget cuts.

The program that faces the 80s with a newv-staff and a
new source of funds is one that seems to do a great many
things right. despite a small staff and loss salaries '1 -he staff
offers the usual user- the -phone (and sonic in-person) coun-
seling and referral services to its clients Thjlocation in the
Waxter Center. generally cited as a model multipurpose
senior center makes tiictim retcrrals to other social service

agencies quick and relatively free of stress
'1 he program also otters an'escort service tor %tennis,

Stall lay.yer Peter Dwyer pros ides tree legal counseling for
victims, accompanies them to court, and helps them file for
the state sictini compensation program In fact. the pro-
gram gale the state Criminal Injuries Compensation Board

many of 'its first cases in 1978 To date. the program has

helped 19 %tennis receive nearly 530.000 in compensation

7
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Staff e long since developed a close wiling rela-
tionship with he police, and that undoubtedly heped in the
campaign for the new referral-system. Instead-of' reaching
victims three to six weeks atter thF incident, a time when
victims are frequently impenious eYeti.to the best counsel-
ing, the new system will allow for contact two days atter the
crime.

Police officers will now be required to tell victims 60
and over about the program and will till out a short referral
torm. a copy of which gets to the victim assistance program
staff within two days of the incident, LaChance said.

Cooperating with the police also means giving crime
prevention lectures at the monthly police-community rela-
tions council meetingsan opportunity to reach thousands
ot elderly persons with crime prevention materials.

It is the small things done well, though. that make the
program interesting to watch. Like the way LaChance im-
presses on seniors the concept of police officers as friends in
the community who should be called on in quiet times, not
just in emergencies. Or the way counselor Joan Biegeleisen
will let an elderly ,client describe every minute detail of her
assault when a summary would do. and then t!acknowl-
edge the woman's need to 1?e touched by holding her hand
for reassurance.,

One small feature ot the program deserves special
note. Occasior2ally theicr---ogi-al-catn Is up former victims and
invites them to attend a special follow -up crime prevention
session at the Waxter Center. At the onkening of the session.
LaChance tells the a bled clients of he common bond
they share: they have all been victims. The emotions felt by
the participants are evident in the looks they exchange when
this bit of information sinks in. "They 'suddenly realize

Counselor Joan Illegeleistil listens as a victim tells her story
at a recent crime prevention refresher course

they're not alone," LaCharice says. "Some ot the guilt they
teel can be ch-s`p-elled by realizing that other people just like
them have also been victims." Usually the crime prevention
tips that are offered in these sessions are woven into the
issueltWat is still on the participants' mindstheir victimi-
zation.

One reeent.session helps to explain why, Although it
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had been several months arter t incident for the dozen
participants (and in one case was five years), most were
still ventilating their anger, ar, guilt, and frustration over
their victimizauons. Many; ad been brutalized during the
crime, thrown to the ground for a few dollars, and some
threatened with a gun or knife.

Their anxious questions, asked more in hope of a reas-
suring response than for a definitive answer, reveal much
about the elderly victim. Why didn't they find who did this
to me 9 Why can't the police arrest someone without a war-
rant? I'm afraid to call the police, won't they get mad at me
0 I call them when I'm afraid and Me' come and nothing's
wrong?

"I didn't feel anything," one woman said. She had
been roughed up by' a pursesnatcher while waiting for a bus.
"I got home and all of a sudden I hurt so bad I couldn't get
up the stairs."

The hurt didn't stop in her legs She had told this story
to program staff before, shortly atter the incident. Months"
later, she couldn't recall ever having told it to anyone.

':When something like that happens, your whole body
feels it." she said anxiously. "tiutLyou should get over It. It
shouldn't still bother you so long itterv. ards."

'The 12 yicturis spoke openly with ean ether about the
ways they had been victimizedthe "rat inspector" who
stole the rent money, the young thug who lulled his victim
through casual conversation before sneaking up on her; the
thief in the bank who marks his victims with chalk for his
contederate to pick up outside. ..

The program also chows its...wIt. in its willingness to
take chances A peer counseling program, which should tle
in operation b} now, is run without an additional dollar in
the budget or an additional statt member. It was developed
by a.graduate student from Western College who picked up
class credits.

"We knew that we could better serve our victims by
getting more counselors, but there just isn't the money or
staff to handle it," LaChance said. "We've always thed to
keep this program small io better its chance of surviving:
when large, heavily- funded programs tail This corps ot
volunteers will be invaluable in meeting the victims' needs."

The 10 volunteers will work out of their homes,
LaChance said. All will be seniors themselves, trained by
the program statt and available daily to contact elderly peo-,
ple in their neighporhoods who have been victimized.

Unlike similar programs elsewhere, the Baltimore
volunteers will not be p d a stipend or even car tarethere
simply isn't any money it the $68,000 budget to do so. The

a'

new volunteers will do evkr.A,Qng paid staff have been doing
except for authorizing emergency funds or food and other
necessities atter a victimization. .

But the success of the volunteer program A nclthe new
referral service will depend in large part on the ability of the
staff to supervise the two new functions. And with the possi-
bility ot operating with an entirely new staff, the Victim
Assistance Program for Older Baltimoreans has its work cut
out in the months ahead. GB
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LESSON: Communicating with Groups: Crime Prevention Education, Part 1

TIME: 90 minutes

OBJECTIVES:
In this session, INSTRUCTOR should:

This lesson corresponds with Chapter 13 in the handbook.

1. Explain the impVance of using a systematic process to plan a
crime prevention educational session for seniors.

2. ' Describe the steps in the planning process.
3. 'Present the tools for writing specific instructional objectives.
4. Give reasons for evaluating a training session.
5. List the four types of evaluation.
6. Develop, with'the participants, a list of questions to be included

in each of the types of evaluations.

At the end of this session, PARTICIPANTS will be able to:

1. Identify the steps in preparing fork, conducting, and evaluating a
,crime prevention training course for the elderly.

2. Write training objectives which are specific, measurable, and
reasonable on several crime prevention. opics.

3: List the four main reasons for evaluating crime prevention training.
4. Develop a list of questions to be included in each of the three

types of trsaining evaluations.

METHOD:

- Small group exercise.
Brainstorming.

TRAINING A1016

- Flipchart easel, newsprint, markers, masking tape.

MATERIALS:

- Handouts: 1. Goal: To develop a crime prevention training for the
elderly;

A 2. Hypotheticals on Setting Training Objectives.

COMMENTS: The topic of Communicating with Groups: Crime Prevention
Education (Chapter 13 in the handbook) has been'divided into three
lessons. This lesson,covers planning and evaluating crime prevention

education. Lesson 17 covers training techniques and conducting the
training. Lesson 18 gives students the chance to develop a hypothetical
training session.

148
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(10 min.) Based on the knowledge you've g fined

in this course, ybu ma have the opport ni to

educate groups of elde ly persons on th top 'c of

crime prevention.

Traditionally, crime prevention eaucatio for

senior citizens has been restricted to o e ses

lion, often led by a police officer, in hjch a

short lecture is gi4en and a film is sho n. In

spite of the fact that these programs r ect

the officer's knowledge and dedication.to-the
cause of crime prevention, there are several

problems with this approach:

- There is too much information trammed into
one session for participants to be able to

digest it all;

There is no wayto tell if the participants
learned anything;

- It is not possible to learn if the session

will change participants' behavior;

- The approach can imply that participants are
seriously vulnerable to crime without a chance

to explore that question, and without offering

help to change habits and homes. Thus, fear

levels might be raised, rather than lowered.

'This lesson will-explore an alternative approach'
to crime prevention education. It will focus on

how to use a systematic planning process to pre-'

-pare for crime prevention education sessions. -

This approach includes the following highlights:

- Time is spent prior to the training in analyz-

ing the local crime rate 'and needs of the par-

ticular,participants;

- Training objectives are written for a session

or sessions whidh are tailored to.the findings

from the needs assessment;

- Based on these objectives, a plan for evaluat-

ing the session is developed;

- Participatory training techniques are used to

maximize the participanW learning and
retention.

4
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(15 min.) Please look at tee handout which I wi
distributing. This is a flowchart depicting the
process for developing a crime prevention training
program for senior citizens. I will briefly ex-
plain each step now, and we will-discuss them
later in greater detail.

Steps on flowchart are:

Assess partidipants' needs.

First assess the crime problems of the community
and of the particular' participants of your ses-
sion to make your subject matter and training
techniques as relevant as possible.

Set goals.

. .

This dgfines your over111 direction. 'The follow-
ing goals are examples: .

1. To provide an elementary knowledge of
typical crimes and frauds to which the
elderly are subjected.

2. To change not-very-prudent habits and
( actions to precautious behavior so that

personal-security will be increased.
. .

3. To bufid self-confidence and an awareness
.01,4of one's environment so that citizens

feel an increased sense of control over
the dangers 'f their daily lives.

4. To pr'ovide reassurance and reduce feel-
ings of isolation by connecting seniors
to the network of resources availaIle
to. them.

Select content:"

To select the subjects you will cover in your
session, base your choice on the results of your
assessment.of the crime probjems'of the community
and of the participants.

.akirite objectives.

There are several reasons for setting specific, -
instructional objectives, which you identify at

. the beginning of-the session:

15

INSTRUCTOR GUIDELINES

Distribute Handout #1:
"Goal: To Develop a

Crime Prevention
Training for the Elderly."
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1. Both you and the participants will be
Clear at the outset of the session about

what your intend'to.accomplish. .

. a. p will be able to evaluate the session

ecaust the objectives give you a way

0 meagUre success.

3. Participants will be able to assess

-4 their own progress.

Examples of such measurable objectives-are:

"At the end of this session, participants will be

able : . .

1. To list the advantages and disadvantages
of reporting crime to the polite;

./... 2.` To cali,the police emergency phone
number; , .

4../
.

3. To list steps to' take before leavi4P. ng

....- , home ,lor severaldays,. "

3
Select appropriate training methods.

. .

In order to accomplish your instr0,uctional objec-

tives, you will want to select appropriate meth-

ods to use in your session, -such as films, role
*

plays, or demonstrations4 , _
- -

411 Deveop training plan and'conduct training.

We will beeiscussing tips for plan g and

conducting the trainingln other 1 sso

0 4. Evaluate training.

-11tI
said; after you con crime revention

aihing. sessions, you. shout attemp to assess

their effect,,iveness,. using some form

evaluation.

(5 min.) Hasolnyone ever given br attended a

a crime prevention tession for senior citizens?

If you have, 42 you remember what kill of objec-

tives were used by the person doihg the training?

A

1

IlISTRUCTOR, GUIDELINES

a

L'N
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lifat do you tWiflk are the objectives of crime,
prevention training?

4

(5 min.) What are the difficulties with the
traditional crime prevention objectives of re-
duced fear 'and reduced crime?

Fear is not easily defined. Decreases in fear
can't be-measured without sophisticated data
collection techniques.. Reduction of fear cannot
be adequately measured on a short-term basis.

It is difficult to use "reduction of crime" as
an objective, since reported crime data categor-
-ized.-M. victims'...ageract often not available
from the police. Crime statistics don't include
unreported crime--and many peopleo.seniors'in-
cluded, do not report crimes. Victimizatior) data
can't be tied directly to crime prevention educa-
tion sessions because there are so many other
factors which contribute to crime reduction.

(5 min,), Let's revieethe elements of good crime
prevention training objectives.

The basic elemQf good training objectives
are: ,

154

IN CTOk -GUIDELINES

TO.

Write their answers on a
fliponart,and tape the
list onto the wall.

Answers you may receive
are:

To teach seniors the
most important crime
prevention tips;

To ilep seniors under-
staa- critne prevention
techniques;

- To reduce crime against
seniors;

- To reduce fear among
seniors.

4

b

If you do not get suffi(
cient replies, explain to
the class. -

List the key words frorri

each on the flipchart
as you mention them.

.r

_
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1. The kind of behavior which is included
to demonstrate that learning has occur-

red is observable,

2. The acceptable level of performance for
the behavior to,be measured is stated

precisely.

A

3. In some casesi.instructor alto list the

conditions under which the trainee's
behavior will be assessed, e.g. whether
they will be observed in the classroom,

or elsewhere, whether they can use books

to take tests, etc.
. .

(10,mir I amAistributing a handout with three.

hypotheticals. Let's read # . It includes

a trainer's plans for aitoior citizen crime

prevention session.

Please break into small groups of 4 or5 and

appoint a recorder for each group. Discuss the

hypothetical, and write two or more good training

objectives for the session.

I

(10,min.) I'd like each recorder to report on

the objectives his or her group developed. After

each recorder finishes, will the other groups

please comment on the objectives just'read?.

(10 min.) Now, we will turn.to'the subject of

evaluation. By setting specific training objec-

tives, as we have-,done, the task of evaluation

becomes much easier.

Let's first review the four main reasons for

evaluation. They are:

1. To determinef participants achieved

the immediate training pbjectives;

Distribute thellandout#2,
the hypotheticals.
Select one of them for
use in.this session,
depending upon partici-
pants' interest in the
three topics`.

CircUlate around the room
to see.that the partici-
pants remain on target.

Remind the participants
when 5 minutes remain.
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2. TO assess immediate pikicipant reaction;

4
, .111*

3. To ass .ess trainer,performance;

4. To assess the impact of the training on

participants' behavior.,.

Can you think of examples-of ways that these four,

-purposercernbe-met

0

(5 min.) Take a minute to switch roles with me

in ybur minds.' Pretend you are giving this entire

_course. You have been as ed to develop' evaluation

.questionnaires for,this course that assess partic-,

pants' jmmedillite reactions to the course, your

own performance, and changes in participants'

behavior resulting trom the course. B?the way,

achievement of immediate learning objectives can
be measured simply ty comparing thesobjectives

to trainees' performahce. Take a few minutes to

think about how you would go about this

evaluation. .

115 min.) Now let's discuss the questions to be

included in any questionnaire Owen to partici-

pants.

154

Answers.you receive should

- Questionnaires distributed

at the end of the training;.

- Comparison of trainee per-
forMance at concdsion
with training objectives;

- Self-assessmen ues-

tionnaire tra ner answers
him - /herself;.,

- Use of participant-
observers to assess
training and/or'trainee
performance;

- Tests given before and

after the session.

- Post - training follow-up

cluestionnaires.-

Wrip each*of the headings
be Tow on a separate piece

of newsprint. Write ques-

tions under each heading
as they are suggested.
If participants are
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hesitant, elicit responses
with leading questions.

Answers you should receive
include:

Immediate Participant
Reaction

- Did he instructor talk
loudly enough?

- Was the session too long?

Too s ort?

Wer ou able to
participate?

- Would you recommend the

class to a colleague?

Instructor Performance

,- Was the participation
adequate? Did the number
of people participating
stay constant as the ses-
sion progressed?,

-,Did you stick to your
schedule? Were schedule
changes helpful or
harmful?.

- What went better or worse
than expected?

- Were your training tech-

niques interesting?

- Were you confident?

- Did you know the material?

Impact Change in
Participants' Behavior

- Do the participants
remember key points of
of the course?
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Now that you know how to go about planning a
crime prevention training session, and have some
ideas for evaluating its effect, we will move on

to the subject of conducting a session. That will

fie the topic of next lefson.

IS

156

- Have they used any of the
materials in the course?

- Have they acted on any of

the course's recommenda-
tions?

- Have they changed any

habits?
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Handout #2

HYPOTHETICALS FOR MODULE #16: SETTING TRAINING OBJECTIVES

1. A trainer wants to teach seniors abbut property protection.

This topic can include: (1) ways of making property in your house more

secure when you are'not at home, (2) the approaches taken by burglars to

gain unforced entry into homes, (3) the protective services available to

seniors from police or other programs, (4) what they should do if they

arrive home.to find their house has been burglarized, and (5) what to do

whip going on a vacation. The trainer is.unsure about which topics to

cover. He can only cover three pf these five topics. He wants to be sure

that the seniors in attendance will learn something they can

2. A trainer wants to hold a crime prevention education session for

seniors on "protecting yourself'on the street." Topics he could cover

include: (1) techniques for avoiding muggings, (2) safety tips. for seniors

riding.buseV, (3) seety tips for seniors going shopping, (4) direct deposit

of checks into 'the bank, and (5) techniques for coping with pursesnatchings.

He can only cover three of these topics, and Wants to cover those for

which training objectives can be written'most easily.

3. A trainer wants to hold a crime prevention session for seniors

and has-to cover consumer fraud and con games in one session. However, he

is confused by the number of potential topics. These include: (1) ways to

report consumer fraud or con games, (2) typical con"games,,(3) techniques

to avoid con games, (4) sales frauds to be wary of (5) ways to detect

fraudulent salespersons, and (6) fraudulent practices in the sale of health

insurance. The trainer only has time to cover four of these topics. He

has to write training-objectives for these topics. \

15
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LESSON: Communicating with Groups: Crime Prevention Education,, Part 2

17014E: 90 minutes This lesson corresponds with Chapter 13 in the handbook.

.OBJECTIVES:
In this session, INSTRUCTOR should:

1. Introduce participants to the importance of ising participatory
techniques in teaching crime prevention to the elderly.

2. Present a variety of training techniques, defining each and leading
a discussion on theirrelative values.

3. Discuss tips for conducting a training for the elderly.

At the end of this session, PARTICIPANTS will be able to:

1. Identify five types of training techniques, including some strengths
.and limitations of each.

2. Name three criteria one should use in selecting training techniques
for specific training sessions.

3. tist three ways. learning can be increased in a training session or
sessions.

4. Identify 10 practical factors to be considered when conducting a
crime prevention training for seniors.

METHOD:

TRAINING AIDS:
- Flipchart, newsprint, markers, masking tape.
- Overhead projector and screen.
- Transparency: "The Cone.of Experience."

MATERIALS:
- Handout: --Tips for Conducting Training.

COMMENTS: The topic of Communicating with Groups: Crime Prevention

Education (Clapter 13 in the handbook) has been divided into three
lessons. ,Ts lesson towers trainiff§ techniques and conducting the
training. Lesson 16 covers planning and evaluating the training.
Lesson 18 gives students the chance to develop a.hvpothetical training

session.

1 5
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(10 min.) When choosing pie training techniques
to use in a session, one should consider the
strengths and weaknesses of each one. I'll show

you now a transparency which illustrates how
various techniques are related to the amount of-
information which is retained. This "Cone of
Experience" graphically shows that, according to

research,Peollie learn-best-vihen_ they actively-
participate in the learning process. Let's

look at the cone, starting from the. top, and

discuss the various learning activities.

(10 min.) During the course of these classes,
you've been exposed to a number of different

training techniques. Let's name the different
.techniques you experienced, as well is others

that you know about.

IIP

(20 min.) Let's -discuss each of the techniques

listed. I'd like you to give me a description
of each, and your thoughts about their strengths
and weaknesses. We'll take each techniques

separately.

1 C 0

Show the transparency "The
Cone of Experime" and go
over the inforMATion on it.

qr

Write answers on the flip
chart. They will include:
-Presentation by teacher or
guest speaker

-Demonstration

-Film
- Role play

- Small group exercise
-Case study
-HandOuts
-Series of classes
-Combination or techniques'
-Brainstorming

Here is a summary of their
strengths (+) and weak=
nesses (-):

Lecture = a person stands
before a group and gives a'

speech.
+ It is easy to prepare..'
+ Fewyariables will affect

its delivery:
- People generallyy-remeMber

little,of what is said,
especially after the
first 10 or 15 minutes.

Film/Slide§ =,still or
moving pictures with
narration.
+ The combination of verbal

and ,visual input can
grettly increase retention.

+ A good number on this
topic are available, some
of which are very suitable
for elders.
(continued)
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Films/Slides (continued)
- Films or slides may not
be available.'

- Resources (rental money
or projection equipment)
may not be available.

- Audience is mostly pas-
sive, not particigdtii*.____
in training.

Role Play = simulation of
real life situation. The

participants act out the
characterS who are involved,
imitating their attitudes
and behavior.

+ Provides a context for
participants to express
themselyes. It is often
less threatening to
speak through another
character than to speak
for oneself.

+ Sensitizes the players to .

a variety of different
attitudevand motivations.
By playing a character
with a different view-N
point from one's own, a
person can develop an
understanding of others.

+ Gives the participants
an opportunity to prac-
tice techniques in a
close-to-real-life situ-
ation, which should facil-
itate'using the techniques
in the real world.
Requires energy and skill
on the part of the
instructor.

Requires a large enough
room to allow partici-
pants to break into
groups with minimal
distraction.

Presentation by guest
speaker = lecture by an
outsider, someone with
special expertise, exper-
ience or renown.
+ Change of actors holds

participants' attention
for a while.
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110 min.) Based on thg pros and cons, then,what
Aare some criteria one should use to select train-
' in techniques for a specific session to be held?

(10 min.) If one of our most important goals is
tohave senior citizens remember and use the,in-

formation they get in class what are some.ways--

in addition to usingparticiTatory techniques-
that we can feel more sure that will happen?

162

Guest Speaker (continued)
+ Presents information

from an authority.
+ Validates information

presented in class, and
from reading.

- Swaker may not ,stay on

target, straying from
the subject matter or
talking overtime.

- Trainer loses control

of a segment of the
course.

Small Group Exercise =
breakingca large group up
into groups of 3 to 9 to
accomplish a specific task.
+ Gives more people an
opportunity to speak.

+ May encourage shy people
to participate.-

+ Sense of competition be-
tween groups may result
in superior products.
Requires a room where
chairs and tables wri
be rearratiged,forthe
availability of several

rooms.
- Decentralized authority

can lead to task going
in an unintended direction.

Suggested responses:
- Physical training space

(arrangement and size);

- Size of group;
- Time frames;
Variety (not three films

k

in-a row;

- Background of participants
(education, homogeneity,,

interests);
-Resources available.

Suggested responses'
- Handouts, fdr reference
after class;
- Key words to help 4member
*important points; for

example"(continued) ;1
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440

(30 min.) Regardless of the content of the train-
ing or the techniques selected, certain practical
factors must be considered when conducting a
training for o r persons., A supportive learn-
ing environmen hances motivation and informa-
tion retention.

I'll list five factors to be considered when
planning a training on the flip chart.

I'd like you to give examples of specifics-under
each of these factors which need to be kept in
mind when you are planning education sessions
for senior citizens.

1C.3

the word "SAFE" can be used
as an acronym as follows:

1S=Secure one's environment;
A=Avoid places you know are

dangerous;
F=Flee from danger;
E=Engage the attacker if

all else fails.

- Homework assignment, to

take lessons home;
-Series of sessions, to
review and reinforce pre-
vious sessions, to'test
new behavior at home, and
to be able to raise ques-
tions about problems that
arise.

Write each factor on'th4
top of a separate sheet of
newsprint and tape them to
the wall:
- Interference

Lighting
-Temperature
"-Physical Problems
-Review of Training
Materials.

As specific tips are made,
write them under the approp-
riOe category. Answers

/7u will receive are listed
on Handout "Tips for
Conducting Trainings."

At the end of the class,
distribute the handout.
Mention-any tips which
have not already been
covered in the discussion.
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Transparency INVOLVING THE LEARNER

Extensive controlled research has shown that people learn most when they

actively-participate in the learning process. Edgar Dale's "Cone of .

Experience," below, shows the relative Iractiveness pf various learning

activities.
:

.-,...._ Cone' of Experience

People Generally Remember:

#46

10% of whatothey read

20% of what they hear

30%f of what they see

50% of what they
hear and see

70% of what they
say and write

90% of what
they say as
they perform
a task

Watch still picture

S

Learner Activity:

Watch movi ng picture

View exhibit

Verbal Receiving

Visual Receiving

Watch demonstration

Do 5 workshop exercise

Role-play a situation

Hearing, Saying,
Seeing, Doing

Simulate a real experience

Go through the real experience

1r
(Adapted fr materials produced by Dr. Katherine Tift for the National
Drug Abase Training-Center. For...further information on Dale's "Cone of

Experience," see Wiman, Raymond V., Educational Media, Columbus, OH:
Charles Merdll CO., 1969.)
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o Handout #1`, p. 1 of 2

4 M.

Interference

41,k
TIPS FOR CONDUCTING TRAININGS 4

4.0

1. Distractions and noise should be minimized as much
as ,possible. r,

2. An appropriate time for'a training should be planned
in advance. If it is scheduled too close to anotherr
activity, many people may get restless and anxious
for the training to conclude, o.

3. dIsolation often creates a need for'attention; A number
of'sehiorwitizens sometimes nake the bEipt of diminish-.
ing opportunities to speak, and that can impede the group'
process. It is helpful to include a queipion-and-
ansWer session at the end, and if earlier sections of
the presentation are getting bogged, down, gently in-
terrupt and ask if thkdiscussibn can be taken up
again later. By wr,iting the subject on a blackboard-

yor-easel,.the presenter lends 'dignity to the person he
has interruptedeltnd offers an implied promise that the
person's interests won't be forgotten.

Lighting, S

1: All pibgrams should be conducted in a well -lit room.
2. Any uncontrolled natural light, such as sunlight

shining through a big Window,
.

can
0.

create 'gl
problemk for seniors.

3. When giving a. training inoconditions of art ficial
lighting,, older-persOns will need more,light than
younger persons for comfortable vision.

,

4. If shoWing a film or'slides, make tilt room as dark as
possible. This will help seniors' viSual perceptions.

id III
Temperature.

1. ()icier adults find it difficult to adjust"to temperature
changes. 4Wool or fluctuating room temperatures are 11

.
the most uncomfortable. #

2. Senior citizens are generally comfortable in temperatures
that may be considered too warm by younger grOups%

P,hrsical.Problem s

.1. The'success of a training session depends on attendanqa.
The site should be convenient both in -terms of trans-1r
portAion and access to theroom where the traiuing will
take place. Sites should be avoided if they would require
'seniors to cliMb many steps or do arlot.of walking.

'2. Older adults may'experience extreme-discomfort ifthey
are forced Vb sit for an e)ttended period of tiMe., Pro-
vide rest breaks about every 20 or 30 minutes po t ey
can,stretch or use the 'rest room.

:165
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. Handout # 1, p.2 of ?,

3. Student-type chairs can be un4Pmfortable;
tables and comfortable chairs are more conducive
to older persons' learning:

4., ,Physical tasks will take longer than when working
mtthArger groups. ,

When chairs are to be turned
4 .arou q' watch a film or moved to form small groups,

is . for example, it may take a few minutes for'everyone
to get settled.

Review of Training Materials:
Films, Hand-outs; Props, etc.

Many older persons have diffiCulty'seeing details,
Th , it's always a good idea to orally review.
visual material.

2. view all films. V9cal quality should b. low- ,

pitched, slow, and sufficiently loud. Finns .

, should not,190 longer than .abobt 20 minutes to avoid .

stretching Attention spans. Actors and props 'lost be

11
clear to everyone, including those in the back of

the robm. I

Eandouts can be help 1 in letting participants
.

i

remember what they' earned. However, they should
be factual, c cige and brief. Ideally, they should
be readable in ne sitting. Type size, type style, ---,

and spacing sho ld all be selected to promote.read-

1
i ability. Color should proVide a strong contrast

,1 withdut- being toc har h_on'the_eyes.

I

P

tr

a

,
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LESSON: Developing a Training Program for the Elderly,

Lesson No. 18

Page No _1_
.11# N60

TIME: 90 mi nutes This lesson corresponds with Chapter 13,
in the handbook.

OBJECTIVES:
In this session, INSTRUCTOR should:

1

1. Divide the class into small groups to develop a training plan
based on a hypothetical situation.

2.' Lead a 'review and critique of the plans developed by the groups.
3, Usei.the plans as a means to evaluate the impact of lessons 16,

17,,and la. ;

AsSI.gn -as h work for the next class the preparation of a five-minute
summary of ach of the'18 lessons in the course (one lesson per

'-,s,Wdelit.)

4111

At the end of this session, PARTICIPANTS will be able to:

1. Develop p crime.prevention training plan fora group of elderly
citizens.

wript)!

group exerci see.

TRAINING AIDS.

A

lo

- Transparency: "Goal: To develop a crime prevention training. for

the elderly,"
OVerhead projector and screen.

MATERIALS:
I

- Handouts: 1.-- '`Crime Prevention' for East Side Seniors;"

2.--Blank form planning a training session;
3.--Sample f or (filled 'in) fcr planning a training

sessiop . ,.
.

(20r0341NTS: Having.cover d th st plaMning, conducting and evaluating
a training session in' lessons 16 d .17, this lesson.will apply those

guidelines to develop a hypothetial training session. These plans

can be used as one means of evaluating e results ,of lessons 16,

17; and r18.
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Lesson No. 18
Page No 2

LESSON OUTLINE INSTRUCTOR GUIDELINES

(15 min.) I'd like to introduce this exercise
by briefly reviewing the process for preparing

a training plan.

Today you will be working #n groups of 5 to de-

sign a training plan; given a hypothetical
situation. . Please form groups of 5.

Each group, please select a recorder to take

notes.

Please read the hypothetical, entitled "Crime

" .Preveftion for East Side Seniors" silently.

Your instructions are to go through each step

in'the planning process, and assess participants'
needs, select content, set objectives,-and
ielect.training techniques. The product you will

come up with is a lesson plan. Make sure that

the lesson plans:

- -Consider the psychological, physica , and

environmental characteristics of the lderly

and the community;
- -Use a variety of training to hn es;

-.Include objectives and plans or evalLiatiion.

I Nave given the'recorders bi each table .1 few

cosies or,a,form for writing the lesson plans.

Mere is a copy of a sample form filled in so P

that you. can see how to complete the forms when

you design, your plans. I will read it aloud as

you look at it.

(45 min.) Take'about 45 minutes to design

your plans.

1C

Show the transparency and
briefly review the steps
from lesson 016.

Distribute Handout-#1,.

"Crime Prevention.for
East Side Seniors," and
give about 5 copies of '

Handout #2, the blank
form for writing up the
workshop plans to each

recorder.

O

Give each participant a

copy of jndo.ut #3, the

sample ofd the form for
planning, filled in as

an example.

Stop occasionally at each

group to determine if they

need assistance.

er
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- Lesson No 18

Page No

LESSON OUTLINE INSTRUCTOR GUIDELINES

(25 min.) Will the recorderfrom each small
group decrite the plans your group deVel6ped for
the entire class?

(5 min.) Homework assignment for the next lesson

-J

-0

ft

163

After each presentation,
hay.e the entire group

discuss each plan.

Col-lect the forms rom

the groups so tha you
can use them to evaluate
the impact of the three
lessons.

,

Each student is assigned
me lesson to report to
the class for review
during the next class.

Instruftions for the
homework assignment are
in Lesson #19, page 2.

4
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Lesson No. _.113_

TransparencY

STEPS:

0

i

ASSESS

PARTICIPANTS'

NEEDS .

SET GOALS

1

SELECT

CONTENT

ir.

,-

WRITE

OBJECTIVES

SELECT
APPROPRIATE

TRAINING

METHODS

DEVELOP

TRAINING

'PLAN

4

.

..

GOAL:

To develop a crime.
Prevention training
for the elderly

I.

x

7-\

1

T.

CONDUCT

TRAINING "I4

4

.4IiilL
EVALUATE,

TRAINING

)



Lesson No 18

Handout #1

CRIME PREVENTION FOR EAST SIDE SENIORS

The East Side Recreation enter has a Senior Citizen Club
which meets twice a week for hour sessions. One of their
members, Mrs. Phillips, is in t e'hospital, having been beaten
up on her way home from the grocery store last week. Mrs.

Phillips has a broken hip, and is expected to be in the hospital
at least four more weeks.

The-other 50-some meacrs of the club cannot believe %hat
this happened to this sweet woman who was kind to everyone she
met. They are afraid to go out; only half of the usual number
came to the last meeting of the club. The leader of the club
has requested that you speak to the group about: crime prevention.
She has not opened the subject up for general discussion because
she doesn't want to alarm the people any more. The fact is,
however, that. this is the third such incident she has heard about
in as many weeks:

Most of the eraerly people in the club live alone in
rented apartMents in a one-mile-square area. The majority are
women, who live primarily fin Social Security. The theft of
these checks from their apartment mailboxes is common.

there is a bus which picks up the clUb members at their
buildings and takes them to the club meetings. For trips to
the store, banks, doctors, church, etc. the seniors mostly
rely on public transportation. The nearest bus stop is two
blocks away, and involves crossing a busy four-lane highway.

A

The police say that the biggest problem of the elderly
"liVing in this area is con games, the latest being the bank
examiner swindle. About five cases were reported, and an
unknown number not reported, because of. embprrassment, mainly,
they project.

The room used for the club meetings is an old classroom,
with blackboards. There are 10 round tables with five chairs
at.-each The arrangement is flexible.

to- 171



WORKSHOP GOAL:
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WORKSHOP GOAL: To change not-very-prudent habits and behavior so that personal
security on the street will be increased

Activity
Step

Activity
Objective Time

Materials
Needed

SAMPLE'

Script (Trainer's'instructions in brackets)

1. Film To be able to 30 min;
observe and
remember some
crime pre-
vention tips
used by others

2.Discussion To be able to 15 min.
name 4 pre-
cautions to
take on the
street

3. Roleplay To be able tot
ideritify

Acriminal
opportunities
for muggers

4. Summary
I

174

To be able to
take these
lessons home

114

20 min.

10- min.

"Walk without The film you are about to see shows ways
Fear" film , that we can prevent crime on,the street.
16 mm pro-- As you watch it, try to remember some of

jector the tips-you see so that we can discuss
Screen them after the filffi is'over.

Flipchart anq
markers

OR
Blackboard+.

and chalk

Show the film

What were some of the crime prevention
tips that you saw 'in the film? As you
Mention them, I'lllist them on the board.

Will a volunteer please come up here? And
bring whatever things you brought'with you
to clasd; in other words, come up here the
same way you came to class, with your coat,
etc.

Now, please walk around the room just
as if you were walking to class.

The rest of the class pretend that
you'are muggers looking for a target. Look_
at this person through the eyes of a mugger.
What about this person would be attractive
to a .potential mugger?

Can we have another volunteer?
r"

R.When you're at home, make a list of the R. 1
preiautions against crime that you take
before you go out on the street. What 0
else can' you do? 0'
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Lesson No. 19
Page No

LESSON: Review of Effective Responses to the Crime Problem of Older
Americans

Mai 90 minutes This lesson corresponds with Chapters 1-13in the handbook.

OBJECTIVES:
session, INSTRUCTOR should:

1. Have one student give a fi ve-minute review of each lesson in the

course.

2. Briefly describe the final examination, which will be given at

the next class.

At the end of this session, PAR CIPANTS will be able to:

1. Summarize the important points in one lesson in the course.

2. Prepare for the final examination.

I

METHOD:
- Presentations by students.

TRAINING AIDS:

VATERIALS:

COMMENTS:

.
178
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Lessoil No. 19
Page.No. _2_
LESSON OUTLINE

t

INSTRUCTOR GUIDELINES

Instructions for homework assignment to be given
prior to this class:

Ap,

Lesson 11 will consist of a review of this en-

tire course. Using the handbook and your class

notes I'd like each of you to take a different
lesson and prepare a brief review of it to
present to the rest of the class next time. You
will have only five minutes. Use any techniques

you desire, but remember that the whole point
is to help each other to study for the exam,
which will be given during the class after the
review class.

(85 min.) Have each participant make his or her

presentation.

(5) Briefly review the format of the exam and

answer any questions.

'0

..,

I

If there are more partici-
pants than lessons, ask tfie
group if any of them would
like to work together on
the homework. If there are

fewer people than lessons,
ask the group if anyone would
like to cover more than one
lesson.

i
1



LESSON: Examination and Evaluation

TIME: 90 minutes This lesson corresponds wi

OBJECTIVES:
In this session, INSTRUCTOR should:

. 1. Ailtister the final examination.

At the end of this session, PARTICIPANTS will be able to:

METHOD:

TRAINING AIDS: s

MATERIALS:

'Pk Examinations, one of each of 5 pages.
- Answer sheets, one of each of 6 pages.
- Examination answers.,

Lesson No 20

Page No 1

.Chapter 1-13 in the handbook.

COMMENTS: To grade this exam:
One point for true/false : x 25 = 25
One point for multiple choice x 15 - 15

7 Two points for fill-in-the-blanks: x 20 = 40
Ten points for each short essay : x 2 .

WO
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Lesson No. 20

Handout `1,.

Page 1.2f 5

I,. True-False

. 1. Approximately 1 tit of 15 persons in the 0U.S. /s 65 or older.'

. two

FWIAL'E. AMINATION

2. 'st elderly people live in small towns:

3. T e average income level of thq elderly is approximately one-half that

of.the you ulation.

4 The r population, in the U.S. is increasingly female dominant."

5 The n omes of old 'blacks and older whites are approximately equal.

146

6 014 femalethal.le ilncomes 201ch average two-thirds tfiakof older males.

7 One-fourth of the e derly are wor or near-poor.

8 l'he life expectancy of persons 65 and over has increased.

9. More people are livingloAger.
.

10. Fifty 1cent of.tnenonivrquttonalized elderly have limited mobility.

IP

0__

11. `Owe out of four'suicidesin thd U.S.vis committed by an elderly person.,
f.

. .. ,

,-

, . .

12. iOverall: there are oear1., five person'al
,

crimes against the nonelderly

.
for eipery one commftted against an older pe1rson411. .

4 (

.
.

: .13. Not quite.two burglaries 6'e-committed against younger householders
.

i
for eveby one agains-t:an elderly:household.

. -

14. The eldrly are victimized mp_re'often.than younger people because they

tare wearer and slower.
.

. 15. The elciprly are more fearful of crime than other age groups.

, - '1
. .

.
.The elderly tend to stay indoors if$ the evenings because they are most

frequently, victimized during the eveniwg, ..

, e
.

, a

17. Most elderly peoplefearful,of crime in their high-crime neighborho.6ds

, 6ve po ormr areas. 4! gr ,

, .

t-''

. ,...

r 2 to JO timgs,the rate against the elderly naticanally. .

. .

,--. 18. in:major,citiest. thi criminal victimization rates against.theelderly

. N.

. . . , /'

19. 'Elderly.
.

victims lose.on'.an average between A to 20 :Ieren of their

monthly incAne. , ,. ,. -

efonThe most common crime against alder is purse snat ng.
4/1

, 21.' Older blacks are generally less afraid of crime than older whites.

, 1



FINALEXAMINATION
^ I

t

4

4eesson No. 213

Handout 1

Page 2 of 5

22. The most common reaction of older persons to their fear of crime is
fb mobilize themselves and. others into action.

.

23 The victimization rate is higher against older men than against older

women.

24: Violent crimes against senior citizens occ often in public

parks.

25. For information on the Direct Depositagrogram,:contaxt the Internal
' Revenue ServiCe.

II, MULTIPLE CI4OICE

1. Elderly victtms are,: likelhotO receiVe hcApital care as younger

victims.

1411
0 a. Three times as . r

b. Twice as

c. Not more
One-half as

2. If an elderly woman is being followed to her aWtMent, she Should not;

a. Scream
b. Pas5 by her apartment
c. Go in

d. Go to a neighbor's apartment;

3. By practicing crime preventioi, a person wi4 one's chances of

be4ng victimized. -

a. Eliminate
b. Increase i&

ti c. Decrease by 50 percent

d. Reduce.
4

4. When,first interviewing an elderly"victim, there are three important

things to say. Which answer below is not right?

a. I'm.sorKy it happened.
b.,. You should have known better.

c. I'm glad you're all right.
----,d. You did nothing wing. --

5. The best device for securing a double7hung window is:

A. A deadbolt lock
b. Athumbturn lock

180
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LesonNo. 20

Handout '1
'page 3 of 5

..#

p

.

c. A nail through the window frame.

d. A storm window.'

asp

FINAL EXAMINATIOtt--...

.6. A.victim's "second injury" is one which is inflicted by!--

a. The offknder
b. A friend of the offender

v. A friend of the victim
d. The victim.

7. Which of the following is not a measurable learning objective?

'a. To be able to understand the "second injury"

b. To be able to describe the procedures for using Direct Deposit

IP T. To be able to identify local crime prevention resources

d. To be able to list four tips for securing one'shome.
_ -

Circle the letter next to the appropriate phase of crisis which is described

by the quotes below: (Use the answer sheet.)

8. "I wasn't careful enough because I had left the window open."

a. .Phase 1
00

b. Phase 2

c. Phase 3
4:/ Phase 4

. .

"9. "I can't control fly anger. I have fantasies of running into' them and

them."

a. Phase 1

b. Phasei
e. Phase 3

d. Pi4se `4

10. can't believe this happened."

a. Phase 1

b. Phase

c. Phase 3
d. Phase 4

11. "My d ughterwarned me° about this neighborhood. I should have listened

to her.

- a..Phase
b. Phase

c. Phase 3
d. Phase 4/:

4

4it

6
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FINAL EXAMINATION

40,

Lesson No?0
1

Handout 1

Page 4 of 5

12. When walking alone on the, sidewalk, it is recommended that one ,walk:

-a. In' the center

b. towards the Curb
c. Close to,a building
d. Backwards.

13. The best weapon for "n elderly person to carry is:
4..

a. A gup
b. A whistle
c. Mace
d. A knife.

A

14. If an elderly. person enters the house and hears an jntruder,the person
should first:'

a. Pretend to be asleep
b. Try to get out of the house without being noticed.
c. Call 'the police.'

d. .Scream. f

15. One way which would net be appr
immediate reactions to a cri

a. A show of ands

b. An observer
c. A questionnaires

.d. A written test.

a 4for evaluating senior Citizens'
ntion training session

11,

III. Short Answer/Fill-in-the-Blanks

- 1. Name 6 ,ige4elated losses which can occur in a person's Ore.

2. What are the 3 main ways that crime impacts on the elderly?

40"-
.9. Name 10 'needs whit elderly crime victims'May incur.

da 4. List 6 safety.tip; for'seniors to use on the street.-

ist

a
)

5: List 6 home security tips.

6) 'Wtat are.4 types of nonverbal communication which con convey
. 'positive or negative messages?

7. wa are 4 verbal"MmunicatiOn skills to use in interacting with
, the elderly?

, ,

. ''- 8. List the 4 Main reasons for evaluating crime prevention training.

I
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FINAL EXAMINATION

9. Name f con games commonly committed against s enior citirs.

10. List 4types of training techniques and one strength and one limitation

of each.

11. List the 7 steps in preparing for, conducting, and_fallowing 'up a crime

prevention training course for the elderly.

12. What is crime prevention?

'13. What is victim assistance?

14. ,What is advocacy?

1'. Name 2 reasons why seniors are good colmunity crime prevention,,resources.

16.. What are the 4 phases of crisis which victims experience?

1 What are 5 types consumer fraud whh seniors are particularly

susceptible to?

, 18. Wheq.conducting a crime preVention training for the elderly, what are

6 practital tips to consider for the seniors' comfort?

19. What are 3 ways to collect information for a crime analysis?

20. Name 6 potential crime prevention'activities for senior citizens to

participate tn collectively.

'IV. Short Essax Questions (choose 2)

. 1. How are the elderly vulnerable to criminal victimization?

2. What impact does fear of crime haVe on the behavior and quality

. of life of,older Americans? A

4
t6; ?

r

3. How can a community group aAocate for iihproled anti -crime services

for its'elderly?

I'

f

41.

3
q

4

4

4.
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FINAL EXAMINATION

SWER SHEET

NAME

DATE

I. TRUE ORFALSP. Write the letter "T" or "F"

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

-8.

appropriate number

, 20
Lesson nio

Handout 2

Page . 1 of

in the space beside the

ti

6

9. 17.

10. 18.

19.

12. 20.

13. 21.

14.. 22.

. . 1
r

.
15.

..
23.

16. 24.

25.

II. MULTIPLECHOICE Circle the letter of the correct answer below:

1. a
. dr

.4.,a 7. a` sio. a a

4. .bb b , b ,,,''

2. a

b.

c

3: a

b

c c .c
.

-4 A
c1 d , d 'd'

5. a &. a
.4

11. a .14.

t
b.

4,

b b b

d d d d ,

6. a 9. a 4.12. a 15. a

b . b b ' b

c c c \ .c

d d` . 0
d

lb
d

18 1

C

d
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Lesson No 20

Handout 2, 'Page 2 of 6

NAME

DATE

FINAL EXAMINATION

ANSWER SHEET 4

III. :SH RT .ANSWER.. Write appropriate answers in the spaces below:

2.

3.

4

. ,
1

41.
4

1/4

Cl1



a.

FINAL EXAMINATION

ANSWER SHEET

NAME

DATE

6

iL

C

5.

3r

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Lesson No. 20

Handout 2
Page 3 of 6

{A

ist

16

AO 4

Strength:

Weakness:
r.

(continue on next page)

186.
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Handout 2 Page 4 of, 6

NAME

DATE

10. Strength:

Weakness:

FINAL EXAMINATION

ANSWER SHEET"

Mk.

Strength:

ti Weakness:

11.

12:

S

(Continue on' next page)
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FINAL EXAMINATION

ANSWER SHEET

NAME

DATE

.r

,

15.

C-
Lesson No. 0
Handout 2

Page 5 of 6

a.

16.

17.

4

11

'2.

e/

a. . P.
i J

18. 4 t .

19.

.

.20.

.

.

, , P

r

tb

1.

%

_ as

*

188
9
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Lemon No. 20

Handout 2, Page. 6 of 6.

NAME

DATE

FINAL EXAMINATION

`ANSWER SHEET

IV. SHORT ESSAY. Answer two out o, three essay questions below;

A

s

I

a

t .

13

I

t

eo
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INSTRUCTOR'S ANSWER SHEET 11 Page 1 of 4

FINAL EXAMINATION

I. 1. False
2. False

True
14: .True
5, False

A
6. False

7. True
8. False
9. True

10. False

fl. Tfue

12. True
13: True
14, False
15: True
1.6. Fatse
17. False

an,

II 1. c

2. c

3. d

4. b

5. .c
6. c

7.- a

8. cl

'9.

10. a

11.

12. a

b

14. b

15. d'

III. 1 Ocome
status
death of spouse

2. economically
physically
emotional ly

3. crisis counseling
replacement of lost

documents and keys

food
housing
stransportation/escott
financial aid

18,

1-9.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

r.

True

False
False
False

False
True

False
False)

dean' of.J.riends
decline of physical powers
decline of,mental powers

victim'comPensation
medical assistance
legal assistance,.
clothing
replacement of Social
and.other checks

homemaking services

.190

Sr.

Security

MO



Page 2 of4 INSTRUCTOR'S ANSWER SHEET

. FINAL EXAMINATION '

4. Don't carry cash ,
Use pockets for valuables
Walk in the center of the sidewalk
Be observant

Use 'Direct Deposit .

Don't carry a purse
Don't walk ajone.
Don't fight for perstnal

property

5. Have,a home security check
Get a dead4olt lock
on't rely on window locks--have windows pinned
Don't rely, on chain guards on doors
Don't open the door to strangers
Lock doorS and windows .

'Get a-timer for lights and radios if you go away
Don't hide keys outside the house
Cancel mail'and newspapers if yqu go on vacation

6. eye contact
posture
gestures
touch
personal space

P

.7. mirror response
paraphrasing
open-ended question 0
feeling

8. - To determine if participants achieved the immediate training objectives;

- To assess immediate pticipant reaction;
- To assess trainer perf rmance;
- To assess the impact of the tra ing on participants' behavior.,

9. pigeon drop
bank examiner

10. lec4ure

Films

Role play

strength: - easy to prepare
- few variables affect its delivery

weakness: - people generally remember little of what is

said

strength: - combination of verbal and Visual input can
greatly increase the amount of information

retained
- excellent films exist ,

weakness: - mad not be available,
- rental money or equipment ay not be available

audience-is in passive mode

strength: provides a nonthreatening context for partici=

pants to express themselves a .

-. sensitizes participants to a varietS, of,

attitudes . -

m - gives practice in 4,cloie-to-real-life situation

M'



INSTRUCTOR'S ANSWER SHEET

,FINAL EXAMINATION

Guest speaker

Small group
exercise

;IP

weak

_ lige 3 of 4 .

Jrequires more energy andfkill on the
part of the instructor

,
. .

,

/requires a large enough room for partici- -..'

pants to break into paiTs with minimal
distraction

strength.: -_ cAnge of actors holds paqicipants'd

pakness4

attention-
- presents information from an fl,auttority"

validates information presented in, class .

speaker may not starowtarget; straying
,from the ,libject.matter, or talking

overtime
.

- trainer loses Control of a segment Of
the` class

.

.

gives more people an opportuity to speak

- mgy encourage shy people to, express
,fhemselves.withbut pie stress of :having
to speak in front of a largq audience

.;. can.prodUce`good pi-oducts since a sense
Hof Competition may arise -between groups

requi-re 'r.d6a7where'Chairs and tables

can be-Narramged, or 1-he-availability
of several rooms ,

.1- decentralized authoritycan lead to
task going in an unintended direction

Conduct training
Cvaluate training

strengp! -

weakness:*

11. Assess participants' needs
Set goals
Write objectives
Sglect content
Select training methods

12. Crime prevention is the practice of '13Otting criminal opportunities

and then doing)omething to reduce or eliminate them in a\common sense

way.
. .

I3. Victim assistance 4 assisting'elderly crime victims in recovering

from the emotional impact of crime, helping them obtain financial

'reparations for loses caused by'crime, 'providing services _which /they

need to returns to a pre-trime state of Well-being, and making Was -

easy as possible to participate in the criminal' justice pOlOcess.

14. Advocaty is a colTectl.on of dctivi,tes designed to change unrespobsive

z '166; regulatibns, procedure/, or practiees.that work needlesS hardship.

! on individual citizens

192,
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INSTRUCTOR'S ANSWER SHEET
FINAL EXAMINATION

4

15. They are often home during the day.
They are often retired and have time to volupteer.
They often know the neighborhodd better than other residents. -

-They can personally benefit from becoviing involved- -since an increase
in neighborhood cohesion can decrease both the fear and rate of

crime, as well as decrease the isolation:feltby many elderly
People.

16. Shock and disbelief
- Pseudo-calm, detached behavior
- Circular anger and depression
- Resolution

17., Home repair
. Hearing aids

Funerals
Insurance

i

IF,
Door-to:door sales
Health quackery
Charities
Work at home

\

,

18. 'Minimize distractions and noise',

- Use a well-lit!room.
- KeepNtemperature warm and cons ant.
- Provide frequent rest breaks.
- Use comfortable chairs and table9

- Speak slowly and clearly.
- Use handouts.

19. - Review police offense reports.
- Conduct informal surveys of citizens and key persons in the

community.
- Review lobol criminal justice ?lannitig agency reports.

- Use local resource directories.

0. - Operation Identification
- Home security surveys
- Neighborhood Watch
- Street patrols
- Tenant lobby patrols
- Whistle distribution

' - Escort services

- Court monitoring

S

1


